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Man
Is multitude
His existence is measured
By the breadth of his intellect and his emotions
By the length of his stature and his constructions
By the depth of his relationships with his fellow man
By the height he reaches in seeking God
Man
Is a book
Telling the world about
Its Author
He is a masterpiece
Whose existence is honor and glory
For the Creator
Man
Is thinking, learning
Working, growing
Serving, understanding, loving
Believing, worshiping
Symbolistic measurements of the
DIMENSIONS OF MAN
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Upland, Indiana
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DIMENSIONS OF MAN
IN MEMORIAM
Donny Roye
September 28, 1960
, Before the throne
He'll stand—not very big
Still, he's calm and sure
For his minute on earth
He served his Lord
Over the murmur of disquiet
His shrill voice pipes
Really not much of an oration
"I lived down there for a while, Lord
Now I've come home
I can only report—mission accomplished
According to plan"
I
An educator
Advocating and displaying
Uncompromising standards
Insatiable curiosity
Dextrous imagination
Unending search for truth
A guide
Deliberate ceaseless energy
Perpetual progress
"As now—so then"
Challenging by the example of his life
A friend
Warm, genuine, eager
Precise, glistening wit
Personal understanding
Honest confidence and respect
A Christian
Vital, permeating faith
Insight deepened
By devout consecration
To the Spirit of God
Unassuming humility
A man of prayer
A symbol of Taylor University
Intellectual strength
Physical energy
Personal love
Dedicated to the service and the glory
Of God
DEDICATION
Dr. Milo A. Rediger

Man thinking
An intellect challenged
A mind
Perceiving, discerning
Apprehending, analyzing
Exploring, meditating
Endeavoring to comprehend
Man the intellectual
His capability is never exhausted
His potential is ever being further developed
The fascination of exploration and discovery
The intellectual man
Exercising his mind and his faith
In seeking to understand the relationship between life and truth
Attempting expansion
To comprehend the limitlessness
Of the eternal
That dimension which measures the breadth of the mental capacity
INTELLECTUAL
Man
Collaborating with the Author
Directing the process
Which develops
New man
Architects of the intellectual Taylor
Who mold the curriculum of the future
As they measure
The stature of the mind
Man
Aiding
In the search, the question
The birth of the idea
Giving form
To the pattern of growth
Guardians of the truth
And the faith
. . . Man . . .
GUIDING
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B. Joseph Martin, Ph.D. . . . President . . . "The
latchstring hangs on the outside and it has
your name on it" . . . Representing Taylor
University . . . Personal concern and prayer
for "the family" . . . Numerous investiga-
tions concerning "the move" . . . Cheerful
. . . "Not a scrub in the bunch" . . . Southern
accent being touched by an Indiana twang
. . . Presiding in convocations, evening serv-
ices . . . Many duties, but always time for a
word, a chat, a consultation ... A spring in
his step . . . Loving advocate . . . Governed
by the will of God.
. Gracious "first lady" of
. . Always present at cam-
An alumna . . . Giving
for her husband's many
Her lovely home open for visits . . .
interest in "the family" . . . And
Mrs. Evelyn Martin
Taylor University
pus functions . .
strength and aid
tasks . .
Genuine
Mother Duryea
. . . Prexy's other "girlfriend'
. . . Faithful interest . . . Already a part of
Taylor.
Board of Trustees . . . Guiding the growth, the
future
. . . Lux et Fides . . . Vital concern for
progress
. . . Dedication to God . . . Increased
plant usage and enlarged student enrollment
. . . Maintaining standards . . . Inquiring, im-
proving, evaluating, adopting
.
. . The move
. . . Many questions to be answered . . . Con-
sideration
. . . Prayer . . . And after the final
decision—action. Mrs. Evelyn Martin
Dr. B. Joseph Martin
GUARDIANS OF THE LIGHT AND FAITH
BOARD OF TRUSTEES. Sitting: Donald F. LaSuer, Herbert M. Frazer, G. Harlowe Evans, C. W. Shilling, C. H. Yarns,
B. Joseph Martin. Standing: H. A. Driver, Earl D. Sticklen, D. Paul Huffman, Richard W. Halfast, Verner S. Mumbulo,
Harold P. Halleen, M. C. Patterson, Lester C. Gerig, Arthur L. Hodson, Elmer G. Seagly, Hugh Townley.
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Reverent silence pervades as Dr. Charles Shilling, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, and Dr. Rediger officially present the
seal to President Martin.
Great Beyond Their Knowing
. . . Arising
from the academic tradition of medieval
scholarship . . . The long black gowns and
distinctive caps of the Renaissance stu-
dent ... A mark of accomplishment, of
knowledge, of wisdom: academic hoods
. . . Taylor tradition . . . The staff at the
head of the procession
. . . New symbol of
standards from Dr. John Wengatz . . .
Tradition in progress
. . . Ceremony of
recognition for a man already established
in the heart of Taylor.
Presidental Seal . . . Addition to Taylor her-
itage ... To be worn at all gatherings in
which academic attire is appropriate . . .
Symbolizing the office of the president
. . . Scroll . . . Exercising judgment . . .
Campus policy . . . Off-campus represen-
tation . . . Personal ethos . . . Torch . . .
Guardianship of knowledge . . . Light and
Faith
. . . Leadership . . . Ceaseless search
for truth . . . Preservation of the dignity
of the scholar
. . .
Laurel wreath . . . Tri-
umph
. . . Honor . . . Sense of accomplish-
ment . . . Incentive to strive toward greater
goals
. . . Even as the office of president
is a symbol of Taylor.
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Bishop Fred Corson begins his ad-
dress in honor of the inaugura-
tion of President Martin.
Inauguration Ceromony
.
. . Culmina-
tion of three days of activities
. . .
Emphasis on education
. . . Liberal
arts
. . . One hundred sixty represen-
tatives from colleges and universities
. . . Marshal Paul Keller bearing the
staff
. . . Indiana weather at its nicest
. . . Taylor hoods . . . Academic pro-
cession
. . . Photographers everywhere
... Dr. Fred Pierce Corson
. . . Bishop
of the Philadelphia Area of the Meth-
odist Church . . . European cap of soft
velvet
.
. . Presentation of the seal
. . .
Dr. Rediger fastening the clasp
. . . Hold it for another photo
—
just
to make sure . . . Acceptance by Dr.
Martin . .
.
Characteristic fatherly
concern
. . . Pledge to advance Chris-
tian education
. . .
Prayerful dedica-
tion . . . Pledge to "mold Taylor into
a more effective instrument for the
Master's use."
GREAT BEYOND THEIR
KNOWING
Dr. Martin and Bishop Corson, along with other academic officials, gather on the lawn In front of Campbel
parlors during the post-inauguration festivities.
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Dr. Milo A. Rediger
Academic Dean
Dr. William D. Green
Dean of Students
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GUIDANCE
Dr. Milo Rediger, Academic Dean and Vice Presi-
dent . . . Dignity . . . Sincerity . . . Warm smile
. . . Pin-striped suit . . . Firm hand shake . . .
Justifiable pride in the academic and instruc-
tional program at Taylor . . . Administrative re-
sponsibility during the absence of the President
. . . Coordinator for the North Central Associa-
tion in its liberal arts education study . . . Typi-
cal of the academic and spiritual standard of
Taylor.
Dr. William Green, Dean of Students . . . Green
Dean
. .
. Orientation program to organize . . .
New Testament Survey, Old Testament Survey
to teach . . . Meeting of the Scholarship Com-
mittee, Student Personnel Committee, or maybe
the Campus Activities Committee
. . .
Confer-
ence with head residents . . . Appointments with
students for consultation . . . Wednesday night,
Student Council . . . Never too busy for a friendly
hello
.
. . Dry sense of humor
.
.
.
Deep under-
standing and patience.
Befty Freese . . . Trusted secretary in the Academic
Dean's office . . . Keeping steady contact be-
tween the Dean's office and the faculty , . . Pre-
paring forms used in academic procedures . . .
Singing in Sunday night services.
Sandy Lomax . . . First year as secretary in the Dean
of Student's office
. . .
Writing reference letters
for students and graduates . . . Sending letters
to prospective freshmen during the summer . . .
Already an asset.
Elaine Hanchu
. . .
President's secretary .
. .
Trying
to find time for another appointment in Dr. Mar-
tin's schedule .
. .
Stemming the flood of mail
that comes to the office . . , Maintaining con-
tact with the other secretaries on the ground
floor of the library.
Elaine Hanchu
Sandy Lomax
Betty Freese
The tenth of the month, and cashier Donna
Wise is busy cashing work checks for Ken Black-
well and Lloyd Maddon.
AND
Business Office . . . 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. every
day . . . Monthly statements to treasurers of
organizations
.
.
.
Efficient but friendly . . . "If
you want cash, the check must be made out to
yourself, not to Taylor University" . . . Those
mid-semester statements ... "I'd like to change
twenty dollars into nickels, please" . . . Office
supplies requisitions . . . "Will you pay the bal-
ance now or later?" . . . No purchases without
a requisition . . . Adding machines . . . "Any
workbill handed in after the first of the month
may be subject to a 50% cut' Control of
Mr. Kellerall keys . . . Painless extraction
will see you now."
Paul D. Keller . . . Business Manager . . . Perma-
nent member of all committees handling large
sums of money
. . .
Choir leader at Upland Meth-
odist
. .
. "Between Camp Atterbury and the
Ford grant we may break even this year" . . .
Mus.M. .
. . Eager to help in any financial prob-
lem . . . Putting the milk cartons on the table
every meal at Youth Conference . . . "Have you
asked for bids on this merchandise?" . . . Stu-
dent Council Finance Committee Advisor . . .
Familiar, deliberate speech . . . "I'm afraid you
won't be able to register unless your Tuition
Plan payments are up to date— is there some-
thing we can do?" ... A Christian business man.
Paul D. Keller
Business Manager
REQUISITIONS
BUSINESS OFFICE STAFF; Virginia Cline, accountant; Mabel Gallaher, Mr. Keller's
secretary; Donna Wise, Cashier.
ALUMNI BOARD. Seated: Llovd Willert, Bonnie Odie, J. Robert Coughenour, President, Standing: Hugh Freese, Dalton
VanValkenburg, Ernest Shumaker, Ed Bruerd, Will Cleveland, M. Arthur Grant, Edgar W. Bolles. Not pictured: Ralph Long
REFLECTING TAYLOR
Alumni Board . . . "Advisors to the college" . . .
Alumni Fund . . . Homecoming to plan . . .
Alumni Day in June
. .
. "Wonder who will get
the alumni awards this year" . . . Guidance for
the alumni program.
Public Relations
. . .
Basement of the library . . .
"Friend-raising department" . . . Public rela-
tions handshake
.
.
.
"President on the phone"
. . .
Interpreting the college to its public
. . .
Coffee breaks in the grill
. . .
"Open evenings
and holidays" . . . News releases . . . Taylor
bulletin . . . Bulletin board full of clippings
. . . Alumni Ed and Mrs. Shippey make the
move to Magee Dorm . . . Alumni magazine
. . . Reflecting the image of what Taylor is.
Dave LeShana goes over the day's
schedule for the Pastor's confer-
ence with Carol Kundenreich.
PUBLIC RELATIONS STAFF. Carol Kundenreich, Secretary; Dave LeShana,
Director of Public Relations; Will Cleveland, Director of Publicity; Alice
Shippey, Secretary; Ed Bruerd, Alumni Secretary.
AND GRADES
E. Sterl Phinney . . . M.A. . . . Registrar and
Director of Admissions . . . Catalogs, ap-
plications, transcripts . . . "There are en-
tirely too many applications for the pres-
ent facilities" . . . Academic records . . .
Duplicate transcripts . . . Sent to parents
and students . . . Below "C" slips . . .
"All faculty members must have their
mid-semester grades in to the Registrar's
office by Wednesday, November 16" . . .
Pre-registration . . . "You forgot to get
Dr. Yoder's signature on your U.S. History
class card" . . . Prospective students and
their parents . . . Warm welcome.
Bob Freese . . . B.S. . . . Friendly grin and
crackling wit
.
. . "Taylor is a fully ac-
credited, effectively Christian, liberal arts
college" . . . Admissions Counselor
.
. .
Ministers in the North Indiana Confer-
ence . . . High schools in Illinois
. . . Guid-
ance counselors in Michigan
. . . Churches
in Ohio . . . Not much time on campus
.
.
. Representing Taylor to prospective
students.
Rufh Mickley . . . P.H.T. degree . . . Roster
of students for the first semester, 1960
.
.
. Second semester, 1961 ... Letters of
reference
. . . Questions from freshmen-
to-be . . . Taking a minute to chat with
Sandy
. . .
Transcripts every Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
. . . Permanent record
file.
Paul Pasco brings the mail to Mrs, Mickley and Bob Freese every
morning.
E. Sterl Phinney
Registrar and Director of Admissions
Dan Freeman checks to be sure he has
enough upper division hours to graduate
this spring.
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Man
Inspired by the Author
Exemplifying faith, leadership, service
Catalyst of the process of learning,
Man directing man
In the pursuit of wisdom
Maintaining standards
Of the mind
As he upholds values
Of the soul
. . . Man . . .
LEADING
Professor Charles Carter begins his series of
chapel messages before Spring Revival.
Charles W. Carter, Th M
Professor of Philosophy and Religion
William D. Green, Ed D
Professor of Religion and Psychology
Fred H. Luthy, B D.
Assistant Professor of Religion
W. Ralph Thompson, Th D.
Professor of Religion
PHILOSOPHY
AND RELIGION
Philosophy and Religion
. .
. Inquiries about
Christian education majors go to Dr. Wood
. . .
Practical field work in local churches . . .
"Is it logical to be ethical at 8:30 in the morn-
ing, Professor Carter!'" . . . Probing the basis
of Christian Beliefs . . . Dr. Rediger in Old
Testament Literature .
. .
"If you were Elihu,
what would you say to Job?" . . . Dr. Thompson
speaking in Sunday night services . . . Three
red folders for assignments . . . Dean of Stu-
dents in the Religion Department . . . Faith
based on an exhaustive search for truth . . .
Division one: existentialism, authorship of He-
brews, innocent human suffering.
Dr Paul Wood, Chairman of the Division of Philosophy and
Religion, does some reading in Christian Education.
^\''V > y:
Dr. Paul Barkman tells Leona Lewis and Karen Coolman about the Mental Health Careers Conference.
Jennie E. Andrews, A.M.
Professor of Elementary Education
Paul F. Barkman, Ph D
Assistant Professor of Psychology and Re-
ligion
Janet Benning, B S.
Instructor of Physical Education
Mildred S. Chapman, MA.
Assistant Professor of Education
Hildreth M. Cross, Ph D
Professor of Psychology and Director of
Testing
Robert Davenport, B S.
Instructor of Physical Education
Football Coach
20
EDUCATION
AND
PSYCHOLOGY
Education and Psychology ... Dr. Hayes
maintaining high standards for student
teachers
. . . Tuesday and Thursday full
of classes
. . .
Miss Andrews with a room
full of Elementary Education majors
. . .
"Be sure to read plenty of Medal books"
. . . Professional experience supervised
by actual teachers
. . .
"Mrs. Chapman
is going to visit my class tomorrow" .
. .
Psychology packs for the move to Divi-
sion six
. . . Dr. Barkman studies the ef-
fect of a Christian college education
upon individuality . . . "It takes a psy-
chologist to be a yearbook advisor" . . .
Dr. Cross studies how to teach children
to read
. .
. Reading improvement plus
almost any kind of test you want . . .
New teaching alumni in the sports de-
partment . . . Basketball coach with
Olympic experience . . . Requirements
for better than average grades in girls'
physical education . . . "Is there any
difference in physical education from
a baseball coach or from a football
coach?" . . . Division two: Teaching
units, Gestalt psychology intramurals.
Dr. Robert Hayes, chairmsn of the Division of Education and
Psychology, checks the bulletin board announcing teaching op-
portunities.
George Glass, B S
Instructor of Physical Education
Don J. Odie, MS
Associate Professor of Physical
Education and Director of Ath-
letics
Robert E Smith, MS Ed
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education
Baseball Coach
FINE ARTS
Fine Arts
. . . Music and Art co-operating
. . . Professor Dean directing the chorale,
oratorial choir, men's chorus, and wom-
en's chorus
. .
.
Duet by Marvin and Mary
Dean
. . .
"All music majors and minors
are responsible for announcements on this
board"
. . . "Did you know that Professor
Shepfer studied conducting under Pierre
Monteux?"
.
.
. "Who provides the hi-fi
music heard north of campus?"
. .
. Har-
monizing brass and strings in the Pease
family
. . . Ph.D. in Musicology
. . . Con-
certmistress of the Taylor Civic Symphony
. . .
Chamber group plus a brass choir
. . .
Fine Arts 231, a requirement for a liberal
education
. . . Miss Steyer, in charge of
general music recitals and all campus
frogs
. . . "You can use Shreiner if there
isn't an organ practice scheduled" . . .
Jack Patton setting up housekeeping in
the new art department
.
.
. Artistic senior
class sponsor
. . . Relating Christ and the
fine arts
.
.
.
Division three: baton, pitch-
pipe, easel. Professor Marvin Dean, head of the Division of Fine Arts, looks ovei
one of the musical numbers for the Chorale.
Mary Y. Dean, MS
Assistant Professor of Music
Jack D. Patton, MA.
Assistant Professor of Art
Betty K. Pease, MM
Assistant Professor of Music
Edward Pease, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Music
Dale Shepfer, MM
Assistant Professor of Music
Hilda L. Steyer, MM.
Associate Professor of Music Theory
and Piano
OPEN STACKS
Librarians
. , , One ring for Miss Holcomb . . .
Two for Miss Weed
. . . Downstairs for Miss
Fuller
.
. .
Budget by divisions and by profes-
sors
. . . "Now wait a minute. I can only think
of one thing at a time" .
.
. "Reserve books,
twenty-five or one—never a happy medium"
.
. . Red and green kleenex on Miss Weed's
desk
. . . Christmas tree with no branches . . .
"Should we catalog it or clip it?" . . . Bulletin
board idea in magazines from Gas City . . .
"Would you like a bank statement?" . . . Wait-
ing for L. C. cards from the Library of Con-
gress
. . . Order cards in five colors . . . Experi-
menting with open doors on a week-end night
. . . "Whose turn is it to work this afternoon?"
. . . Trip to Vincennes for an "open library"
. .
.All easy to work with . . . Book keepers.
Miss Alice Holcomb, Head Librarian, checks the par
phlet file for information on the history of Taylor.
Records are the object of Miss Fuller's and Miss
Weed's interest.
Marcella Fuller, MA
Assistant Librarian in Charge of Cat-
aloging
Lois Weed, MS. in L.S.
Assistant Librarian
Vonciel Davis, A B
Instructor of English
Ruth H. Hayes, A.B.
Instructor of English
Gladys M. Greathouse, MA.
Professor of Speech
John B. Jantzen, AS.
Instructor of French
Herbert G. Lee, MA.
Associate Professor of English
Donald T. Martin, MA
Assistant Professor of Speech and Eng-
lish
Dr. Hazel Butz of the English Department is the Chairman of
the Division of Language and Literature.
Wa'lter Oliver, A B.
Instructor of Spanish
Arthur Rupprecht, Ph D.
Assistant Professor of Classi-
cal Languages
Language and Literature . . . How can a
five-hour American Lit course satisfy
a six-hour literature requirement? . . .
Twelve sections of Freshman Comp,
four with a Southern accent ... A
shorter English Deficiency List would
please Professor Lee, and the stu-
dents on the list
. .
. Journalism class
from a newspaper advisor . . . Modern
Drama and Contemporary Poetry
from a lilac point of view . . . "It's
very simple; English majors take Ren-
aissance Lit this year and Romantic
Lit next year
. . .
Speech department
that goes beneath the surface of
things by way of the Scene Shop and
Attica
. . .
"It was never this cold in
Kentucky," says Mrs. G. from the
depths of her hood and red boots . . .
First Classical Latin, and then a dis-
sertation emerging from the Scene
Shop
. .
.
Russian, French, Spanish,
German, Greek . . . Two years for a
B. A. . . . Dr. Rupprecht thinks 7:30
is much too early for a Greek class . . .
"Students with two years of French in
high school must register for French
II, instead of French 1 . . . Professor
Oliver keeps track of the couples on
campus . . . Four-year old visitor in
the French class . . . German with an
authentic accent . . . Division four:
poetic feet, lab scenes, verb conjuga-
tions.
Professor Lee presents the "immortal bard" in a setting of ping pong
tables and shmoos in one of the emergency classrooms.
In the combination scene shop, rehearsal hall, and class room, Professor
Young reviews some criticisms of a Glass Menagerie rehearsal.
Julius J. Valberg, Dr.J U
Associate Professor of His-
tory and German
Evelyn Van Til, MS
Assistant Professor of English
and Journalism
James Young, MA
Associate Professor of Speech
and Dramatics
25
Mary S. Green, M.N.
Instructor of Mathematics
Gordon M Krueger, A.M.
Associate Professor of Chemistry
James K. Lee, Ph.D.
Visiting Professor of Chemistry
Dr. Eltner Nussbaum, Chairman of the Division of Natural Sciences,
checks the reading on the Vibrating Reed Electrometer in the radio-
isotope lab.
Elisabeth Poe, A.M.
Associate Professor of Biology
Donald H. Porter, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics and Physics
Vida G. Wood, MS.
Associate Professor of Biology
NATURAL
SCIENCE
Nat-ural Science . . . "Miss Wood's biology
lab will be open to students at 3:30
Tuesday and Wednesday" . . . Research
with fruit flies . . . Mrs. Green and Dr.
Porter look for everything that is un-
known . . . Miss Poe takes her class to
campus woods in search of birds . . .
Three hours of lecture plus two hours
of lab equals four hours of credit . . .
Science Lecture Series with guest lec-
turers on campus for three days . . . Re-
search for the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion in the radioisotope lab . . . Using
radon and tritium as radioactive tracers
. . . New Chemistry building especially
for Professor Krueger . . . "Can you tell
Miss Poe and her twin sister apart?"
... A Saturday morning Chemistry class
taught by Dr. Lee . . . "Everybody takes
eight hours of laboratory science" . . .
Test tubes, lab partners, and differential
equations.
Social Sciences . . . "It's tremendous, Dr.
Yoder"
. . .
"Is that Miss Olson or Queen
Victoria?"
. . .
Professor got caught jay-
walking in Washington . . . "Invest a thou-
sand dollars, but you'll never see the
profit"
. . .
"Whose reserve shelf are
Durant's books on this year?"
. . . The
7:30 World History class won't be the
same next year without Professor Haines
. . . Dr. Yoder writes about colonial hospi-
tality in the Mississippi Hisforical Review
... A diamond ring will give you an "A"
in Marriage and Home Building . . . Soci-
ology professor teaching zoology? ... A
field trip in Far Eastern History would be
nice
. .
. "Do Social Studies majors have to
have a minor?" . . . From the discovery of
America to World War 1 1 in five hours . . .
Causes of wars, ethnic groups. Wall Street
Journal.
Meredith C. Haines, M A
Assistant Professor of Social Science and Re-
ligion
William M. Loewen. A B
Instructor of Sociology and Religion
Dr. Paton Yoder, Head of the Division of Social Sciences, pauses
in the middle of his reading to pose for the yearbook photogra-
pher.
Grace D. Olson, M A
Professor of History
Frank H. Rove, Th D.
Associate Professor of Sociology
Dalfon A. VanValkenburg, MBA.
Assistant Professor of Business and Eco-
nomics
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Man
Thinking and learning
Knowing
Living
With others
From others
For Christ
Learning takes place when the human mind
Admits it does not know
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Discovering all truth
Leads to the Source of truth
Man
Coming to Taylor
Beginning to learn
Maturing
Developing
A new awareness of truth
Man . . .
BECOMING
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SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS. Elsbeth Baris, Co-chaplain; Bernie Tucker, Co-chaplain; Nancy Norrenberns,
Co-social Chairman; Bill Ringenberg, President; Carolyn Sandstrom, Secretary; Stan Burden, Vice President;
Sheldon Bassett, Co-social Chairman.
JOHM AFFLECK
Niagara Falls, New York
A.B. Biology
I Peter 5;7
SONJA L. ANDERSON
Bloomfield, New Jersey
B.S. Social Studies
II Timothy 2:15
PHILIP DALE ARTZ
Dayton, Ohio
B.S. Physical Education
Romans 1:16
DICK BAARENDSE
Shebovgan, Wisconsin
A.B. History
II Corinthians 4: 1
RAYMOND BACHMAN
La Grange, Indiana
B.S. Social Studies
John 15:5
JAMES R. BANKER
Plattsburgh, New York
A.B. History
Romans 6:23
MORRIS BARBER
Greensboro, North Carolina
A.B. History
Philippians 3: 1 4
ELSBETH BARIS
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
B.S. Language Arts
Psalm 16:8
SHELDON BASSETT
Edgewood, Iowa
B.S. Business
Galatians 2:20
PHYLLIS BATHO
Lenox, Massachusetts
B.S. Music
Philippians 1 :2 I
HAROLD BEAL
Chatfield, Ohio
A.B. Sociology
Philippians 2: 1 3
AUDREY BERNDT
Winona, Minnesota
A.B. English
Philippians 4:6, 7
ROBERT BIBERSTEIN
Berne, Indiana
A.B. Social Science
John 3:17
DAVE BLUMER
St. Clair, Michigan
A.B. Mathematics
Nahum 1 ;7
JUDY BOLL
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
B.S. Language Arts
Philippians 1 :20
SENIORS
JUDY BONTRAGER
Youngstown, Ohio
B.S. Elementary Education
Proverbs 3:5, 6
PAULINE LOIS BOOTH
Warsaw, New York
A.B. Sociology
Psalm 37: 5, 7
R. DAVID BOYER
Marion, Indiana
A.B. Social Science
II Timothy 4:8
30
JOSEPH BRAIN
Wayne, New Jersey
A.B. Physics
Philippians 3: 10
BRUCE BRENNEMAN
Portersville, Pennsylvania
B.S. Language Arts
Psalm 32:8
MARTHA BROSE
Chatfield, Ohio
A.B. Psychology-Sociology
Psalm 18:2
DAVID S. BRUCE
Amherst, Ohio
A.B. Biology
Psalm 27:1
ROBERT E. BRUCE, JR.
Oak Park, Illinois
B.S. Social Studies
Ephesians 2:8, 9
STAN BURDEN
Elkhart, Indiana
B.S. Chemistry-Physics
I Corinthians 9:17-23
MARY CARLSON
Bay City, Michigan
B.S. Elementary Education
Isaiah 26:3, 4
SUZANNE BETH COATS
Jackson, Michigan
B.S. Language Arts
Joshua 1:9
MARJORIE E. COOK
Claypool, Indiana
A.B. English
II Thessalonians 3:13
CLASS OF 1961
BEVERLY CORTS
Amherst, Ohio
B.S. Business
Psalm 25:4, 5
JAMES CROWDER
Kokomo, Indiana
B.S. Mathematics
Romans 8:28
SAM DELCAMP
Goshen, Indiana
A.B. Religion
Galatians 2:20
31
MARJORIE EBY
Elkhart, Indiana
B.S. Business
II Corinthians 3:5
JUDY ENTRIKIN
Vineland, New Jersey
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 32:8
LUCILLE ENTZ
Peabody, Kansas
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 37:5
ROGER ERFOURTH
Flint, Michigan
B.S. Language Arts
I Corinthians I :27
GARY L. FORBES
Angola, Indiana
A.B. Biblical Literature
I Timothy 6:6
GARY FOSS
Hartland, New Brunswick
B.S. Biology
Psalm 27:1
Bo Newsome tells joke after joke to win, for the seniors,
the prize as the best comedian at Matriculation Day.
LARRY FUHRER
Auburn, Indiana LES GOODNER
A.B. Biblical Literature
—
Henderson, Nebraska
Psychology B.S. Speech
Jude 22 Proverbs 1 6:3
32
JERRY GOSS
Marion, Indiana
A.B. History
I Peter 4:1 1
NELSON GOULD
Lockport, New York
B.S. Physical Education
Isaiah 40:31
JUNE GOVE
Temperance, Michigan
A.B. Zoology
Proverbs 3:5, 6
JOAN GRAFFIS
Kewanna, Indiana
A.B. Social Science
Isaiah 26:3
CONSTANCE L. GRANT
Charlotte, Michigan
B.S. Elementary Education
Galatians 6: 1 4
CHARLES GRIFFIN
Port Angeles, Washington
B.S. Physical Education
Psalm 27:14
JOAN SYLVIA HAALAND
Bloomingdale, New Jersey
B.S. Language Arts
II Corinthians 5:20, 21
CAROLYN HAAS
La Moille, Illinois
A.B. Sociology
Psalm 27:1
DOROTHY HAND
Warsaw, Indiana
A.B. Christian Education
Isaiah 41:10
CLASS OF 1961
PATRICIA HARD
Hamburg, New York
A.B. English
Joshua 1:9
JANE HEINLEIN
Upland, Indiana
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 138
ELAINE HOSMAN
Indianapolis, Indiana
B.S. Elementary Education
Joshua 1 :8
33
DUANE HOUSER
Rockford, Ohio
A.B. Chemistry
Poverbs 3;5, 6
RAE J. HOWELL
Grand Rapids, Michigan
B.S. Physical Education
Romans 8:28
JOYCE HUEBNER
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
A.B. Christian Education
Galatians 2:20
GARTH IREY
Bluffton, Indiana
A.B. Sociology
Psalm 33:1 1
ROBERT F. JACKSON
Marion, Indiana
A.B. Zoology-Chemistry
Mark 1 1:24
BARBARA R. JACOBSON
Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 27:1
BARBARA JOHNSON
Chicago, Illinois
A.B. Zoology
Psalm 31:1
LAWRENCE R. KATZ
Allentown, Pennsylvania
A.B. History-Bible
Philippians 3:1 1, 12
LOIS KEDGE
Chicago, Illinois
B.S. Elementary Education
Deuteronomy 31:6
SENIORS
WILLIAM R. KLINGER
Marion, Indiana
B.S. Mathematics-Physics
Romans 8:28
MARJORIE KOMP
BrooMvn Now York
A.B. Biblical Education
Romans 1 1:33
HUBERT KUHN
Monroe, Indiana
B.S. Phvsical Education
II Timothy 2:15
34
JUDY ANN LAMMON
Wauseon, Ohio
B.S. Language Arts
I John 3:23
JOHN CHUNG LEE
Hong Kong, China
A.B. Physics-Mathematics
Psalm 23
DONALD LEIGH
Frederic, Wisconsin
A.B. Psychology
Psalm 48:14
MARILYN LINDEN
Rockford, Illinois
B.S. Social Studies
I Timothy 1:15
DONALD McDOUGALL
Allen Park, Michigan
B.S. Music
Romans 1:16
HERBERT MclNTOSH
Columbus, Indiana
A.B. Religion
Matthew 6:33
GREG MAURER
Southgate, Michigan
B.S. -A.B. Business
Psalm 139
CARL MICKLEY
Gas City, Indiana
A.B. Sociology
Hebrews 2:9
JANICE MILLER
Gas City, Indiana
B.S. Language Arts
Philippians 1 :6
STANLEY M. MORTON
Montpclicr, Indiana
B.S. Chemistry-Mathematics
I Corinthians 13:1
GLEN WAYNE NEWSOME
Memphis, Tennessee
B.S. Physical Education
Philippians 4:13
RICHARD D. NICEWONGER
Holland, New York
A.B. Social Science
Proverbs 3:5,6
35
NANCY NORRENBERNS
St. Louis, Missouri
B.S. Elementary Education
Proverbs 3:5,6
ROBERT OLSON
Maywood, Illinois
A.B. Psychology
Psalm 37:4,5
JOHN N. OSWALT
Mansfield, Ohio
A.B. Speech
I Peter 3:15
ROBERT L. PALMER
Dillman, Indiana
B.S. Mathematics
John 8:12
MINNIE PATTON
Indianapolis, Indiana
A.B. History
Philippians 4:3
JEANIE PETTIGREW
Anderson, Indiana
B.S. Elementary Education
Philippians 1:21
Irv Polk and Janet Watson seem unconcerned even
though Bruce Brenneman's foot is "killing" Janie Hein-
line.
IRVIN J. POLK
Wabash, Indiana
A.B. Religion
Psalm 27:1
FRED POMEROY
West Springfield, Pa,
A.B. English
Romans 1 2:
1
36
CAREL PRATER
Batesburg, South Carolina
B.S. Physical Education
Isaiah 26:3
J. FRANKLIN PYLE
West Grove, Pennsylvania
A.B. Business
Isaiah 40:31
ORIS L. REECE
Upland, Indiana
B.S. Physical Education
Matthew 6:33
JAMES REYNOLDS
South Bend, Indiana
A.B. Chemistry
Romans 12:1, 2
RONALD K. RIGGS
Detroit, Michigan
A.B. Psychology
Psalm 91:1
WILLIAM RINGENBERG
Grabiil, Indiana
B.S. Social Science
Psalm 32:8
DONALD ROLFS
Cincinnati, Ohio
A.B. History
Philippians 3:10
ROBERT J. RUDOLPH
Rudyard, Michigan
B.S. Physical Education
Galatians 2:20
SALLY D. RUNYON
Bryant, Indiana
B.S. Social Studies
I Peter 5:7
CLASS OF 1961
SHARON RUPP
Stryl<er, Ohio
B.S. Elementary Education
I Corinthians 1:18
CAROLYN SANDSTROM
Chicago, Illinois
B.S. Elementary Education
Philippians 1 :6
TAMARA SCHILKO
Cleveland, Ohio
B.S. Elementary Education
Job 28:28
37
RUTH H. SCHINKEL
Berrien Springs, Michigan
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 38:8
JEAN SHAFFER
New Castle, Pennsylvania
A.B. Christian Education
Psalm 103:1
MARY MARGARET SHEEDY
Fairmount, Indiana
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 121:1
J. ANTHONY SILVA
Greenville, Ohio
B.S. Social Studies
Zechariah 4:6b
MARLENE SILVIS
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
B.S. Physical Education
Philippians 1:20
LARRY P. SLAIN
Upland, Indiana
B.S. Physical Education
I John 5:12
RICHARD LARRY SMITH
Logansport, Indiana
A.B. Sociology
Romans 1 :9
RONALD SPADE
Berne, Indiana
B.S. Social Studies
Romans 8:28
RICHARD L. STEPP
Russellton, Pennsylvania
A.B. Psychology
Acts 17:28a
SENIORS
RUTH ANN STOCKINGER
Greens Fork, Indiana
B.S. Music
Isaiah 58: 1 la
CLARENCE F. STUART
Colon, Republic of Panama
A.B. Psychology-Socio!'jgy
Matthew 28:20
HUGH SUMMERS
Charleston, West Virginia
A.B. History-Bible
Philippians 3:13, 14
38
PAULA J. SUTPHIN
Jonesboro, Indiana
B.S. Elementary Education
JUDY SWEET
Elyria, Ohio
B.S. Elementary Education
Ephesians 3:19, 20
C. REX TAYLOR
Van Buren, Indiana
B.S. Social Studies
Psalm 27:1
DIANE M. TENPAS
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 25:4, 5
CARL I. THOMPSON
Upland, Indiana
A.B. Psychology
Isaiah 55:1
DENNIS THOMPSON
Akron, Michigan
B.S. Sociology
Romans 8:28
DAVID H. TOWNSEND
Upland, Indiana
B.S. Physical Education
Psalm 100
BERNARD TUCKER
Hillman, Michigan
B.S. Mathematics
Proverbs 3:5, 6
LLOYD ELLEN TUCKER
Logansport, Indiana
B.S Social Studies
Romans 1:16
CLASS OF 1961
CLAYTON TURNER
Caro, Michigan
A.B. Sociology
I John 5:1 1, 12
MARCIA L. VAN DOREN
Quincy, Michigan
B.S. Language Arts
Romans 8:38, 39
CAROLYN VARGA
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
B.S. Elementary Education
Proverbs 3:5, 6
39
RUTH ANN VOLK
Conneaut, Ohio
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 40:8
JANET WATSON
Haddon Heights, New Jersey
A.B. English
Psalm 34:3
MARILYN ANN WEBB
Bluffton, Ohio
B.S. Elementary Education
Psalm 91
ALBERTA L. WEEKS
Albion, Pennsylvania
B.S. Mathematics
Matthew 6:33
PHILIP A. WICKERSHAM
East Springfield, Penn.
B.S. Mathematics-Chemistry
Isaiah 55:1 1
DALE WILLIAMS
Waterville, Maine
A.B. Chemistry
Isaiah 40:31
Senior John Oswalt catches up on his sleep and current
events at the same time.
SCOTT WILSON
Flushing, New York
A.B. Busmess Admin.
Romans 12:10-1 1
ROGER EARL WINN
Lansing, Michigan
A.B. Sociology
Matthew 5:6
Chinese waiter, Carl Thompson takes orders efficiently.
Doc Houser keeps things moving
rhythmically between scenes.
"Doc" Roye
infirmary.
comes to liven things up in the
ll^llll
The introduction of green stamps into the
Taylor program is the subject under dis-
cussion in this faculty meeting.
SENIORS FROLIC
Faculty and Student Impersonation
. . . Compliments of the senior class
. . . irv Polk sets the musical pace . . .
Produced and directed by Marti . . .
"Louder, I can't hear you" . . . "How
can we keep the bed from collaps-
ing? .
.
. "In our grand old college"
. . . Proposal to introduce green
stamps into campus life . . . "In my
book on Western African redemp-
tion centers"
. . . "Once there was a
stamp painted green"
.
. . Special
Methods in Mother Goose, Educa-
tion 351 . . . "Drop into the business
office, we've been missing you" . . .
"Sorry I heard that" . . . Chinese
waiter
. . . Eloise . . . "There is just
so much to do" . . . "Don't worry
about a thing" . . . "I'll tell you later,
Carol" . . . Charles W, Burden . . .
R. David Keller
.
. . B. Joseph Bach-
man
. . .
Kenneth Young . . . Evie
Boll
. . . "Well!"
41
"Hold that smile, John." Mike Szabo gets set to
snap the first Who's Who picture.
CAMPUS LEADERS
John Affleck . . . Chief Justice of Student Judiciary
. . .
"Ha so, Charlie" . . . Avid enthusiast of the golf club
.
.
. His dark brown crewcut hovers over a biology mi-
croscope . . . Batting a tennis ball every afternoon in
the fall and spring . .
.
Prexy of science club and lan-
guage club . . . T-Club treasurer . . . "Grad school will
be great— I can concentrate on studying!" . . . Niagara
Falls, New York.
Judy Boll .
.
. "My name's Eloise and I'm six years old"
. . . Announcement girl and co-chairman of Youth Con-
ference '61 ... Rheba in You Can't Take If With You
. . . Did you ever try a papier-mache hourglass? . . .
Student Judiciary assembly last year
.
. . Medieval clown
stealing oranges in the York Nativity Plays . . . "Plan
an S.E.A. program for when?" . . . When are you going
to paint the blue triangles on the scene shop drapes?
.
. . Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
R. David Boyer
. . . "Don't knock the Rock!" . .
.
Young
Republican club
.
. . Midnight haunts at WMRI and
the Easter Pageant
.
.
.
Future Supreme Court justice
. . .
Little United Nations and Washington Seminar . . .
Is it Ray or Davei^
. . Splitting infinitives on the Gem
divisionals
. . .
Black Ford: "Nixon" "Try Christ's Way"
.
. .
Armchair Observer
. . . Commuter's voice in the
student council
. . .
Student Organizations scheduling
and elections
.
.
. Resolved: the United States adopt a
policy of compulsory health insurance
—
pro or con, at
7:30? . . . Marion, Indiana.
R. David Boyer
John Affleck
Judy Boll
Joseph Brain
Marjorie Cook
Joe Brain . . . "Halloa, clown" in the forest of Arden
. . . Student body president . . . 4:30 sessions with
General Chem students . . . Summer of radiation
and white rats . . . Debate award
. . . Scrooge's
nephew . . . "Do 'galea grapes' again, but a litfle
slower this time" . . . Teen Talk Time co-chairman
. . . Washington Seminar . . . Sunshiny crewcut
and happy smile . . . "Do you think Khrushchev
would speak for International Day?" ... He does
his solos in an airplane . . . Emcee at the Trojan
Player banquet . . . Wayne, New Jersey.
Marjorie Cook . . . "I'm taking only eighteen hours
this semester; what will I do in my spare time?"
. . . Living two years with Avo Earp . . . Intercollegi-
ate debate
. . . Editorial secretary for the Gem . . .
"We're going to have English Club meet in the
sunken gardens this month" . . . Morty . . . An
A.B. degree in three years . . . Texas summers . . .
"Writing is fun?" . . . Assistant directing Trojan
Women . . . "This is the saga of So-Many Student"
. . . "How do you write your aims and objectives in
half an inch?"
. . . Claypool, Indiana.
Sam Delcamp . . . "Fifty-three—four—forty-two
—
ten—hut!" . . . Gavel-slammer of the T-Club
. . .
Black derby and red vest—typical Y. C. bellhop
. . . "Does student personnel services arrange for
dates?" .
. . Student judiciary . . . Vocalizing in the
Male Chorus . . . "Tell me, Mr. Carter, your opin-
ion of the origin of evil" . . . Football co-captain
. . . Singspiration leader . . . Friendly greeting . . .
President of the Taylor Chorale
. . . Youth Confer-
ence Cabinet
. . .
Religion major . . . Hanging up
the gear for the last time
. . . Goshen, Indiana.
NATIONAL
RECOGNITION
Sam Delcamp
Bill Ringenberg tries to persuade Dave to look at his
name in Who's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities. 43
John Lee
John Lee
. . .
First president of the International Club
. . .
Such a long walk to Dr. Voder's for Symposium
Dialecticum
. . . Measuring radiation in the ex-
perimental atomic laboratory
. . . Gospel team
. . .
"Miss Holcomb, can this book be mended again
or shall it go in the 'free' pile?"
. . . Language club
. . .
Quiet efficiency
. . . Operating the movie pro-
jector in L-7
. . .
Student personnel services com-
mittee
. .
.
Sermons illustrated with scientific dis-
plays
. . . Hong Kong, China.
Don Leigh
. . . "We've got a carpet for the Youth
Conference office this year!"
. . . President of
Holiness League
. . . Mystery voice for Y. C. '60
.
. .
"Now, if you do the Symposium paper for next
month, and Joe does it the month after that ..."
. . . Taped messages from home . . . Chapel com-
mittee
. . . Does he really look like Abe Lincoln?
. .
.
Orientation leader . . . "Did you say we have
a mailing list of ten thousand?". Future minister
. . . Frederic, Wisconsin.
Janice Miller
. . . Student teaching under a Ph.D. . . .
Analytical insights
. . . Dry sort of humor . . . "It
looks like a subordinating conjunction introduc-
ing a noun clause"
. . . Out of the room for an
S. E. A. meeting
. . . "Would this table care for
seconds on pizza?" . . . Thursday sessions with
orientation students . . . "Oh, well"
. . . Copy for
the Echo
. . .
Visual aids in English Sem . . . Plan-
ning bulletin boards to go up tomorrow morning
. . . "If it weren't for the committee meetings, I
could do the work" . . . Local girl . . . Gas City,
Indiana.
John Oswalt .
. . "The Ides of March are come."
"Aye, Caesar, but not gone!" . . . Gavel tourna-
ment at Ball State—"Resolved:" . . . Youth Con-
ference cabinet . . . Ozzie . . . Old Simeon, Duke
Senior, Posiden . . . Contagious smile . . . "Sumer
ist acumen in"
. ,
. "Of course our float is going
to take first place this year!" . . . Visits to Wheaton
. .
. 8:30 Oral Persuasion . . . "Wretch!" . . . Sen-
ior ballyhooer . . . "Prof, if I dope the dutchman
before we lash the flats we'll have to fly the ceil-
ing"
. . . Two year prexy of Trojan Players . . .
Mansfield, Ohio.
Donald Leigh
John Oswalt
Janice Miller
William Ringenberg
James Reynolds
Jim Reynolds . . . Shilling Scholarship for excellence
in Science . . . Man in white at Marion General . . .
"Is concentrated H2SO4 an effective oxidizing
or reducing agent?" . . . Horn-rimmed glasses . . .
Hospital experience for the future . . . Alpha Pi
lota president for two years . . . "Calling Dr. Rey-
nolds" . . . Dedicated to the study of medicine . . .
The competent doctor must have these three: "the
eye of an eagle, the heart of a lion, the hand of a
woman" . . . Hippocratic Oath . . . South Bend,
Indiana.
Bill Ringenberg . .
. Co-chairman of leadership con-
ference
. . . "Detained" for the Class Day assem-
bly . .
. Wavy black hair
. . . Senior class president
. . . "Doc, we'd like some lively music for the Mock
Political Convention" ... A leading class at Ma-
triculation Day
. . . LUNA conference . . . Cleaning
the deserted music building . . . "Mr. Ringenberg,
can you cite the political significance of Addis
Ababa in the contemporary period?"
.
. . Youth
Conference cabinet . . . Grabill, Indiana.
Marlene Silvis . . . Trojane practice at 8:00 p.m. . . .
"Student teaching means every day of the week?"
. . . Red Ford
. Red Cross Life Saving . . . Light
blonde hair, soft eyes . . . Weekly minutes for Am-
bassadors . . . "Pray for Youth Conference '61"
. . Religious services committee ... A circle for
orientation on Thursdays . . "See you at the bad-
minton tournament next Tuesday!" . . . Personal
Evangelism . .
.
Another Navigator's course . . .
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Janet Wafson . . "I go forth from my land and all
her ways are filled with fire" . . . Gem editor . . .
Symposium announcements , . . "Let's combine
English Club and Trojan Players and have only
one meeting" . . . Grandmama, Penny, Hecuba
. . .
Building a Tower . . Fine Arts Committee re-
ceptions
. . .
Orientation leader ... To make a
violin sound like a lute ... "I can't see Prof today;
I have three lists already" . . . Letters to the Editor
. .
. Educational Theatre . . . Haddon Heights, New
Jersey.
Janet Watson
Marlene Silvis
wJUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS. Tim Diller, Co-chaplain; Frances Woy, Co-chaplain; Bill Schneck,
Treasurer; Sally Sweet, Secretary; Mel Moeschberger, President; Harry Haakonsen, Vice Presi-
dent; June Bowerman, Co-social Chairman; Jack Cramblet, Co-social Chairman.
Patricia Amstutz
Berne, Indiana
Donna Applegate
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Barbara Archer
Fairborn, Ohio
Kay Armstrong
Walled Lake, Michigan
Tom Atcitty
Shiprock, New Mexico
William Bennett
Gas City, Indiana
Perry Bigelow
Orlando, Florida
David Bingeman
Woodstock, Ontario
Kenneth Blackwell
Buffalo, New York
Doris Bluhm
Monroe, Indiana
Robert Blume
Indianapolis, Indiana
Larry Blumer
St. Clair, Michigan
David Bormann
Stuttgart, Arkansas
June Bowerman
Lockport, New York
James Bragan
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Priscilla Bruce
Oak Park, Illinois
Elaine Brunz
Oxford, Nebraska
Judith Carlson
Muskegon, Michigan
Janet- Case
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Rex Clouston
Upland, Indiana
Jack Cramblet
Warsaw, Indiana
Glenda Croley
Gary, Indiana
John Cromer
Marion, Indiana
Finis Dake
Atlanta, Georgia
Gary Dausey
Chicago, Illinois
Jeanette Davies
Pontiac, Michigan
Pat Deans
Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.
Art Deyo
Anderson, Indiana
i\Mil
JUNIORS • • •
CLASS OF '62
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Straight from the pages of Mother Goose are these juniors portraying
their Class Day theme of "Storybook,"
Tim Diller
Bluffton, Ohio
David Dryer
Quincy, Michigan
Martha Dunn
Euclid, Ohio
Ray Durham
Cleves, Ohio
David Eakins
Jonesboro, Indiana
Jan Edwards
•South Bend, Indiana
Lois Fitch
Jefferson, Pennsylvania
Janet Foltz
Sterling, Illinois
Thor Foss
Brooklyn, New York
Arda Fuller
LaPorte, Indiana
Tom Gehner
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ruth Gehres
Latty, Ohio
Jeanne Craning
Parma, Ohio
Rosalyn Gray
Dayton, Ohio
Jacinta Griffiths
Colon, Panama
Ralph Hamilton
Marion, Indiana
Karen Hansen
Lynchburg, Virginia
Kathryn Heavilin
Marion, Indiana
R. Thomas Hill
Columbus, Indiana
Nancy Hinkle
Indianapolis, Indiana
Ardith Hooten
Kendallville, Indiana
Beverly Horn
Sharpsville, Indiana
Kenneth Hudkins
Elkhart, Indiana
Ethelyn Huff
Marcellus, Michigan
Linda Hyatt
Gas City, Indiana
Andrea Jensen
Cresskill, New Jersey
Judith Johnson
Frederic, Wisconsin
Carol Kaiser
West Orange, New Jersey
JUNIORS
CLASS OF '62
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r-t:f^-T fWT*-«^»l
Although the seniors are trying, the juniors are winning this volleyball game
and stacking up points on Matriculation Day.
Lois Kamphouse
Butler, Indiana
June Kearney
Newburyport, Massachusetts
Talmage Keenan
Chester, Pennsylvania
Robert Kd'ngel
Wabash, Indiana
Al Kundenreich
Upland, Indiana
Lou Larson
Belding, Michigan
Wayne Lawrence
Goshen, Indiana
Johngman Lee
Seoul, Korea
Betsy Leonard
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania
Leona Lewis
Wayne, New Jersey
Judy Liechty
Toledo, Ohio
Paul Lingle
Fairless Hills, Pennsylvania
Marge Livingst'on
Rockford, Michigan
Philip Loy
Marion, Indiana
Burton Lundquist
Chicago, Illinois
Lawrence Lyman
Union City, Pennsylvania
Jeannette McClure
Kankakee, Illinois
John Macoll
Detroit, Michigan
Lloyd Madden
Indianapolis, Indiana
Judith Manley
Marion, Indiana
Rodger Martin
St. Chatham, Ontario
Joyce Martinson
Park Ridge, Illinois
Janet Mendenhall
Farmland, Indiana
David Mettee
Shawnee, Kansas
Barbara Miller
Lansdowne, Pa.
Donald J. Miller
Muncie, Indiana
Melvin Moeschberger
Berne, Indiana
Marjorie Monce
Urbana, Indiana
JUNIORS
CLASS OF '62
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Priscilla Bruce, Joyce Martinson, and Rosie Gray toast marshmallows over burn-
ing leaves.
Harry Moore
New Augusta, Indiana
Ben Mosher
Austin, Texas
Martha Mullins
Cincinnati, Ohio
Alden Nay
Areola, Illinois
Margaret Nelson
Jonesboro, Indiana
June Nilsen
Brooklyn, New York
Judith Ohirich
Tallmadge, Ohio
Juanita Oren
Dayton, Ohio
Rebecca Parrish
Fountain City, Indiana
Maurice Paul
Indianapolis, Indiana
Gary Petzold
Detroit, Michigan
Rodina Priestley
White Plains, N. Y.
Audrey Raab
Ridgefield, New Jersey
Donna Ramseyer
Bay City, Michigan
Anita Rice
Upland, Indiana
Kay Ringenberg
Upland, Indiana
Thomas Ringenberg
Upland, Indiana
Charles Sadler
Lansing, Michigan
Janice Salisbury
Vassar, Michigan
William Schneck
Pandora, Ohio
Donald Schwarzkopf
Montpelier, Indiana
Lanelle Shafer
Marion, Indiana
Sharon Shannahan
Branson, Missouri
Grace Skoda
Brookfield, Illinois
George Smith
Wantagh, New York
Marilyn Smith
Xenia, Ohio
Carlton Snow
Lynchburg, Virginia
Janet Spitler
Lanry, Ohio
JUNIORS
CLASS OF '62
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In an upperclassman's busy schedule there must always be time for a relaxing
coffee break at the end of a hectic day.
Mark Springer
Celina, Ohio
Ruth N. Strong
Bellevue, Ohio
Ned Stucky
Monroe, Indiana
Ivan Suphal
Princestown, Trinidad
Sally Sweet
Elyria, Ohio
Mike Szabo
Elyria, Ohio
Bette Tao
Koloa Kauai, Hawaii
Ed Terdal
Staten Island, New York
Jim Terhune
Knightstown, Indiana
Daniel Thor
Park Ridge, Illinois
Gary Van Natter
Muncie, Indiana
Sam Watne
Gait, Iowa
Wayne Weeks
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont,
Mary Weidler
Bluffton, Indiana
Carol Wiggers
Clymer, New York
David Williams
Upland, Indiana
J. W. Williams
Hartford City, Ind.
Mozelle Williams
Fairmount, Indiana
Jonell Willis
Milton, Kentucky
Sarah Wimmer
Marion, Indiana
Joyce Worgul
Lansing, Michigan
Frances Woy
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Fred Yazrie
Tohatchi, New Mexico
An aura of dignity and sophistication pervades in the junior section at
Class Day competition.
JUNIORS
CLASS
OF '62
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SOPHOMORES
CLASS OF '63
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS. Seated: Clarence Lee, President; Judy Olsen,
Co-chaplain; Jane Lunde, Secretary; Peg Ulmer, Co-social Chairman, Ralph Hig-
gins, Co-chaplain. Standing: Dick Starr, Treasurer; Tim Burkholder, Vice Presi-
dent; Dave Kocher, Co-social Chairman.
B. Abbey
L. Adams
M. Anderson
A. Asalgado
E. Atherley
M. Baker
J. Bedwell
C. Beeson
Benson
J. Black
K. Bowen
G. Bradford
M. Brake
S. Brown
M. Bruerd
L. Burkhart
T. Burkholder
P. Burns
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T. Cain M. Cameron P. Carlson W. Carlson B. Carman J. Chan
A. Chandler L. Charles D. Cook J. Cook K. Coolman B. Copeland
P. Correll J. Dale B. Davis S. Davis B. Demarest S. DeMint
T. Dick V. Doctor G. Dodd R. Dunbar D. Dunkerton G. Ebright
iikdxk
N. Eckel
R. Eicher
L. Eisenhuth
M. Ellett
C. Ellis
T. Eversden
J. Fend
J. Fierke
57
SOPHOMORES
CLASS OF '63
Half the fun at the Matriculation Day Bikathon is cheering
yourself hoarse for the sake of the class.
J. Fisher
J. Fox
C. French
T. Frick
N. Fricke
S. Gage
R. Gardner
D. Geddes
D. Gorrell
J. Gray
L. Greene
G. Griffin
W. Gunn
H. Hall
S. Handschu
C. Hansen
J. Hardy
P. Hays
58
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A. Hendrickson M. Hercules 1. Hersey R. Higgins W. Hoover D. Homey
R. Hover D. Huff R. Huffer J. Hunsberger D. Jack B. Jackson
J. Jackson L. Jackson D. Johnson 1. Johnson R. Johnson M. Kacsur
D. Kastelein D. Kaufman J. Kemple C. Kirk D. Kocher D. Koize
L. Koons
S. Krehbiel
R. Larson
C. Lee
N. Lemmon
E. Lidh
J. Lister
J. Lunde
59
SOPHOMORES
CLASS OF '63
Beside the tree in Morris lounge, Carole Bowen and Dave
Kocher read Luke 2 for a Christmas devotional.
E. Luttrell
K. McAndrews
L. McBride
B. Mcintosh
M. Madison
S. Manley
T. Marr
D.A.Miller
D. F. Miller
B. Minks
V. Mitchell
J. Moreland
R. Mullet
S. Murphy
E. Myers
B. Needles
P. Nelson
N. Nickels
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M. Nirer D.> Nussbaum G. Ofte J. Olsen K. Overmyer S. Owens
M. Parkins L. Pearson S. Penhorwood S. Philh'ppe D. Pickens P. Place
M. Polk P. Porter P. Procuniar M. Pruett C. Ramsey M. Rawlings
D. Reese L. Rich E. Richards T. Richison G. Roach C. Rose
\kJi^dik
J. Ruchti
P. Rufenacht
S. Rupp
H. Russel
E. Saint
T. Schlee
J. Schoemaker
D. Senseman
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SOPHOMORES
CLASS OF '63
Paul Williamson, Jim Williams, and Dave Jack joyously carry
a victorious Omer Young off the field after he set the new
bikathon record for a sophomore victory.
D. Shank
L. Shelton
K. Shimizu
V. Slusher
J. Smith
P. Smith
C. Soerheide
S. Spear
E. Springer
R. Sprunger
K. Starkweather
R. Starr
L. Staub
R. Stern
M. Steury
F. Stockinger
G. Stoykovich
J. Stroehlin
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R. Strong P. Thiery L. Thomas R. Thompson J. Travis P. Tschetter
A. Tysen C. Tysen P. Ulmer C. VanKuiken C. Vesa D. Walker
L. Ward V. Warden J. Warren A. Weimer B. Weston K. Whiteman
J.Williams Y. Williamson K. Wilson R. Wolgemuth D. Wood L. Young
0. Young
M. Zehr
R. Zerbe
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N. Ackcrman T. Allen S. Amstutz M. Anema R. Angerer S. Archambault
D. Austin N. Badskey P. Baird S. Baker A. Bakewell J. Battice
C. Bouder M. Bayert B. Bennett K. Bennett K. Benson H. Berg
L. Berg E. Bergwall M. Bohn D. Bowers R. Bowker J. Bowman
FRESHMEN
K. Brenner
D. Brixey
B. Brown
J. Brown
S. Brown
S. Brown
r p
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CLASS OF '64
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS. Seated: Judy Bowman, Co-chaplain; Steve
Baker, Co-chaplain; Judy Mohammed, Secretary; Phil Truesdale, President;
Myra Bullock, Treasurer. Standing: Jack VanVessem, Vice President; Marcia
Everswick, Co-social Chairman; Chuck Subject, Co-social Chairman.
D. Bruce
J. Budicin
N. Buecker
M. Bullock
B. Butman
N. Butz
G. Callaway
B. Campbel
M. Carlson
K. Carpenter
M. Carter
R. Clarke
E. Clay
J. Closson
J. Cochrane
L. Cox
G. Craven
M. Crawford
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D. Cuttinr L. DeTurk D. Dew P. Dew D. Dickey C. Dodge
D. Driscal J. Dubs E. Duffie P. Dye R. Ehlers F. Eiler
M. Ekiund A. Ericson N. Estep J. Evans M. Everswick L. Farnham
J. Finch R. Finch D. Fisher M. Fly C. Fox D. Francis
FRESHMEN
D. Fraser
R. Frazee
P. Freeland
B. Garard
S. Gayer
J. Gehner
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CLASS
OF '64
In Freshman Orientation one discovers it is best to take a short
break in a long study session. These fellows—Bob Ryzner,
Harold Silver, Jon Hildebrandt, Larry Simmons—are applying
what they learned.
D. Gelwicks
C. Geren
C. Gibson
A. Giddings
D. Gilbert
D. Golden
J. Gordon
T. Gourley
S. Gramza
R. Grosser
S. Guillaume
D. Gunderson
R. Hagen
C. Haught
V. Heasty
H. Hebbert
K. Hedman
N. Helm
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Lii^ii
J. Hildebrant N.Hill M. Himelick T. Hinkle M. Hogston T. Housiey
J. Howard J. Howell J. Hozack J. Hubbard W. Hunter S. Huntington
E. Hustwick S. Imhof P. Ingle B. Jacobus J. Jenkins J. Jerome
S. Johnson J. Johnston L. Joiner A. Kattmann C. Kelley R. Kelly
FRESHMEN
B. Kettinger
P. Kidder
D. Knudsen
P. Kobe
J. Koehn
B. Konya
X-'
X itk£
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CLASS
OF '64
Contemporary Trojans in the balcony compliments of the Su-
perior Laundry Company.
J. Krins
W. Ladd
H. LaDuke
E. Landrith
D. Lantz
L. Levchuk
C. Lockhart
J. Losch
L. Losure
A. Lybrand
J. Lynch
W. McCammon
A. McCluskey
J.McElhoe
B. Mclntire
W. Madison
S. Marshall
C. Martin
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J. Mathis M. Matthews M. Meeks L. Merkle S. Meyer M. Micka
E. Mighells E. Miller E. Miller J.Miller J. Miller M. Miller
D. Mills M. Minks T. Minks J. Mohammed L. Molic R. Moore
S. Moore T. Mort D. Moses K. Mosley J. Motter L. Motz
FRESHMEN
D. Moyer
J. Mross
R. Music
M. Naumann
K. Nichols
G. Oates
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CLASS
OF '64
Wrapped up with thoughts of tests and termpapers, resident
men wait before dinner for Wally's "Go ahead."
W. Olsen
L. Osberg
G. Ostrander
P. Palpant
G. Parker
P. Pafterson
B. Perry
B. Perry
mt ik
E. Peterson
B. Philpot
B. Pigueron
M. Porter
D. Powell
J. Powell
M. Raese
W. Regier
J. Richardson
D. Ritter
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M. Ritter J. Rogers J. Rogers C. Rose J. Rose J. Rouse
S. Ruble S. Rufenacht R. Ryzner J. Sandford S. Satterlee S. Schaffroth
N. Schiiko M. Schneider S. Schoff R. Schultz R. Scott R. Seume
D. Shanley F. Sharp M. Shepherd J. Shields J. Shields H. Silver
FRESHMEN
L. Simmons
D. Skoglund
L. Smith
T. Smith
B. Sponable
J. Sprunger
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CLASS
OF '64
Bob Clarke, Dale Lantz, and Phil Truesdale make good use of
Mr. Mac's answer to the long tray lines.
L. Stanton
J. Steyert
P. Stine
G. Strain
E. Stratman
E. Swanson
M. Sweet
R. Thayer
S. Thompson
G. Toombs
P. Truesdale
J. Tucker
K. Tyler
P. Valberg
J. Van Vessem
E. Vogelsang
C. Wagasy
J. Wagner
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Kife^
S. Weaver B. Webb
W. Whitman M. Whittaker
L. Winterholter V. Wolf
J. Waigle M. Wait J. Walker L. Warters
H. Weber M. Wells G. Wess'jis W. Whalen
R. Williams C. Williamson J.Wills J. Wine
S. Woolcock J. Yoder D. York S. Zimmerman
FRESHMEN
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As the year goes on, unity is strengthened by inter-class competition
such as the Class Day program.
Kay Baer
Dorothy Baker
Gary Berner
Joan Bragan
Cynthia Brockman
Helen Burtch
Danny Carpenter
SECOND SEMESTER STUDENTS
Dara Dean Epp
Allen Goetcheus
Bob Grau
Alice Haught
Robert Held
Pat Helfrick
Ron Hoekstra
Lamar Imes
Ruth Ann Jackson
Roy Krai
Joan Mcintosh
Daniel MacLeish
Pat Martin
Robert Martin
Deanna Mayne
Everett Nissly
Melva Roberts
David Slater
Larry Uhrich
David Valentine
MXih^^
W:
* Man in activity
Moving, measuring
,..,.!^ Constructing, enlarging
, Monuments to the ingenuity of mankind
i
The work of building
A temple
PM^ Man the organism
' Protoplasm, chemicals
*'
' The physiological functions
Appearance
- ' Strength
Man is a physical being
^''"\ Described in the textbooks of biology
The physical man
He uses the materials in his environment to erect
Protection from the elements without
^fivci^: Within he exercises muscle and sinew
Maintaining his body
As an outward manifestation of his being
That dimension which measures the length of material effectiveness
.^#:;5a
PHYSICAL
:-kfi....-ilM^^..
Things
Brick, steel, mortar, concrete
Nails, wood, paint
The physical Taylor we can see
The concept expressed
The implementation of the idea of Taylor
Protecting the physical man
From heat, cold, snow
Water, wind
The place
Furnished to develop
The Dimensions of Man
At Taylor
Here man
Lives, learns, plays
Works, eats
Prays
Man . . .
BUILDING
Joan Haaland and Marlene Roth gather
supplies for student teaching.
IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS
Post Office . . . "Will you check my box?" . . .
Campus mail, on 3x5 cards ... "I got a pack-
age from home, but the window isn't open" . . .
After Christmas, a block farther to walk . . .
Mail up at 8:20 and 4:20 . . . "Can I walk you
to the post office after supper?"
Booksfore
.
. . "Students, leave your books here"
. . .
Cartridge pens
. . . Cards for Sociology terms
. . . Folders for term papers . . . "Is your name
on the textbook order list?"
. .
. Expansion dur-
ing Christmas vacation . . . "Now they sell crack-
ers and popcorn."
Student Offices . . . Yellow linoleum for the Echo
. . . Orange drapes for the Gem . . . Travel post-
ers from Israel for Student Council . . . Bulletin
board for Youth Conference . . . "Isn't it won-
derful to have a phone up here" . . . Chairs in
the hall . .
.
Too much noise to study
. . .
"What
do you mean-—asking where the student offices
are?"
Grill . . . "Place your order here" . . . Chocolate
coke
. . . Suicide ... "I didn't feel like getting
dressed up for supper"
. .
. Late breakfast on
Saturday morning
. . . "One twist and one with
caramel icing"
. . . "Do you want butterscotch
marble or raspberry sherbet?" ... "I just came
in to use the phone."
Bill Weston and Dave Jack take turns sipping a
coke with Carol Fricke.
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Staff librarian Joyce Rouse checks for Dennis Austin's borrower's card as two other
students search for source materials in Reader's Guide.
Reviewing for a New Testament Survey
test John Losch finds the library stacks
quieter than the reading room.
Library
. . . Quiet please .
. . Return
books here
. . . Please do not take
reference books from this room
. . .
Reserve books may be taken out at
9:30, if you sign the white card in
the back ... Do not return books to
the stacks
. . . Causes of the Civil
War? . . . Look in the catalog under
United States— History— Civil War
—Causes . . . Grapes of Wrath isn't
on the shelf, and it hasn't been
checked out
. . . Wonder where it is?
. . .
Have you signed a borrower's
card? . , . I've got to read some Docu-
ment's for United States History . . .
This term paper on Platonic Love is
due in just three days . . . Can some-
body please tell me where to find an
index to free materials? . . . 7:20
until 9:45
. . . Sh-h.
Administrative Offices, on the ground
floor temporarily . . . There is a long
distance call for Dr. Martin from Lou-
isiana
. . . Will you please cash this
check? ... Do you have a dime, or
shall I take it out of the check? . . .
I'm sorry. Dr. Rediger isn't in right
now . . . Would you like to make an
appointment?'
. .
.
Schedule a class
party?
. . .
Fill out this form please
... Is Mrs. Shippy back from Mexico''
. . . 8:00 until 5:00 . . . Noisy, busy
offices.
RESERV
One of the busiest halls on campus, the
corridor connecting the administrative of-
fices, experiences one of its rare mo-
ments of quietness.
Control center for campus phones and quick
communication with Mrs. Herber's friendly
"Number, please," the switchboard stands
sentinel in its ground-floor cubby-hole.
(OOKS, PHONE BOOKS, BANK BOOKS
IN THIS SCIENTIFIC AGE
Larry Uhrich carefully adjusts the Bunsen burner
and glass tubing for his oxidation-reduction ex-
periment.
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Science Building
. . . White frame building
. .
. Old
stairs leading to second floor
. . . Brown sign on
the front lawn
. . . Anatomy, Botany, Zoology labs
. . . Miss Poe . . . Miss Wood ... Dr. Nussbaum
teaching physics
. . .
Dr. Butz's five hour Ameri-
can lit class
. . . Clayton's Orientation class
. . .
Experiment with a frog ... Or a cat , . . "Girls,
try not to scream when the frog jumps" .
. .
Bio-
logical science for education majors
.
. . Leaf col-
lections
. . . 12:20, the rush from Anatomy class
to lunch
. . . "Please enter and leave by the front
door to keep the heat in"
.
. . Listen . . . Experi-
ment
. .
. Then say . . . "We are fearfully and won-
derfully made.'-'
Miss Poe applies an electric shock to the muscle of a frog as
Human Anatomy students, Karen Coolman, Don Horney, and
Jack Cramblet watch.
^J^^
Laying bricks, raising beams, and putting in windows for the
new Chemistry Building kept maintenance men busy this
summer.
Chemistry Building . . . NH4CL . . . Maintenance men
rushing to finish lab tables before classes begin . . .
Chemical fumes invading Fundamentals of Speech,
Systematic Theology, English 201 . . . Play rehearsals
in C-22 . . . NaNo3 . . . Largest classrooms on cam-
pus . . . Pride and joy of Professor Krueger . . .
H25O4.
Greenhouse . . . Right next door . . . Botany students
try to make snapdragons grow . . . "Whose is the
tallest?" . . . Miss Wood waters, watches, grades.
Professor Krueger looks over his lecture notes
as his Chemistry 221 students, taking that bi-
weekly test, wish they could.
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OLD BUILDINGS
Music Building
. . . Helena Memorial Hall
. .
.
"Schedule Shreiner for Music Club, Am-
bassadors, Oratorio, Brass Ensemble, re-
hearsal for The Devil and Daniel Webster"
.
. . M-24 . . . Band . . . Chorale . .
.
Green
room for actors and actresses on December
1 and 2 . . . Sound of a flute heard during
freshman class prayer meeting . . . Dr. Pease
and his "moldy music" . , . National Affairs
Forum with Chambers and Roush, candi-
dates for the House of Representatives . . .
Caricature, "dog-skin" rug, piano, files and
files of music—Mr. Shepfer! . . . "My chair
just went through a hole in the floor in M-2"
.
. .
Trio rehearsal
. . .
Orientation class Tues-
day mornings . . . Don Moses at the ampli-
fier . . . Personal Evangelism on Sunday af-
ternoons . . . Sophomore Comps on itchy
lapboards ... "I hope I don't get on the
English deficiency list" . . . Practice organ
in the sub-basement . . . Private ground
fidbr entrance . . . Fine Arts 231 that every-
one takes
. . .
Men's Chorus rehearses Tues-
day evenings . . . The butterflies before a
General Recital . . . Miss Steyer's frogs . . .
"In partial fulfillment of a Bachelor of Mu-
sic denree ..."... Lonely at 9:30 Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday.
Rosalie Bowker studies notes in-
tently as organ music fills empty
Shreiner Auditorium.
Jan Foltz practices "Polonaise in A Flat" by Chopin, as Miss Steyer
follows the music closely.
NEW
FUNCTIONS
Education Building . . . Sickler Hall
.
. . Now the oldest building on
campus . . . Attica in the basement
. . .
Oral Interpretation . . . Japa-
nese lantern and florescent lights
. .
.
Mrs. G's classroom . . . Enlarged
curriculum lab for education stu-
dents . . . Bulletin boards to do . . .
Bulletin boards to read . . . Beau-
tiful autumn tree to view from the
window in E-25 . . . Experimental
fruit flies reacting to radiation . . .
"Biology research, come in" . . .
Miss Wood . . . Senior Class prayer
meetings in the prayer chapel . . .
"What happened to all those Gems
that were in the hall?" . . Educa-
tion offices and files . . . "Please
fill out and return these student
teaching forms by Friday" . . . Free
materials in the lab for idea files
.
. . Trojan Players meeting . .
.
Second floor porch on a balmy
spring day before class begins . .
.
"You never had General Meth-
ods''" . . . English seminar at 2:30
in E-11 . . Remember the water
fountain?—old facefull . . . Dr. Re-
diger lectures todav in Old Testa-
ment Lit . . . One of the prize-win-
ners for plant usage.
"Have another piece of fudge," urges
Tarn Thompson at the open house held
by Oral Interpretation students for Mrs.
G's Attica.
Miss Vida Wood demonstrates the use of the new equipment pur-
chased for her radiation fruit-fly experiment.
VERSATILITY
Maytag Gymnasium
. . .
Athletic center
. . . 8:30
P.E. class ... Or maybe 1:30
. . . Miss Ben-
ning, Coaches Davenport, Odie, Smith, and
Glass . . . Push-ups, sit-ups, and basketba'l
skills
.
.
.
Auxiliary gym: handball, wrestling,
weight-lifting
. . . Basketball practice until
supper . . . Saturday night games . . . Cheer-
ing fans . . . "Trojans, take that ball away" . . .
Tuesday night, girls' volleyball intramurals . . .
Basketball intramurals for men . . Or for
women . . . Recreation night for faculty . . .
Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 9:30, a differ-
ent atmosphere . . . Chapel . . . Sophomore
class prayer meetings in G-2 . . . Revival serv-
ices
. . . Stage for Matchmaker and other plays
. . .
Decorated on class day . . . Bleachers, bal-
cony, a stage, six baskets, and a gym floor . . .
Building of many purposes.
m
Caught in the act, Jack Cramblet and Chas Griffin wash
Taylor uniforms in the gym basement.
Dining Hal Scrambled eggs or pecan
Talking over the day's classes in between bites, students relax
and enjoy the Thursday tradition: pizza, spaghetti, and garlic
bread.
rolls? ... Is the line still open?
. . . Mac's
special or liver and onions? . . . Have your
meal ticket ready . . . Pizza, meat loaf,
chicken stew
. . .
Family style supper . . .
Four girls at this table, please . . . Sorry,
this seat is saved . . . Hosts and hostesses,
please sign the cards on your table and
give them to your waitress . . . Coffee,
tea, or water? . . . May I have your atten-
tion for the announcements . . . Get your
play tickets in the lounge immediately
after supper . . . Has everything been
around twice!' ... I hope she opens the
door in time for Yogi Bear . . . Where did
I hang my coat? . . . What other school
has a dining hall that looks like a spideri'
STORER CENTER
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Morris Dorm . . . Thirty seconds from the dining
hall
. . . Taylor men experiencing college liv-
ing
. . . Tests to study for, World History at
7:30 . . . Collateral to read, 500 pages for
Christian Beliefs
.
. . Book reports to do, at
least three in U. S, History . . . "Don't sweat
it!" . .
.
Still time to order pizza . . . All-night
prayer meetings for fall revival and missionary
conference . . . Nightly bull sessions on Oper-
ation Alpha, the presidential election, the ori-
gin of evil
. .
. Hi-fi blaring . . . Telephone ring-
ing . . . Roommates to live with
. . .
Food to
share reluctantly
. , . Water fights . . . Bucket
of water against a door . . . "Sorry I heard that"
. , . Wally Roth, head resident . . . Twelve
o'clock curfew . . . Tim and the buzzer door
. .
.
Will somebody please tell those freshmen
to go to bedr' . . . "Hang it on your nose!"
Dorm counselor knocking at the door . . .
Memories of life in the cracker box.
LIVING TOGETHER
Football hero, Elmer Vogelsang, finds tackling his books
in the dorm more difficult than tackling his opponents on
the gridiron.
After supper Morris Lounge is a convenient place to sit
and chat, or read a report.
Eydie Landrith visits Mrs. Haakonsen in the Health cen-
ter to get an excused absence slip for classes missed be-
cause of illness.
Magee Dorm . . . Girls: freshmen, sophomores,
seniors
. . .
Popcorn, sweaters, spiritual ex-
periences to share . . . Rules to obey . . . No
ironing after six
. , . No cokes after eleven
... In by 10;00, 11:30, 10:30 . . . "Hey,
pipe-down. It's quiet hours" . . . First dates
. . .
Ring downs . . . Sign out cards . . . Dime
to pay for forgetting to sign in . . . "It isn't
Mrs. Haakonsen that makes the Health Cen-
ter such an unpopular place" . . . Moose at
Magee desk . . . Over-night permissions from
Mrs. Hatfield . . . Smell of bacon from Mom
Kessler's apartment . . . Flowers and cards for
Marge and Marcia . . . Clothes racks to trip
over during the black-out fire drill . . . "Who
are you going to ask to the Valentine Ban-
queff"
. . . Memories of living together.
After Thanksgiving in an almost empty dorm, Mom
Kessler eagerly welcomes students back to campus.
1
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Eleven-thirty: end of a perfect evening.
OF MICE AND
Swallow-Robin . . . Junior girls .
. .
Minnie
Mouses . . . Don't forget the transfers . . .
Honor dorm .
. . No head resident . . . Study-
ing, talking
. . . Talking, knitting . . . Knit-
ting, talking ... At 10:00 five girls in the
lounge studying for an American lit test . . .
At 12:00 one sleepy girl still studying an-
atomy
. . . Spontaneous prayer meetings:
5:30 in the morning, or right after supper,
maybe Sunday afternoon
. . .
Buzzers ring-
ing
. . . Martha locking us in at night . . .
Making brownies in the kitchenette . . .
Birthday party for Jan
. .
. Walking to the
"big dorm" for a dorm meeting . . . Build-
ing a "Stairway for the 60's" at Homecom-
ing
. . . Cleaning for open house . . . Bulle-
tin boards . Memories, memories.
Priscilla Bruce and Jeanne Granning talk over life in the
Bird Barn, redecorated this year for reoccupation by the
fairer sex.
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From the legion of puppies that invaded campus this fall,
these two find a "permanent" home on a Fairlane couch.
Away from the noise of the busy dorm, Dale
Senseman learns his Soc terms.
A STONE'S THROW
Fairlane . . . Like commutmg . . . "What's going
on anyway?" . . . "Which way is Taylor Univer-
sity?" . . . All the comforts of home . . , But no
mom ... A "cool" stove . . Pizza mix . . . Seven
minutes from the shack to the breakfast line
... "I timed it" . . . "We're going to be late
again"
. . . Second cross-country team for Coach
... "I couldn't have forgotten my anatomy lab
book again today" . . . Center of bicycle land
. .
. Art and Sandy Lomax in number 10 . .
Head residents of rows of rectangular shacks . . .
Absolutely no girls allowed . . , Two one-way
streets to add confusion . . . Each shack a dorm.
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Down
Hut one
. . . hut two
Strike three
Four wins
Five men start
New men at Taylor
Sweating
Aching, winning
Losing
Trying again
The physical man
Hitting, being hit
Competing, growing
Glorifying God
By the way
He plays the game
Man . . .
STRIVING
PLAYING TO WIN
Cross-country Team . . . "Relatively green"
. . .
Five freshmen . . . Two sophomores
. . . Only two
seniors . . . Earlham relays, third place . . . "I'm
tired of looking at the same scenery every day
during practice" . , . Hoosier College Confer-
ence meet . . . "They couldn't beat John Hui-
bregtse, and he's only a sophomore" .
. . Clocked
at 22:2 minutes . . . Old conference record cut
by 24:6 seconds . . . "That's the way to show
them" . . . Four-milers pushed into fifth place
. . . "How can Fred run?' He's on crutches right
now" . . . Four loses .... But big victories over
Hanover and Manchester.
RECORD
TAYLOR OPPONENT
28 Indiana Central 29
35 Hanover 23
23 Earlham 35
16 Franklin 46
39 Manchester 22
27 Anderson 30
John Huibregtse and Fred Stockinger listen to a
pep talk before the Earlham Relays.
George Glass . . Alumnus . . . Bas-
ketball star returning to Maytag . . .
In charge of cross-country . . .
Helping with basketball . . . First-
aid class for elementary ed. and
P. E. .
.
.
"He can out-run them
all!" Front row: Ray Music, John Freeman, Fred Stockinger, Mark Bayert, John Huibregtse.
Second row: Dave Bowers, Jerry Goss, Ken Mosley, Carl Thompson, Stan Thompson
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Fipsf row: Stan Meyer, Harry Moore, Bob Seevers, Bob Jackson, Steve Baker, Tom Eversden, George Smith, Bob Sponable, Bob
Larson, Kermit Starkweather. Second row: Chuck Sadler, Doyle Hayes, Tal Keenan, Glenn Newsone, Finis Dake, Denn Thomp-
son, Jim Mathis, Dave Cook, Dan Carpenter, Bob Rudolph, Everette Myers, Ben Mosher, Third row: Elmer Vogelsang, Mike
Galanka, Bob Bruce, Sam Delcamp, Carol Prater, Ken Carpenter, Jim Evans, Louie Luttrell, Walt Campbell, Wayne Weeks, Dave
Newson.
Jan Miller le;^ds the band during
half-time shows.
An Anderson tackle closes in on Carel Prater as he stretches to
catch a pass.
w^'-
Coach Bob Davenport
Football . . . Defiance and Earlham are the
games to remember . . . "We almost
won the homecoming game" . . . Coach
Davenport, assisted by Bob Klingle . . .
High-light of the year was homecoming
at Wayne State . . . More than enough
injuries—Gould, Bauder, Prater, Gal-
anka, Seevers . . . Still a successful sea-
son . . . Prater, 1960 All-Conference
end . . . Mosher, All-Conference defen-
sive back for the third year . . . "Lots
of spirit and hustle."
Trojans try to block the punt to gain possession of the ball in
their own territory.
Coach Davenport explains a new play to both new and returning players at the first practice in the fall.
4- 1< i.
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Three Trojans run down the field to stop their
opponent from advancing with the ball.
Alden Nay, Manager; Nelson Gould, Co-captain; Hubert Kuhn, Manager; San
Delcamp, Co-captain.
The team takes a break in the shade in the middle of an after-
noon's practice.
Foofba'll
. . . Good prospects
. .
. "Nellie's
back! All-Conference, 1959"
. . . "We
need some human dummies" .
. .
Stumpy makes off-field plays too
. . .
"Why don't they fix that crazy clock?"
. . . Watch Kasteline next year
. .
. "Is
Bruce really one of the Four Horse-
men?" . .
. Nobody gets past Stark-
weather—very often . . . "Listen to
Mrs. Davenport yell from the side lines"
. . . Late for supper because of practice
... "Does CJiff get to dress for this
game. Coach?"
. . . "Great game, that
Wayne State clash!"
. . . Band makes
formations at half time
. . . Cheerlead-
ers out in all kinds of weather . . . This
is what makes a football season.
'T^/ft'^^J
Now all we have to do is find the ball.
RECORD
TAYLOR OPPONENT
6 Ohio Northern 41
13 Indiana Central 14
21 Earlham 6
13 Franklin 20
2 Manchester 7
6 Anderson 20
6 Hanover 32
20 Defiance 12
4 Wayne State 14
FOOTBALL SEASON: Band members marching down the field,
team members planning strategy at daily practices, fans trav-
eling all the way to Michigan to see a game.
Ben Mosher steps neatly into the Taylor "pocket" as Indiana Central players lunge toward him in the second
game of the year.
VARSITY TEAM. First row: Bob Blume, Don Schwarzkopf, Don Odie, Coach; Oris Reece, Captain; Irv Johnson. Second row: Pete
Schug, Tim Burl^holder, Ray Durham, Maurice Paul, Tim Diller, Lee DeTurk, Larry Winterhotter,
Maurice Paul tries one of his hook shots.
HOOSIER
HYSTERIA
Varsity Basketball
. . . Hoosier hysteria at
Taylor
. . . "Are we ready, Coach?" . . .
"We'll soon find out" . . . Nice beginning
. . . Too bad about Cedarville . . . Love
those fans
. . . Reece and Durham injured
. . . "Why can't we have steaks all the
time?"
. . . What would we do without the
cheerleaders?
. . . Where does Susie OdIe
get all of her energy?
. . . She'll be head
cheerleader some day . . . Mr. Rebound,
Maurice Paul
. . . Twenty-nine in one
game, four hundred and five for the sea-
son . . . We could almost win on free
throws with Schwarzkopf
. . . We showed
Anderson, and on their own floor . . . Cap-
tain Oris Reece voted most valuable player
. . . Trojans second at McPherson . . . Sec-
ond in the Taylor Tournament . . . Third
in Hoosier- Conference with six-four rec-
ord.
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Coaches Odie and Glass watch the game closely.
Cheerleaders and fans cheer the team to victory.
Trojans and their opponents prepare to rebound.
RECORD
TAYLOR OPPONENT
113 Cedarville 75
91 Indiana Tech 96
87 Huntington 83
84 * Hanover 68
115 Greenville 86
70 Kentucky State 75
87 Goshen 77
92 McPherson 72
87 Phillips 79
90 Northwestern Oklahoma State 94
71 * Franklin 55
89 *Manchester 82
76 *Anderson 79
64 * Indiana Central 76
98 Marian 81
64 North Park 74
101 North Central 74
102 *Anderson 82
84 *Manchester 88
99 * Hanover 73
81 * Indiana Central 87
94 *Franklin 82
87 Calvin 95
'Hoosier College Conference Game
ON THE
BOARDS
B Team . . . "Come early to see the B
team play"
. . . One hundred eighteen
points against Berne's All-American"
. . .
"585, is that Rex's shooting per-
centage or his box number?" . . . "If
you need a long shot, see Irv." . . .
"Easy" Ed . .
.
Coach Glass should be
familiar with the gym by now . . .
"Let's see if he can dunk a volleyball"
. . . Maybe varsity next year.
B TEAM. First row: Stan Thompson, Dave Moyer, George Glass, Coach; Rex Moore, Dave
Mettee. Second row: Larry Cox, Bill Moore, Tom Gourley, Lee DeTurk, John Bedwell, Duane
Cobb.
Jumping high for the ball is just a routine in this away-from-
home game.
Cheerleaders lead the fans in supporting
the Trojans.
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Team members Dick Ferrin, Joe Gordon, and Gordon Polsgrove
go over last minute details with Coach Bob Smith, who has been
a great inspiration to the team.
Jim Bragan smashes a
high flying serve over
the net
. . .
. . . putting Dave Met-
tee on his toes for the
return.
ON THE COURT
Tennis Team
. . . Court—compliments of the
student project . . . John Affleck returning
the ball with a judicious backhand ... A
good eye . . . "Can't practice now, fellas;
girls' P. E. has the court until 3:30" . . .
Helpful suggestions from behind the fence
. . .
Unofficial practice in recreation hours
. . . Gordie Polsgrove will have his own team
to coach next year . . . Practice until supper
.
.
. June bugs dashing against the rack . . .
Practice by floodlight Thursday night . . .
A steady hand . . . "Some wise guy let the
air out of my new can of tennis balls!" . . .
Practice by starlight Saturday morning . . .
Coach Smith is always on the ball . . . Home-
coming victory over Franklin . . . Dexterity
. .
. Fifth in the Hoosier Conference . . . Co-
operation
. .
. The racket squad.
RECORD
TAYLOR
1
7
2
2
3
Indiana Central
Hanover
Franklin
Goshen
Manchester
Goshen
Anderson
OPPONENT
7
6
5
5
7
6
Kneeling: Tim Diller, Gordon Polsgrove, Jonn Affleck, Dave Mettee, Dick Ferrin, Jim Bragan.
Ramsey, Joe Gordon, Glenn Wessels, Ron Elhers, Philip Stine.
Standing: Pete Kobe, Charles
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Coach Odie and Rodger Martin enjoy talking over
the experiences of the golf team last year.
Coach OdIe explains the difference in clubs to Gary
Berner, Rodger Martin, Ron Ehlers, and Jim Bragan.
ON THE GREEN
Coach OdIe helps Gary Berner get ready for the first game against
Anderson.
Anderson H
Indiana Tech T
Earlham H
Anderson T
Indiana Central T
Purdue Center H
Franklin H
Golf . . . Drivers, putters, irons . . .
The swinging Trojans take to the
greens
. . .
Coached by Don OdIe
. . . "We'll let the high score win
today" . . . "Why do I always run
out of balls and never out of tees"
. . . "If you can't play golf, you can
always be a caddy."
Ron Ehlers and Jim Bragan practice teeing in the auxiliary gym.
Fred Stockinger, John Huibregtse, Stan Thompson, and
Carl Thompson run practice laps on the track.
Indoor practice is all right, but
ON THE CINDERS
Jack VanVessem and Chuck Sadler practice throwing the
discus in the auxiliary gym.
Earlham H
Indiana Tech H
Cedarville H
Manchester T
Manchester Relays T
Anderson H
Franklin T
Kentucky State T
Rose Poly T
Track
. . . Coached by George Glass . . .
"We have to be ready for that first game
against Earlham"
. .
. Ready to sprint
. . . Shot-put . . . Pole vault . . . Discus
throwing
. . .
Hundred-yard dash ... "I
wish Indiana rain would give us a
break"
. .
. Earlham Invitational . . .
Hoosier College Conference Meet at
Hanover . . . Little State Meet in Indian-
apolis.
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Clayton Turner gets ready for an at-home track
meet.
Coach Glass works with Mark Bayert, Bob Held, and
Will Regier in pre-season practice.
TRACK TEAM. First row: Larry Cox, David Bowers, Fred Sanderlin, John Cochrane, Hugh Russell, Jim Jerome, Dave Slater, Dave Bormann, Dave Val-
entine. Second row: John Huibregtse, George Grimm, Toby Mort, Fred Stockinger, Will Regier, Bob Held, Chuck Bauder, John Bedwell, Carl Thomp-
son. Third row: George Glass, Coach; Jack VanVessem, Terry Minks, Ken Mosley, Clayton Turner, Mark Bayert, Dave Fraser, Dave Kastelein, Ray
Music, Stan Thompson, Chuck Sadler, Don Moses, Philip Stine, Manager.
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BASEBALL TEAM. First row: James Hubbard, Willie Hunter, Dave Golden, Hugh Summers, George Smith, Frank Sharp, Larry WInterholter,
Ben Mosher. Second row: Bob Smith, Coach; Ed Stratman, Bo Newsome, Lee DeTurk, Tim Burkholder, Dave Bingeman, Bob Duchardt, Bob
Sponable, Don Horney, Jim Brown, Calvin Tysen, Don Schwarzkopf. Third row: Jim Mathis, Louis Molic, Jim McCallum, Irvin Johnson,
Dave Johnson, Tony Ladd, Elmer Vogelsang, Tim Smith, Louie Luttrell, Ken Carpenter.
Tony Ladd gets some early-season bat practice in
the gym.
Coach Smith, Bo Newsome, Larry WInterholter, and Tony
Ladd check the ball before practice.
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Coach Smith gives instructions to his starting nine: Louie Luttrell, Jim McCallum, Dave Johnson, Irv
Johnson, Bo Newsome, Don Horney, Don Schwarzkopf, Ben Mosher, Tim Burkholter.
ON THE DIAMOND
The team gets in some outdoor practice before the beginning game
against Grace College.
Ball State T
Greenville H
Indiana Tech H
Fort Wayne Concordia H
Huntington T
"Anderson H
"Franklin T
"Hanover H
Huntington H
"Indiana Central T
Goshen H
"Manchester T
Ball State H
"Denotes Hoosier Conference Games
Baseball . . . "At least we don't have to
practice in the snow this year"
. . . First
baseball year for twenty-three out of
thirty-two
. . .
"Join the baseball team
and see the South" . . . Mississippi,
Georgia, Tennessee . . . Conference
games are the ones to watch.
^^-- • %i»wV
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A moment of panic seizes both teams as the ball hangs in the balance.
Bob Bruce seems to have the edge on his oppon-
ents as they jump for the ball.
The ball passes from hand to hand under
the basket.
Maybe this will be the winning hit of the game; at least it will get a man on base.
PLAYING HARD, FAIR, AND WELL
The schedule looks very empty at the end of Developing pitching skills is necessary for the pitcher of a
a busy intramural year. championship team.
Intramurals . . . "Does 'within the
walls' mean we can't have baseball
intramurals" . . . Bowling . . . Foot-
ball . . . "Of course we play basket-
ball in Indiana"
. . .
Blackhawks
defeat the Thunderbirds for the
championship
. .
. "Are we having
Softball or baseball intramurals this
year . . . Non-varsity athletics.
Now all he has to do is carry rour coKes oacK
upstairs.
T-CLUB OFFICERS. Sam Delcamp, President; Clayton Turner, Vice President; Bill
Schneck, Tourney Chairman; Bob Rudolph, Secretary; John Affleck, Treasurer.
Sam Delcamp interrupts John Affleck's golf game to discuss
the program for T-Ciub.
LETTERMEN
T-Club
. . . "What an initiation!"
. . .
"Get your football program here,
only twenty-five cents"
. . . Gold
foam rubber with a purple "T" . . .
Basketball tourney for junior high
teams ... "I can't find the conces-
sion stand"
. . .
Cokes and popcorn
in G-2 . . . Party in the spring . . .
Homecoming queen contest to sup-
ervise . . . Athletes with letters in
intercollegiate sports.
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OFFICERS OF WRA. Miss Janet Benning, Advisor; Peg Ulmer, Publicity Chairman; June Kearney, President; Pat
Benson, Vice President; Anita Weimer, Secretary; Loretta Young, Chaplain.
Miss Janet Benning teaches girls' pinysical education
classes and is the advisor of WRA. LEISURE TIME
WRA
. . .
Women's Recreation Association
. . .
Extra-curricular recreation . . . "Let's have
a picnic!"
. . . Bowling parties . . . Night out
with the girls . . . Bike hike in the snow . . .
"If you need a referee, call WRA" . . . Intra-
mural program
. .
. "Sign up now for basket-
ball" . . . "Did you ever try to work out an
intramural schedule" . . . Overnight camp-
out . . . "Bring your own sleeping bag" . . .
"New sponsor, and we like her."
WRA members brave the cold to take an early-morning bike hike.
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Sigrid Schaffroth, Judy Fink, June Nilsen, Pat Benson, and June Kearney head an away basketball game to
cheer the varsity Trojans to victory.
FAIRER GAME
YLOR OPPONENT
59 Alumni 51
42 Anderson 34
42 Anderson 40
56 Purdue 47
32 Calvin 36
41 Ball State 48
49 Indiana Central 41
Trojanes
. . . Coached by alumna
Janet Banning
. . . Practice every
Thursday night
. .
. "Who has de-
votions this week?"
. . . New coach
means new plays
. . . Two captains
named June
. . . Reserved seats at
away games
. . . "How can room-
mates play on the same team?"
. . . Successful season with five
wins and two losses.
TROJANES. First row: Peg Ulmer, Lois Clough, June Nilsen, Co-captain; June Kearney,
Co-captain; Sigrid Schaffroth, Judy Fink, Beverly Copeland. Second row: Miss Janet Benning,
Coach; Nancy Butz, Gale Strain, Lynn Frazie, Pat Rothharr, Pat Benson, Rae Howell, Mar-
garet Anderson, Loretta Young, Manager.
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Members of both teams watch anxiously as Gale Strain and her opponent jump for the ball.
Coach Janet Benning explains the diagrams of plays to Co-captains June Nilsen
and June Kearney.
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Man meeting man
Playing, serving
Acting, reacting
Working, loafing
Laughing, grieving, loving
Together
Man cannot live
Unto himself alone
His being is fulfilled in his relationship to others
He associates, identifies himself
With his fellow man
The Social man is
The sharing of the joy of living
The flowing of sympathetic response
Part of everyone that he has met
That dimension which measures the depth of human understanding
SOCIAL
Man at Taylor
As he is serving others
His friends, his school
His God
Man preparing as he serves
For a life. of service
Giving freely more than is to be expected
Gaining more than is to be expressed
Man's service to man
As he gives
Of his time and ability
Of himself
He discovers more to give
Man . . .
SERVING
Mary Raines, Blanche Boiler, Viola Burket, Thelma Patton, Joe Biermann, and Connie Townsend term an
assembly line to prepare Mac's specials.
6:30, 1 1 :45, 6:00
Kitchen Staff
. . . The day begins at 6:30 in the morn-
ing
. . . Greg, breakfast clown . . . Juice or grape-
fruit?
. . . Penny at the roll line . . . "Isn't it almost
7:15?" Lunch in two lines ... 11:45... "Just
when I learn all the numbers, they change them"
. . . "Tom, we need more sandwiches" . . . Change
from Mac's special to Joe and Tom's special . . .
Submarines or stuffed peppers? . . , "What's yours,
please?" . . . "Keep the line moving" . . . Eat early
at 11:10 and 5: 1 0, but only if you have permission
. . . "Oh, no, I've got a table full of fellows" . . .
Harmonizing dish crew . . . "What we need around
here is some organization!"Mr. McCormick, cafeteria manager.
Decisions about vegetables and desserts puzzle hungry students.
Dave Meyers stops checking over his tools in the
Maintenance Shop to pose for this picture.
HOUSEKEEPERS. Zelma Slain, Lucille Monroe, Ada Harrell, Hazel
Brock, Emmaline Pierce.
THEIR JOBS ARE LEGION
MAINTENANCE STAFF. Ralph Boyd, Dale Burket, Charlie Clouse, Dave Meyers, Lewis Swander,
Marion Brown, Ken Camblin. Not pictured: Merritt Strange. Maintenance
. . . Boyd & Company
"They can do anything"
. . . An-
swer a call anytime of the night
. . .
Build the Chemistry Building
. . . Remodel Swallow-Robin . . .
Shovel snow from the dining hall
to the post office and back to the
girl's dorm
. . . cut grass in the
spring
. . . Fix a sink in Room 1 34
. . . "Man on the floor" . . . And
a light in 17
. . . Set up chairs in
Maytag for Fall Revival . . . As-
semble bleachers for basketball
. . . Put luggage away . . . Un-
freeze pipes in the Trailer Court
. . . Plant rose bushes around the
dining hall . . .."Charlie Mainte-
nance."
Mrs. Monroe and the housekeep-
ers . . . "Please do not leave irons
in the alcoves"
. . . Clean halls
and windows . . . New shower cur-
tains- on Thursday . . . "Woman
on the floor" Cord for boxes
when it is time to go home . . .
Water plants during vacation . . .
Keeping house in all the three
dorms.
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THE PRINTED
WORD
Mailing and Duplicating . "Please,
for effective work the 72 hour no-
tice for work to be duplicated will
be enforced" . . . Basement of Swal-
low-Robin . . . Sonja at the IBM ex-
ecutive proportional-space type-
writer . . . Ray at the off-set press
. .
. Typing pool down the street
.
. .
Mrs. Miller in charge of it all . . .
Eighteen thousand names on file
. .
. Tests for professors . . . Youth
Conference mailing . . . Programs
for plays and concerts . . . "We'll
try to have it ready by Saturday, but
I can't promise" . . . Six-way fold-
ing machine
. .
. Photocopier . . .
Graphotypes . . . "Is there anything
around here that isn't printed in
mailing and duplicating?" . . . De-
pendable, efficient, friendly.
Netti Fleming carries the out going mail
from the Business Office to Mailing and
Duplicating.
Art Lomax picks up newly-duplicated
mileage reports for gospel teams.
Florence Clouse, Edith Miller, Netti Fleming, and Ray Eicher are all work-
ing hard to get the new Taylor bulletins ready.
Ray Eicher checks copy with Mrs. Miller before putting it on the
off-set press.
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STAMPS,BOOKS,
AND COKES
POST OFFICE STAFF.
Carlton Snow.
Mrs. Evelyn Strange, Paul Pascoe, Toni Bennett, Loretta Young,
Post Office Staff ... Mail comes at 7:30
and is in the boxes by 8: 1 . . . Special
delivery to administrative offices, li-
brary, mailing and duplicating
. . .
"Get maintenance to take the pack-
ages" . . . New box numbers in the
middle of the year ... "I need three
four-cent stamps" . . . "Or was it four
three-cent stamps!"
Bookstore Staff ... "In" ... "If you
don't see what you want, ask for it"
. . .
Our specialty, cartridge pens
. . .
"Is your name on the text J^ook order
list?" ... "I thought the post office
was in here"
. . . "Did the folders for
Dr. Thompson's classes come yet?"
. . . "College operated" . . . "Out."
Grill Staff
. . . "We close promptly at
eleven o'clock tonight"
.
. . Orders on
napkins
. . .
Rolls from Upland Bakery
. . . Faculty and commuter lunches . . .
Closed during chapel
.
. . Meeting of
the English department ... Or is it
the Public Relations Committee . . .
"Here comes Professor Carter's His-
tory of Philosophy class" . . . Dill
pickles in sundaes . . . "Has Joe been
around today?"
BOOKSTORE
Toni Bennett.
STAFF. Ned Stucky, Mrs. Loewen, Professor William Loewen,
GRILL STAFF. Herbert Hall, Don Francis, Peg Ulmer, Pat Rice, Nettie Fleming.
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Carol Van Kuiken checks with Dr. Hayes, head of the Education Department, about ful-
filling education requirements.
STUDENT TO TEACHER
Education Offices . . . "Students, please observe
the following education office hours"
. . . Ap-
pointments, placement, certification . . . Ap-
plications for student teaching
. .
. "Your auto-
biography is fine, except for the comma
splices" . . . Table full of projects in E-25 . . .
Borders of flags, lambs, and bunnies . . .
Changing to elementary education in your
senior year may present problems . . . "Dr.
Hayes, I need to correlate Indiana's teaching
requirements with Michigan's . . . Check the
bulletin boards for job opportunities . . . "I've
had Foundations of Education, Educational
Psychology, Orientation to Teaching, and
Principles of Secondary Education; do I have a
problem?"
Mrs. Mildred Chapman, in charge of sec-
ondary student teachers. Miss Jennie Andrews, advisor of all elementar
ucation majors.
Esther Kortright, Secretary for Elementary and Secondary Education.
Ruth Boyd, in charge of Teacher Placement and Certification.
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Judy Ohirich gives the dorm counselors announcements to take back to the girls in their wings and
leads in the discussion of dorm problems.
OFFICERS OF WOMEN'S DORM COUNCIL. Penny Procuniar, Treasurer-
Judy Sweet, Vice President; Beverly Corts, Secretary; Judy Ohirich, President.
Roberta Kessler, Head Resident Counselor; Harriet
Hatfield, Assistant Head Resident; Martha Mullins,
Student Assistant.
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KEEPING THE
PEACE
Women's Dorm Council . . . 9:00 on Mon-
day night . . . Judy presides
. . . An-
nouncements to take back to wing
prayer meetings . . . Formals for serv-
ing at the inaugural tea
. . . Christmas
trees to decorate . .
.
Christmas party
in Campbell parlor
. . . Party for new
and returning students in February . . .
Different problems with two dorms
. . .
Mom Kessler and AvArs. Hatfield in
Magee . . . Martha in Swallow-Robin.
Men's Dorm Council . . . Breakfast at 6:30
on Tuesday morning . . . Problems dis-
cussed with others who have similar
problems . . . "There's a guy on my
floor who never goes to bed" . . . Bas-
ketball .game and Christmas party for
boys from Marion . . . Tim has the
buzzer door . . . Dorm Bible studies . . .
Prayer meetings on Wednesday night
.
.
.
Wally Roth in Morris Hall ... Art
Lomax in Fairlane.
MEN'S DORM COUNCIL. Stan Burden,
Tucker, Jack Cramblet, Joe Brain, Tim Dil
Dick Baa
ler, Wally
rendse, Clarence Lee, Bernie
Roth.
OFFICERS OF MEN'S DORM COUNCIL. Seated: Jack Cramblet,
Treasurer; Bernie Tucker, Vice President. Standing: Stan Burden,
President; Clarence Lee, Secretary.
Sandy Lomax; Art Lomax, Head Resident Counselor of Fairlane;
Wally Roth, Head Resident Counselor of Morris Hall; Marlene Roth.
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Man, his social being
Entertaining
Learning
Working with man
Through participation
Man at Taylor
Doing a job
Deadlines
Committees and reports
Announcements
Programs to plan
Getting the job done well
Man developing a sense of responsibility
Enjoying a feeling of accomplishment
Man . . .
PARTICIPATING
Sl-udent Judiciary . . . "Don't worry, Tim
will be here soon" . . . Reports from
investigators . . . Meetings at 10:00,
sometimes later . . . "Statements of
the candidates for student judiciary
are available at the library desk" . . .
Chapel honor statements . . . Hear-
ings in a relaxed atmosphere . . . Cof-
fee in the midst of decision . . . Some-
times indecision . . . Maybe citizen-
ship probation . . . Burdens and re-
sponsibility that cannot be shared . . .
"The best for all concerned" . . . Be-
cause the honor principle works.
Operat-ion Alpha . . . "This is the saga
of so-many student" . . . "So-many
student?" . . . "So-many student!" . . .
new handbooks . . . Hall monitors . . .
"You mean I can't see him until
3:00?"
.
. . Board of Appeals in Mor-
ris Lounge ... "I just have to have
my lights on tomorrow night" . . .
Chaperons at a premium . . . Free-
doms once taken for granted, denied
for five days to teach the meaning
of honor.
STUDENT JUDICIARY. Standing: Doc Houser; Professor Jim Young, Advisor; Tim
Diller. Seated: Janet Foltz; Mariorie Cook; John Affleck, Chief Justice: Judy Boll;
Beverly Corts, Secretary; Ben Mosher; Kay Ringerberg.
DEVELOPING HONOR
"Battle, battle, battle, battle!" in "So-Many Student" dur-
ing the last chapel of Operation Alpha.
John, Marge, Prof Young, and Kay compose the
steering committee for Operation Alpha.
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STUDENT COUK'CIL. First row: Dave Boyer, Commuter Rep.: Karole Bowen. Soph, Rep.; Ruth Ann Williams, Fresh. Rep.; Dale Lantz, Fresh. Rep,;
Clayton Turner, Senior Rep. Second row: Joe Brain, Student Body President; Marti Brose, Senior Rep.; Roger Roth, Soph. Rep.; , Finis Dafee, Married Stu-
dent Rep.; Janice Salisbury, Jr. Rep.; Dr. William Green, Advisor; Carlton Snow, Jr. Rep.
POINT OF ORDER
Joe Brain
Student Body President
Sfudent' Council
. . .
The meeting will come
to order
. . . Wednesday at 8:00 o'clock
. . . Report of the service committee . . .
The treasury shows a balance, we hope . . .
Carlton, can we hear a report from NSA
.
. . Point of information . . . "No, Dave,
we can't disband all campus organiza-
tions" . .
.
"Jan, is the coffee done?"
. . . The social committee requests an ad-
ditional appropriation
. .
. Experiment
with office hours . . . "What will we do
with all of the Who's News?" . . . Point
of order . . . "Mr. Chairman, I would like
to point out that this resolution violates
the student body constitution" . . . "It
depends on your interpretation of the ex-
ecutive's prerogative" . . . The freshman
representatives will act as a committee to
mop and wax the floor . . . "Uncle Bill,
would you like cream for your coffee?"
. . . Guest Who? . . . "There is a long dis-
tance call for Joe Brain" . . . Out with the
typewriters and in with student govern-
ment . . . Mr. Chairman, I move we ad-
journ.
Greg Maurer registers his vote for student
body president with Marge Cook.
Bo Newsome knows the answer at the Christmas Banquet
sponsored by the Student Council.
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE. First row: Hilda Steyer, Lois Weed, Roberta Kessler,
Dr. William Green, Chairman. Second row: R. David Beyer, Robert Smith, Joe Brain. Not
pictured: Jim Young, Jan Salisbury.
Service Commiffee will be in charge
of mopping the hall for the student
reception in the offices . . . And in
your spare time, Dale, you can sell
Student Directories
. . .
Jan and the
Social Commit-tee plan a Christmas
Banquet and a Spring Banquet
. . .
Then there are centerpieces for In-
ternational Day, games for the stu-
dent body election rally, and lan-
terns, for a singspiration . . . Organ-
izations Committee reads, revises,
reviews constitutions . . . New bal-
lot boxes for student body election
. .
. "Who's going to win the Organ-
ization-of-the-year contest?" . . .
Secretariat manipulates words and
typewriters
. . .
Finance Committee
guards the budget . . . "Will this
money be used to benefit the entire
student body?" . . . "At least we
have an impressive organization."
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STUDENT ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, Frances Woy, Ralph Higgins,
Dr. Paul Wood, Karen Hansen, John Macoll, Kitty Heavllin,
TUTORING SERVICE COMMITTEE. Paul Pascoe, Jean Shafer, John Macoll.
Nof pictured: Burt Lundquist.
Kitty Heavilin and Karen Hansen look
over publicity for the discussion on
plans for evaluation week.
ACADEMIC
INTEREST
Student- Academic Affairs Committ'ee
. . .
SAAC . . . "Do you need a tutor?" . . .
"What we need around here is some or-
ganized discussion groups"
. . . "Is there
really a chance that we may not have fin-
als second semester?" ... "I haven't heard
about the trimester program lately" . . .
"Did you know that very few colleges even
have a Student Academic Affairs Com-
mittee?"
. .
. 4:30, Tuesday in Magee com-
mittee room
. . . Six chairs in a circle . . .
Dr. Wood comes in late . . . Chairman
John
. . . Change officers in January . . .
Chairman Ralph ... "I move that the sec-
retary cast a unanimous ballot for Ralph
Higgins as chairman of this committee"
. . . To promote academic excellence.
John Macoll, chairman of SAAC first semester,
looks over the report of the Student Tutoring
Service.
OFFICERS OF SEA, Seated: Connie Grant, Co-program Chairman; Doris Bluhm, Librarian; Mary Carlson, Vice President; Judy
Sweet, Reporter. Sfanding: Pat Deans, Secretary; Miss Andrews, Advisor; Ned Stucky, Treasurer; Bernie Tucker, Co-program
Chairman; Judy Boll, Publicity Chairman; Judy Johnson, Chaplain.
Student Education Association
. . .
Professional
organization for teachers . . . First Tuesday in
Shreiner
. . . "Be sure your attendance is checked
as you leave"
. . .
Summaries of programs due for
Educational Psychology
. , . "Isn't it time to
change the bulletin board in front of the Educa-
tion Building?"
Symposium Dialecticum
. .
. 7:00 at the Yoders'
.
. . Come prepared to discuss and defend . . . Jan
and educational theater . . . Don chooses propa-
ganda
. . .
"Isn't our problem mainly one of de-
fining terms?"
. . . Dave with his aristocracy . . .
"Who wants to volunteer to read a paper next
monthr'"
OFFICERS OF SYMPOSIUM DIALECTICUM. Dr. Paton Yoder, Ad-
visor; Don Leigh, President; Janet Watson, Secretary; Dr. Charles W.
Carter, Advisor
EXERCISING
INTELLECT
Norma Lemmon and Martha Dunn prepare for education
classes in the curriculum lab.
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NATIVE OR NOT
Language Club
. . . Bon jour, mademoiselles
et monsieur
. . . Zdrasvoote, gospoden u
gosposha
. . .
French and Russian, Spanish
and German
. . .
"It would be nice to study
these languages in their natural settings"
. . . "Aren't we supposed to meet on the
fourth Tuesday?"
. . . Records and tapes
in the language lab
. . . Larry Uhrich in
charge of the earphones . . . "We really
should decide on a meeting place soon"
. . . Adios, amigos!
English Club .
. .
"Bring your favorite hum-
orous poem"
. . . Gilbert and Sullivan's
Trial by Jury in Attica
. . . "Snowbound"
complete with fire place and popcorn
. . .
Exchanging pocket books at Christmas
.... Professor Lee is Santa Claus, but not
in red . . . Fourth Wednesday in anyplace
but EA-1 . . . Picnic in May . . . "We must
get a list of English majors and minors"
. . .
Banquo and Lady McDuff give the in-
vitation
. .
. "It won't be the same without
you."
LANGUAGE CLUB OFFICERS. Seated: Fred Yazzie, Social Co-chairman; Larry
Uhrich, Chaplain; Professor Julius Valberg, Advisor; Steve Balanda, Vice Presi-
dent; Stan Spear, Secretary. Standing: John Lee, President. Not pictured: Judy
Lammon, Social Co-chairman.
Popcorn and fireplace make "Snowbound" a reality for Bruce Brenn-
man, Marcia Van Doren, Mozelle Williams, and Phyllis Porter.
ENGLISH CLUB OFFICERS. Marge Cook, Program Chairman; Marg Komp, Program Chairman;
Professor Herbert Lee, Advisor; Audrey Berndt, President; Barbara Davis, Program Chairman;
Elaine Springer, Secretary; Pat Hard, Vice President; Judy Lammon, Chaplain.
Pat Hard studies the translation be-
fore playing this French record.
ONCE A
SEMESTER
Tower
. . . Two issues of a literary maga-
zine
. . .
"This is the way we build a
tower"
. .
. "We have to allow at least
two weeks for mailing and duplicating"
. . . "We simply must find a time to
meet; Ralph wants to make a picture"
. . . Fourteen contributions first semes-
ter
. . .
Essays, poems . . . "We need
more photography and art work"
. . .
Student Council or Public Relations
Committee
. . . "How can we get some
short stories?" . . . "We could read the
material faster if we had two copies of
everything"
. . .
Office at the end of a
hall
.
. . "Our own sign: Watch your
step"
. . .
Medium of expression for cre-
ativity.
EDITORIAL BOARD. Dr. Hazel Butz, P.ofessor Herbert Lee, Carl Thompson, Fran Woy.
Carl Thompson serves as master of ceremonies at the
Publications Banquet.
Dr. Butz and President and Mrs. Martin enjoy punch and
cake at the reception in the student office.
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Advisors Dalton VanValkenburg and Evelyn VanTil and editor Jim
Terhune review the latest edition of the paper.
Jim Terhune, Editor; Lanelle Shafer, First Semester Associate Editor;
Ray Bachman', Second Semester Associate Editor.
Circulation Manager Tom Gehner prepares to
distribute the Election E>*tra edition of the pa-
per.
YE SHALL KNOW
THE TRUTH
Echo
.
Big Chief Jim
. . . Many "little chiefs"
. . . News, features, sports, editorials . . .
Deadlines and headlines . . . One for small
letters, two for caps . . . And it still doesn't
fit
. . .
Where's Thesaurus? . . . "Did you
assign the Inauguration story?" . . . "No, I
thought you did" . . . Problems, problems . . .
Eating early on Tuesdays . . . Staff meetings
or layout .•
. . "I have a hole on fourth page"
. . . No panels, please . . . "Dr. Barkman,
can you tilt your head a little?" . . . "Should
it be a two-column or three-column pic-
ture?"
. .
. Personality sketches . . . Marti
Line . . . "If you cut my story, may I please
help you?"
. . .
Sticking My Schneck Out . . .
"Anyone for a coke?" . . . Bay, first Vice
President of I.C.P.A.
. . .
Spring Conference
at Franklin
. . . Trying for better than a first
class rating
. . . A.C.P. in Chicago for Jim
and Ray
.
.
.
Training sessions to learn how
to do it . . . "Why can't I start this sentence
with the?"
. . . "Staff meetings" at Miss Van
Til's
.
. .
Prof Van trying to balance the
budget
. . .
Dick making pictures . . . "An
eight page paper this time?" . . . Time con-
suming, but rewarding.
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ECHO STAFF
Editor-in-Chief Jim Terhune
Associate Editor Ray Bachman
EDITORIAL STAFF:
News Editors Marjorie Komp,
Audrey Raab
Feature Editor Janet Hardy
Sports Editors Bill Schneck,
Carl Thompson
Copy Editor Lanelle Shafer
Contributing Editors Marjorie Cook,
John Macoll, Janet Watson
R. David Boyer
Faculty Advisors Evelyn VanTil,
Dalton VanValkenburg
REPORTING STAFF;
News: Janice Miller, Marge Monce, Mo-
zelle Williams, Joy Lynch, Janet Ho-
zack, Ruth Dame, Sandra Gaver.
Feature: Karen Benson, Karen Whiteman,
Mikki Carter, Gail Ofte, Beverly Perry,
Stan Thompson.
Sports: Charles Griffin, Mike Zehr, Ron
Hoekstra, John Shields, Stan Meyer,
Dale Lantz.
BUSINESS STAFF:
Business Manager Irvin Polk
Circulation Manager Tom Gehner
FIRST SEMESTER CORE STAFF. Seated: Jim Terhune, Marge Komp, Jarnet
Hardy, Lanelle Shafer. Standing: Ray Bachman, Professor VanValkenburg, Bill
Schneck, Irvin Polk.
Jim Terhune worries about headlines,
while Irv Polk worries about the budget.
John Macoll types his column for Lanelle Shafer and Mozelle
Williams to add to their pile of copy.
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SPECIFICITY
Gem . . . Office with the new look
. . .
"My mind is made up; don't confuse
me with facts"
. . .
Core staff meet-
ings
. . . Sniffy . . . New linoleum pre-
sented by President Martin . . . Asso-
ciated Collegiate Press Conference in
Chicago
. . .
"Next week we've got to
get organized" . . . Biggest innova-
tion, a 9 X 12 . . . Jan's "hairy print"
drapes . . . Audrey's communications
to Tom and Mrs. Brooks . . . Speci-
ficity in write-ups . . . "What is an
'under-the-table' Advisor?" . . . "This
is a darkroom; let's try to keep it that
way" . . . Please fill out the following
form and return to . . . The purpose
of an educational yearbook . . .
"We're always prompt; no matter
how long it takes."
CORE STAFF. Paul Nelson, Audrey Berndt, Janet Watson, Fran Woy, Ralph Higgins.
Typing editor Sarah Wimmer explains the way
to type divisional write-ups to Joy Lynch and
Marilyn Bohn.
Editor Janet Watson pauses in the process of picture
selection to smile for her photography editor.
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IN THE ROUGH — J"^
Editor-in-Chief Janet Watson ^^^>^ jfc^ M ^^W^^Wt ^
Associate Editor Fran Woy ^^* r ^ksL,. m. mA ^S
Business Manager Paul Nelson J
Photography Editor Ralph Higgins ^"^
Academic Editor Audrey Berndt
Editorial Secretary Marge Cook
Layout Editors Sonja Anderson,
Jill Schoemaker
^^^^^^
Faculty Advisors Paul Barkman, • "*
Herbert Lee
LITERARY STAFF:
Sports. . . . Ned Stuckey, Stan Thompson Janet Watson tries to explain the divisional write-ups to Prof. Lee
Writing. .Mozelle Williams, Dave Boyer, and Frances Woy.
Jan Hardy, Mary Ellen Matthews,
Barbara Ellen Brown, Judy Olsen,
Connie Kelley, Lloyd Tucker,
Allen Goetcheus
Typing.
.
.Sarah Wimmer, Marilyn Bohn, ^t \
,^^ ^m-3
Maryann Whittaker, Joy Lynch, m.. .^^ ^m av
Linda Stanton, Joyce McElhoe
Student Index . . Phyllis Porter, Carol Vesa
Proofreading.
.
.Marge Monce, Pat Baird ^ *-
Pictures.
. .
.Dave Dickey, Lanny Losure A jklffli^^P^' l^^^^F^ " ^^^^ f^
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF Mike Szabo, iMi^^^feAM^^
Terry Frick, Tom Schlee,
'^^^^^^^'^Wl'l ^
Warren Olsen, Nancy Nickles, m, ^^^SmWST
Sandy Gage ^fii^^^'msWM'^j
ACADEMIC STAFF. . .Carolyn Sandstrom, _ ^^^ -'l^ ."^^.my -->'»
Virginia Wardell, Carol Ellis —.^ ',--" -.Mfi^I^ -, X
SECRETARIES. . .Nancy Estep, Norma Hill ^' '
BUSINESS STAFF Dennis Austin,
Lynn KoOnS advisors. Professor Herbert Lee and Dr. Paul Barkman.
GEM STAFF. First row: Carol Ellis, Mary Ellen Matthews, Sarah Wimmer, Janet Hardy, Barbara Ellen Brown, Connie Kelley. Second row: Joy
Lynch, Carolyn Sandstrom, Carol Vesa, Phyllis Porter, Marjorie Cook. Third row: Mike Szabo, Terry Frick, Pat Baird, Judy Olsen, Ned Stucky,
Stan Thompson, Norma Hill, Dave Dickey.
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Man
Takes part in activities
f To enjoy, to relax, to contribute
i
1
To gain new experience
Developing faith in himself
In others
In God
"Speak the speech . . ,"
Creating
i tE Music, writing, pictures
Growing
Developing
New areas of interest
A spirit of cooperation and friendship
Progressing
^^^^^^^^H ^'^^^H
Toward a greater understanding
To vvard a full and enjoyable life
^^^jI Toward maturity
jl Man . . .
ACCOMPLISHING
-!rv*^-«»^\
\
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ORIENTATION LEADERS. First row: Janet Foltz, Judy Johnson, Janet Watson, Nancy
Hinkle. Second row: June Kearney, Marjorie Cook, Dr William Green, Martha Mullins,
Janice Salisbury, Carlton Snow, Kitty Heavilin, Third row: Clayton Turner, Tim Diller, Harry
Haakonsen, Jim Terhune, Stan Burden, Gary Petzold, Paul Phinney.
BEGINNINGS
Freshman Week . . . Will there be any
room for returning students? . . .
Opening convocation in Maytag . .
Frosh mixer
. .
. Life advertisements
. . . Now how about a girl with red
hair ... A to M in the reference
room
. .
. Where do you buy sham-
poo? . . . Lunch lines . . . Playing
rhythms at Mr. Young's . . . Activi-
ties, organizations . . . Paul Phinney
and the Christian Business Men . . .
"If you ^re interested please sign"
. . .
Registration lines . . . "Where's
Sc Sh?" . . . Beanies . . . Talent
Show . . . Bach by Frazer . . . The
Driving Instructor . . . Sunday Sing-
spiration
. .
. "Dear Jane, I've been
at school a week, now, and I'm only
a little homesick."
Orient-ation Leaders In charge of
Welcome Week . . . Psychology 101
.
. .
Techniques of democratic group
discussion . .
.
Unique program . . .
Psychology 351—three hours credit
. . .
Standing ovation for Dr. Green
. . .
Guidance . . . Orientation to
college . . . Principles of Leadership.
Jim Bragen and Tal Keenan entertain the
freshmen at the mixer Monday night.
Tuesday night, freshmen and transfers are welcomed into faculty
homes for games, refreshments, conversation.
0m.
Ay^^
Paul Nelson tries to decide which way to go.
Dr. Butz and Elmer Vogelsang resolve conflicts, fit
in a lunch period, and make room for requirements.
After a possible schedule has been worked out, students pick
up class cards— if the course is not already full.
CLASS CARDS AND
CONFLICTS
Registration Day
. . .
Pre-register in the spring and
register in the fall
. . . President Martin with a
green beanie
. . . And so all the freshmen . . -.
"Please fill out all cards with a ball point pen"
. . . Advisors with abstracts . . . "You'd better
take Comparative Religions this semester be-
cause it isn't offered next year" ... "I need a
class card for Religion 331, and you gave me a
Philosophy 33 1 "
. .
. Automobile permits . . . Ac-
tivity sheets for public relations ... "I don't
know the contract number on.my insurance pol-
icy"
. . . Juniors declare majors . . . Pre-register
again before Christmas and register in January
. . .
Seniors fill out applications for degrees . . .
"This schedule is fine, if I just had time to eat"
. .
. "Can I help it if Neo-classical Literature con-
flicts with Ethics" . . . "Don't forget to get a lab
card for Embryology" . . . Then they tell us that
pre-registration saves time.
Feasting on Mac's fried chicken, baked
beans, and potato salad, students turn
bleachers into picnic tables for their out-
door supper.
IT'S OFFICIAL
Matriculation Day . . . Seniors challeng-
ing
. . .
Juniors chanting
. . . Sopho-
mores celebrating
. , . Freshmen cheer-
ing
.
. . Classes earning points toward
Class-of-the-Year trophy . . . Tug-of-
war removing red and green beanies . . .
Rain dampening clothes, but not spirits
. . . Skits presenting a pencil vender,
Mickey Mouse, Shakespeare, bogger-
burgers . . . Ballyhooers trying to con-
vince a judge . . . Class of '64 becom-
ing a part of Taylor.
Because of, or in spite of Paul Phinney's help, freshmen
win the afternoon tug-of-war. But later in the gym their
63^2(1: skit bows to the upperclassmen.
First lap
. ,
. Art Bakewell, Paul Williamson, Ken Hudkins, Louis Whisler—second lap
. ,
.
third lap ninety-
ninth lap
. .
. the hundredth—and a sophomore victory'
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STAIRWAY
Envisioned in the senior prize-winning float is the Homecoming
theme, "Stairway for the Sixties,"
**^^S0
•^^.^^
OR THE SIXTIES
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Homecoming
. . .
"Stairway for the Six-
ties"
. . .
"Alumini, please register
in Morris Lounge"
. . . Miss Joyce
Worgul crowned 1960 Homecoming
Queen . . , Junior
. , . Aqua gown . .
.
Serene
. , . Queen's court, Miss Judy
Boll and Miss Sarah Owens
. . . Con-
gratulations from Sam Delcamp, co-
captain of the football team . , . Sen-
iors win the float-building contest
... "I am the way" . . . But Juniors
are close behind . . . Friday night con-
cert by Clara Mae Turner, contralto
from the Met
. . . Fund Workers'
breakfast early Saturday
. . . Brunch
for Gamma Delt alumnae in Swallow-
Robin lounge
. . . Cross-country meet
and tennis match
. . . Long double
line at lunch
. . . "Meat loaf!" . . .
"This is terrible weather for a foot-
ball game"
. , . Zealous fans . . . Gold
mums with purple ribbons . . . March-
ing band at half-time . . . "Anybody
want popcorn?"
. .
. Taylor 13, Frank-
lin 14 . . . "We're with you team!
fight, fight, fight" . . . Alumni ban-
quet at five . . . Picnic supper on the
tennis court for students . . . Sloppy
joes . . . Evening program in Maytag
.
.
. Zionaires Quartet . . . Colonel Ray
LeCraw . . . Alumni, parents, stu-
dents, friends . . . Time to reminisce.
Clara Mae Turner's finished artistry is enhanced by her stage presence
and by the graciousness with which she shares the limelight with her
teacher and accompanist.
Tim DiHer escorts Queen Joyce Wor-
gul up a royal aisle formed by the Tay-
lor Band.
Capturing second place in the float contest, the Juniors built a
"Comprehensive, Cosmopolitan, Collegiate, Congenial, Christ-cen-
tered" float.
t
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SOC-PSY-ETY OFFICERS. First row: Audrey Raab, Secretary-
Treasurer; Andrea Jensen, Librarian; Ken Blackwell, Presi-
dent. Second row: Tom Hill, Vice President; Dave Mettee,
Program Chairman; Carl Thompson, Publicity Chairman.
BUSINESS CLUB OFFICERS. Paul Phmney, President; Professor
Dalton VanValkenburg, Advisor; Scotty Wilson, Broker; Sheldon
Bassett, Vice President; Marge Eby, Secretary-Treasurer.
ALPHA PI IOTA OFFICERS. Seated: Bill Schneck, Secretary-Treasurer;
Georgia Dodd, Librarian; Duane Houser, Program Chairman. Standing:
Professor Gordon Krueger, Advisor; Jim Reynolds, President. SCANNING
THE FUTURE
Soc-Psy-Ety . .
.
Club especially for Sociology and
Psychology majors
. . .
Mental Health Careers
Conference
. . .
Effect of social pressure on the
individual demonstrated
. . .
Seminar with Dr.
Hunt on hypnosis
. . .
Banquet for Dr. Vahinger
during the Science Lecture Series . . . "First year
on campus."
Business Club . . . "From Bud to Bloom"
. .
. Dif-
ferences in small and large businesses . . . Stock
market contest
. . .
Place of the Christian office
worker, administrator, and teacher in business
.
. .
Bowling party . . . CCBMC for men only . . .
Banquet
.
.
. Wall Street Journal award . . . Prac-
ticing Christianity in business.
Alpha Pi lofa
. . .
Pre-medical and pre-dental stu-
dents . . . Field trip to the Indiana University
Medical school
. . .
Tour of the Marion Hospital
. . .
Dr. Richardson, Dr. Love, Dr. Roll . . . Heart
Fund Drive in Marion
. . . How to be a better
doctor or dentist.
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STATE
OF THE UNION
Sociaf Science Club .
. . 6:50, Tuesday
in E-25
. . . "Pay your dues to Phil"
. . . Election results analyzed by Pro-
fessor Haines
. . . Socialized med-
icine discussed by a doctor . . .
"Who's our program chairman, any-
way?" . .
.
Christmas party at Dr.
Yoder's
. . . Cabinet meeting to de-
cide who goes to the Washington
Seminar . . . Marti Brose, Jan Salis-
bury, Jim Terhune, Paul Pascoe se-
lected to go . , . Phil Loy spends a
week at the Indiana State Legisla-
ture
.
.
.
An original tribute to Lin-
coln . . . John presiding ... A near
Eastern point of view for Luna . . .
"Be sure to sign the attendance sheet
before you leave" . . . "To stimulate
interest in national and international
affairs "
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB OFFICERS. Sally Runyon, Publicity Chairman; Evelyn Richards,
Secretary; John Macoll, President; Dr. Raton Yoder, Advisor; Rhil Loy, Treasurer; R. David
Boyer, Vice President.
Barbara Abbey finds her absentee ballot
more perplexing than her selection of a
candidate
Ex-qovernor Crawford Parker campaigns on campus.
YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB OFFICERS. Bob Bruce, President;
Priscilla Bruce, Social Chairmarn; Paul Smith, Vice President. Not
pictured: Joyce Martinson, Secretary-Treasurer; Professor Dalton
Van Valkenburg, Advisor.
Young Democrats, Fran Woy, Dennis Austin, Phil Loy,
and Sally Runyon work on organization of the club.
Politics come to campus with Crawford Parker, Republican candi-
date for governor of Indiana.
CHRISTIAN
POLITICS
Young Democrat's and Young Repub-
licans
.
. . Political clubs born in an
election year .
.
. Interest-group
status ... "If our constitutions ever
get through the Student Organiza-
tions Committee"
. .
. Republican
reception for George O. Chambers
after the forum
. . .
Democratic
film of F.D.R. . . . "There's a Demo-
crat in as Social Science Club Presi-
dent next year!"
. . . "That will
balance the Republican one this
year"
. . . Seeking affiliation with
the national organizations
. . .
Find-
ing the place of politics on a Chris-
tian campus.
"Now you just come to the kitchen with me, and we'll
settle everything," says Mrs. Van Huysen (Marcia
Cameron), as she drags Barnaby (Jim Yoder) and
Cornelius (Ken Blackwell) off stage.
Mr. Vandergelder (Dale Lantz) tries to convince Mrs.
Levy (Gloria Griffin) of his ability to be a good husband. TROJAN PLAYERS
Lloyd Tucker and Elaine Brunz rush back-stage to a mirror between
scenes to touch up their make-up.
Matchmaker
. . .
Rehearsal in C-22 . . .
Mrs. G's first play on campus
.
. .
Horace Vandergelder
. . . Cornelius
in the closet . . . Barnaby under the
table . . . "Pudding!" . . . "You go
your way and I'll go mine" . . . Omer
and a beard . . . Gloria, Bob and red
hair ... "I didn't even recognize her,"
says Dr. Butz
.
. . Trip to the big city
. . .
"I'm tired and I want to go home"
. . . "Support one vice at a time"
. . . Directors: Marge, Loretta, and
Tammy
. . . Dogs at practice . . . Na-
poleon and Josephine . . . Cookie
playing the cook . . . Exploding to-
matoes
. . .
Mrs. Levy, the match-
maker
. .
. Tam on the gym floor with
the intercom
. .
. Hooker and Howe
. .
. Freshman premieres . . . "Punch
will be served at the rear between the
second and third acts" . . . Harmonia
Gardens.
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The boy (Dave Dickey), the old man (Bob Finch), and
the old woman (Joanne Wine) wait for Mr. Webster
(Ken Blackwell), to make the first move.
Mary (Anna Ruth Lybrand) tells Jabez (Tom Schlee)-
that she will not leave him no matter what has hap-
pened.
READER'S THEATER
An Evening with Benet
. . . Mrs. G
directing—with a knife? . . . Cake
and lemonade at rehearsal
. . .
Johnny Pye and the Foolkiller . . .
Omer, Jan, Les, Judy
.
.
. "My name
is Johnny Pye, and I'm eleven years
old"
. . .
Black stools and black
stands . . . "Come along, Johnny
Pye" A Child Is Born Lard
cans . . . "Our country is occupied"
. . . Blue robes . . . Les assistant di-
recting . . . "And if He needs a thief
to die for Him" . . . Pitchpipe . . .
"0, Come All Ye Faithful" ... The
Devil and Daniel Webster . . . Jan
assistant directing . . . "Make's me
feel young again" . . . Wedding
party for Mary and Jabez . . .
"Don't forget your fiddle, Omer"
... A black notebook . . . "Do vou
remember people?" . . . Did the
ladder have to fall? , . . Readers,
Theater.
Daniel Webster (Ken Blackwell) tries to con-
vince the clerk (Dave Dickey) and the judge
(Omar Young), while Scratch (Dennis Thomp-
son) and Jabez (Tom Schlee) watch him.
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The Taylor Symphonic Band is directed by Professor Dale D. Shepfer.
The clarinet section of the band rehearses the "Sound of Music"
for International Day.
MUSIC-MAKERS
Band
. . .
Rehearsal at 4:30 in M-24 . . .
Directions by the Chief
. . . Half-time
shows—Nursery rhymes and politics in
the middle of a football game
. . . March-
ing band to symphonic band
. .
. From gray
and gold uniforms to black suits and
dresses
. . .
Excerpts from "The Sound of
Music"
.
. . Unique arrangement
.
, . Tour
to Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland . . . Youth
for Christ rally in Dayton . . . "Are you
tpkina band for credit?" John Philip Sousa
Band Award
.
. . Pop concert in the spring
.
. .
Musical testimony.
Orchestra
. . . Fourth year of performance
. . . Under the direction of Dale D. Sheofer
. . .
"Prof"
. . . Monday rehearsals in Mar-
ion
. . . Sunday afternoon concerts . . .
Saint-Saen's "Carnival of the Anim=ils"
. . . Comments by Ogden Nash
.
. . Con-
cert-mistress, Betty Kuhlman Pease
. . .
Edward Pease's french horn
. . .
Combined
talents of the university and the Marion
community
. . .
Modern classics and the
old masters.
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Professor Shepfer directs the orchestra in its preparation for the winter con-
cert.
The Taylor Civic Symphony Orchestra is composed of residents of the community and Taylor students,
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BRASS CHOIR. First row: Dr. Edward Pease, Conductor; Lois
Clough, John Battice, Dave Powell, Dale Senseman. Second
row: Dick Baarendse, Sally Runyon, Bruce Konya, Marion
Meeks.
MUSIC CLUB OFFICERS. Jack Fisher, Vice President; Phyllis Batho, President; Pat
Rothhaar, Secretary-Treasurer; Miss Hilda Steyer, Advisor.
CHAMBER GROUP. Norman Eckel, Nancy Burz, Barbara Abbey.
EXPRESSION
OF THE SOUL
Music Club . . . 7:00, Wednesday . . .
"No special place" . . . Debut of orig-
inal compositions by club members
. . .
Music quiz for the freshmen
. . .
"Somebody has scheduled Shreiner,
and we need the stage" . .
.
Offering
a scholarship to a promising fresh-
man music major . . . Senior music
recitals
. . . "In partial fulfillment of
a Bachelor of Music degree" . . .
Touring a piano company . . . Dr.
Green and Dr. Pease talk about schol-
arships at the banquet
. .
. Because
"music is an expression of the soul."
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John Jenkins, accompanied by Dave Fraser, takes part in the General Music Recital.
Practice makes perfect is Ruth Ann Stockinger's motto
before her senior music recital.
JIlH
Janet Spitler presents her piano recital in her jun-
ior year.
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BLUE WITH
GOLD
Chorale
. . . "Praise God from whom
all blessings flow"
. . . Chapel
choir in the east balcony
. .
. "Am
I supposed to sing today, or next
Wednesday?" .
. .
Blue robes with
gold
. . . Robe mother to keep
things straight behind the bal-
cony
. . . "You have on Larry
Fuhrer's robe. No wonder it's so
long"
. . . Black dresses for wom-
en's chorus
. . .
White dinner
jackets for the men
. . . Candle-
light concert after the Christmas
Banquet , . . Through the bal-
conies and up the aisles with can-
dles . . . Tour during Easter vaca-
tion . . . People and suitcases in
one bus . . . Postcards from
Washington and New York . . .
"O Lord Jesus, Thou Joy of Lov-
ing Hearts" . . . "Increase My
Faith" . . . 2:30 rehearsals in
Shreiner . . . Professor Dean Scur-
rying.
Lynne Eisenhuth and Sam Delcamp go over 'The Shepherds' Story"
a few minutes before the Christmas Concert.
Choir members wait behind the scenes for
chapel to begin.
The bass section leaves the auxiliary gym to go to
chapel.
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Rolena Dunbar refreshes her
memory before singing with the
Chorale in Chapel.
Professor Marvin Dean directs the Chorale.
CHORALE. First row; Elizabeth Clay, Beverley Webb, Ellenor Hustwick, Janet Spitler, Judy Howard, Carolyn Martin, Janet Case, Nancy Butz,
Gari Craven, Manjane Ritter, Mary Miller, Louise Smith, Laura Pearson, Professor Dean. Second row: Judy Rogers, Lynne Eisenhuth, Diane
Walker, Mary bchneider, Pat Rothhaar, Donna Applegate, Becky Thompson, Linda Watters, Sharon Gramza, Rolena Dunbar, Donna Fisher,
Helen LaDuke, Pam Freeland. Third row: Lois Staub, Chuck Bauder, LaMoine Motz, Evan Bergwall, Ed Terdal, Louie Luttrell, John Cochrane,
Larry Burkhart, Larry Joiner, Andy Stewart, Stan Guillaume, Dan Bruce, Toby Mort, Les Goodner, Gale Strain. Fourth row: Wayne Ladd, Sam
Delcamp, Don McDougall, Larry Fuhrer, Mike Galanka, Sam Watne, John Jenkins, Steve Brown, Shel Bassett, Dan Thor, Godfrey Ebright, Art
Bakewell, Ron Ehlers, Larry Farnham, Dave B.ngeman, Pete Kobe.
It^>o<
WINTER FUN
Chrisfrnas Season
. . . Decorating the
parlors
. . . "You mean that fellows
can come into the lounge at Swal-
low-Robin!"
. . . "Who was that
who kissed Mom Kessler under the
mistletoe?"
. . . "The Messiah"
with soloists Larry Farnham, Mary
Schneider, Lucille Entz, and Don
McDougall ... "I thought you said
Don had laryngitis?" . . . "Isn't it
unusal to have a Christmas Banquet
on Wednesday night?" . . . Candle-
light concert by the Chorale . . .
Communion service Thursday night
in the gym . . . President Martin
officiates
. . .
"Why in the world is
the Chorale singing Christmas
carols in Magee Dorm at 6:30 in
the morning?" . . . Last minute va-
cation packing . . . "See you next
year."
Jim Reynolds and Sam Delcamp rely on the steady hands of Nancy Norren-
burns and Mary Carlson as they receive their boutonnieres.
The Oratorio Choir, assisted by the Taylor Civic Symphony, presents Handel's "Messiah" directed by Maivin Dean.
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Greg Maurer provides dinner music to enhance the holiday
mood.
Mike Szabo becomes the "piper piping" to please Mrs.
Haines.
Judy Sweet tries to help the fellows find the right buzzers as they ring
down their dates.
AND
FESTIVITIES
Winter Holiday Banquet . . . "Be sure
to make reservations and pick up your
tickets" . . . "All we have to do is
build a house in the dining hall" . . .
Wait in line at the buzzers
. . .
"Don't
ring the wrong floor" . . . "That tree
must be at least twenty feet high" . . .
"The Twelve Days of Christmas" . . .
Professor Haines courting Mrs.
Haines with five gold rings . . . Greg
at the organ . . . Snowball fight with
Frosty the Snowman ... Bo Newsome
presides at the head table . . . Candle-
light concert in the gym . . . An eve-
ning of Winter Wonderland.
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'Never again to see the meadows, to feel the warm sunshine ... my voices were right!"
Brother Martin tries to help Joan.
JOAN IN
MODERN DRESS
Canadian Players
. . . "They must be kidding;
they say their stage is only thirteen feet
deep"
. . .
Saint Joan by George Bernard
Shaw .
. .
Blue-eyed Jack
. . .
Pat Galloway
as Joan
. . .
Fine Arts reception afterwards
in the Kerwood room ... A taste of Strat-
ford-on-Avon, Canada . . . "But mostly the
voices come in the bells" . . . Modern dress
. . . Charlie and the Inquisitor . . . Construc-
tionistic presentation
. . .
The story behind
the Martyr: a battle for supremecy between
the church, the state, and the individual.
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GAMMA DELTA BETA OFFICERS. Seated: Judy Ohhch, Vice President; Elaine Hosman,
President; Judy Liechty, Secretary; Jonell Willis, Treasurer. Standing: Barbara Daven-
port, Advisor.
Wayne Hoover and Connie Kelley enjoy pre-party refresh-
ments before the Valentine Banquet.
CULTURED
MATURITY
Gamma Delta Beta .
. .
Girls only
.
. . 6:50,
Wednesday, in Magee Lounge
. . . Gammas
. . .
"What's the task this week;'"
. .
. From a red
ribbon to a pin . .
.
Red and white cheering sec-
tion for basketball
. . .
Brunch for alumnae at
Homecoming
. . . Sponsoring a Valentine Ban-
quet
. . .
"How do you make the dining hall
look like a castle?'" . . . "Christian cultured
maturity."
Valentine Banquet . . . "An Evening in Vienna"
. . . Girls invite the fellows by formal invitation
.
. .
"But I'm afraid to ask the one I really like"
. . . Pre-party punch in Campbell Parlor . . . Blue
lights and silver chandeliers transform the din-
ing hall into a Viennese palace . . . "Watch your
step on the stairs" . . . Menu includes stuffed
pork chops and baked potatoes . . . Carriages
and candies on the tables . . . M.C., Ken Black-
well
.
. .
Violin duet by Marylee and Larry . . .
Special program after the banquet . . . Anna
Brandenburg and Bill . . . American diplomat
in Vienna ... "I hear you calling me—lovely
Vienna"
.
. . After Vienna, the walk to the
dorm.
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Other people are as common as weeds, but you
—
you're Blue Roses.
BLOW OUT YOUR CANDLES
Glass Menagerie
. . .
"Rise and shine"
. . . Arena
production
. . . "He used to call me 'Blue
Roses' "... Cut-down set .
. .
Miss Kessler
on the quiet squad
. .
. "It's almost time for
our gentlemen callers to start arriving"
. . .
Tom Wingfield by Steve Balanda, Amanda
Wingf ield by Janet Watson, Laura Wingfield
by Lloyd Tucker, Jim O'Connor by Eric Lidh
.
. .
Jill and her victrolas , . . Pizza and sack
lunches . . . Jan, Loretta, Omer assistant di-
recting
. .
. "Glass breaks so easily" . . . Steve
and his quick changes . . . Tennessee Wil-
liams on a Christian college campus: an exer-
cise in compassion . . . Gentle Laura . . .
"Things have a way of turning out so badly"
. . . Two Friday night performances . . . Mrs.
Young making Amanda's party dress . . .
"Where do we get a navy pea-jacket?" . . .
"Blow out your candles, Laura" . . . "Time is
the farthest distance between two places."
AMANDA: 1 had this dress on when I met your father.
TOM: Our play is memory;
charactor in it.
am the narrator and a
LAURA: Glass is so fragile; if you breathe it breaks.
TROJAN PLAYERS OFFICERS, First row: John Oswalt, President; Dennis Thompson,
Chaplain. Second row; Marge Komp, Program Chairman; Bruce Brenneman, Vice Presi-
dent; Harry Haakonsen, Treasurer; Professor James Young, Advisor; Marge Cook, Secre-
tary.
Crew members spend many hours in
behind-the-scenes preparation for the
production of J.B.
Director Janet Watson illustrates a criticism for Private
Dowey (Larry Farnham) and Mrs. Dowey (Jo Anne
Wine). METHOD PLUS
TECHNIQUE
Trojan Players
. .
. The Avo Earp gang . . . 7:00,
Wednesday night, in E-25 . . . Casts and crews
of plays learn about dramatics . . . "Who do
you think will get the Jennys this year?" . . .
"Have thine own way. Lord" . . . "Hear our
prayer, O Lord" . . . Hostess House banquet
. . . "You have two unexcused absences; three
is the limit" . . . Bonus plays for those with
season tickets . . . The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals . . The Happy Journey . . . "We ran
out of Elmer's glue" . . . Tennis shoes and
clipboard
. . .
"That's about 67% of what it
should be" . . . Induction service . . . "The
Negro in American Drama" . . . "How to pro-
duce a play in one easy lesson" . . . Pride with
mud on her hem . . . "Do you have enough
points for a pin?" . . . Attica is a good place to
go over lines . . . "Isn't it a little damp in the
scene shop?"
. .
.
Method plus technique.
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Members of the Debate Team admire the trophy they won at the tournament at Anderson.
DEBATE TEAM. John Oswalt, Carlton Snow, Professor Jim Young, Coach;
Joe Brain, Marge Cook.
RESOLVED:
Debate . . . Resolved: That the United States
adopt a program of compulsory health in-
surance for all citizens . . . "Is this a ques-
tion of socialized medicine?" . . . First place
in the debate tournament at Anderson . .
Marge and Joe take the affirmative . . . John
and Carlton argue negatively . . . "Or is it
the other way around?" . . . Quotes on 3 x 5
cards in metal boxes'. . . Cheesebread and
soup for supper in the scene shop . . . "Are
you taking Introduction to Debate or Inter-
collegiate Debate?" . . . "What are the pre-
requisites for Thinking 101-2, and Contem-
plation 201?" . . . Precise thinking and rea-
soning.
Keiko Shimizu teaches Karen Wilson to
eat with chop sticks.
Jewish food and Jewish politics are combined at Mr. Ramati's table.
Kathy McAndrews and Jackie Dale try to decide whether
to sign up for Jewish, Italian, or Spanish food.
oe Brain asks Mr. Ramati about one of the points of his eve-
ing address.
,e
BROADENING
HORIZONS
Internafional Day . . . Presented by the Student
Council and the International Fellowship . . .
Richard Rettig, President of the United States
National Student Association . . . "The Role of
the Student in International Affairs" with a
South African emphasis . . . Shavl Ramati,
Consul from the Israeli Embassy in Chicago
. . . "The Role of Israel in World Affairs" . . .
"Operation Abolition" . . . "It was shown four
times" . . . "You are invited to a special Inter-
national Day luncheon" . . . International stu-
dents discuss "The American Image Abroad"
. . .
Cultures on display from 3:00 until 7:00
. . . Jewish, Italian, or South American food for
supper ... 5:15, 5:30, 5:45 . . . "You didn't
forget to sign up, did you?" . . . Table decora-
tions compliments of Jan and the Social Com-
mittee . . . Reception for Mr. Ramati . . . Stars
and stripes with the Star of David . . . Develop-
ing an international point of view.
Dr. Henry Koffler talks to students at the Tuesday night
reception in Campbell Parlor.
SCIENCE CLUB OFFICERS, Art Deyo, President; June Nilsen,
Social Chairman; Karen Hansen, Secretary-Treasurer; Tim Diller,
Vice President; Dr. Elmer Nussbaum, Advisor.
Art Deyo introduces Dr. John Vayhinger at the
Monday morning chapel.
HARMONY OF
THE SCIENCES
Science Club
. . . 6:50, Wednesday in c-21
. . .
Future biologists, chemists, and physicists co-op-
erating
. . . "Don't v^e have an observatory some-
where on campus?" . . . "Tickets for the Science
Banquet will be on sale in the lobby after sup-
per."
. . . "Did you see the pictures for the Sci-
ence Lecture Series programs"
. . . "Make sure
L-7 is reserved"
. . . Harmony of the Sciences.
Science Lecture Series
. . . Compliments of the
Science Club and the American Institute of Bi-
ological Sciences
. . .
Biologist, Dr. Henry Koffler
of Purdue . . . Biochemist and biophysicist. Dr.
Walter Hearn of Iowa State
. .
.Psychologist, Dr.
John Vayhinger of Garrett Biblical Institute
. . .
Geneticist, Dr. Herman J. Mueller of Indiana
University
. . .
Biologist, Dr. Charles W. Shilling
of the Communications Project of the American
Institute of Biological Sciences . . . "There are
refreshments for three hundred at the reception"
. . . Three days with a scientific emphasis.
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Dr. Charles W. Shilling, Director of the Communications Project of the American Institute of Biological Sciences,
addresses the Student Education Association on "Signposts of Education."
Dr. Paul Barkman and Dr. John Vayhinger relax dur-
ing the busy Science Lecture series at the banquet
sponsored by Science Club.
Dr. Nussbaum, Dr. Shilling, Mr. Whitnah, the repre-
sentative from the American Institute of Biological
Sciences, and Dr. Martin form a reception line.
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Professor Jack Patton helps Maureen Kascur prepare for art exhibit at the
Fine Arts Festival.
The Taylor Civic Symphony offers a musical contribution to the
week end of Fine Arts.
NINE MUSES
ine Arfs Festival
. . .
Premier perform-
ance of J.B. with Professor Young di-
recting . . . "I'm glad the Youth Con-
ference platform is still here"
. .
.
Or-
atorio Chorus presenting "The Hymn
of Praise"
. . .
Larry Farnham with the
tenor solo . . . Art Exhibit under the
direction of Jack Patton
. . . Sym-
phonic Band under the baton of Dale
Shepfer
. . . Chorale tour climaxing
with the home concert
.
. . Rogers
and Hammerstein
. . . Results of the
first annual photo contest
. . . Jack
Fisher plays Grieg Piano Concerto
. . .
Shilling Art Award
. . . Dave Powell
with "The Trumpeteer's Lullaby"
. . .
Art, music, drama in Maytag . .
.
Con-
centration upon campus cultural de-
velopment ... A tribute to the Fine
Arts Department.
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John Oswalt, Harry Haakonsen, Ken Blackwell, Leona Lewis begin rehearsal for "J. B." under the direction of
Professor Jim Young.
FINE ARTS COMMITTEE. Seated: Mrs. Gladys Greathouse, Professor Marvin Dean, Miss Marcella
Fuller. Standing: Mr. Paul Keller, Janet Watson, Donna June Applegate.
^
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Man in worship
Believing, serving
Consecrating
Praying
Communicating with God
Man reaches to God
Reconciliation
Through the Shepherd, the Door, the Bread of Life
"I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth"
The Spiritual man is
The dedication of a life to God
An answer
TKe discovery of the meaning of life
Man with God is more than man
In God man finds fulfillment, purpose, expression
"Unless the Lord had been my help
My soul had almost dwelt in silence"
That dimension which measures the height of divine inspiration
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Fall Revival
. . .
Time of spiritual emphasis
. . .
Evangelist Dr. Jimmy Gibson
. . . Irish ac-
cent
. . . Getting acquainted with students
at breakfast, lunch, supper . . . First revival
in the gym . . . Warm welcome by Dr. Mar-
tin .. . White altar across the front: place
of prayer before the service, place of dedi-
cation after the message . .
. Removing
chairs after the service
.
.
.
Professors lead-
ing singing: Haines, Dean, Luthy, LaShana
. . .
Sharing song books , . . Special music:
Lucille, Becky and Dave, Betty, Freshmen
Trio
. . . Private counseling sessions . . .
Voluntary chapel on Tuesday and Thursday
. .
.
Post-revival series on the Holy Spirit,
led by Dr. Thompson
. .
. Evidence of much
prayer seen in the response to the messages.
EMPHASIS
Dr. James Gibson reads from his text in Acts for the Friday evening service of Spiritual Emphasis Week.
Nancy Nickles, Becky Thompson, and Alice Hendrick-
son provide special music for one of the services.
Rev. and Mrs. Allen watch the basketball game after the
Saturday evening service.
ONLY THE BEGINNING
Spring Revival . . . Rev. Bill Allen from Mansfield,
Ohio . , . Asbury alumnus with ten children . . .
"Wired for sound" . . . From Romans 7 into Ro-
mans 8 ... A word picture painted . . . G-2 becomes
a place of decision . . . Testimonies until midnight
. . . Continuation of Missionary Conference . . .
Preparation for Youth Conference . . . Discussion
in Campbell Parlor . . . Private counseling sessions
. . . Post-revival messages by Dr. Rediger . . . "In
the fellowship of Christ, by the power of His Spirit,
to the glory of God" . . . "This is only the begin-
ning"
. . .
Students go to Mansfield to return Rev.
Allen's visit . . . "Stop trying and start yielding."
Rev. Allen clarifies his point by using one of
his many illustrations.
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OFFICERS OF AMBASSADORS: Ben Mosher, Vice-President; Marlene Silvis, Secretary; Sandra Phillippe, Art
Co-chairman; George Smith, Treasurer; Dick Baarendse, President; Janet Mendenhaji, Librarian; Bernie Tucker,
Song Leader; Judy Boll, Art Co-chairman; Professor Charles Carter, Sponsor. Not pictured: Dave Bormann,
Usher.
Ambassadors . . . Emphasis on missions . . .
7:00 Monday in E-25, or sometimes Shrei-
ner
. .
. Literature from mission boards on
a table in the front ... A cappella singing
. .
. Prayer band for Europe will go to EA-2
. . .
South America downstairs . . . Africa . . .
The Orient .
.
. Asia . . . North America . . .
United prayers are sent across the globe . . .
Speakers; Norm Cook, Dick Hillis . . . Proj-
ect for the year . . . Bookstore in Kenya . . .
Bookmobile in Argentina . . . $4000 by
March 1
. . .
Missionary Conference . . .
Choose a theme . . "Who will go for usr'"
. . . Select a chorus . . , "There is work to
do" . . . Make arrangements with speakers
... Dr. Grubb, Dr. Gillam . . . Pray . . . Early
morning in the Youth Conference office . . .
Late at night in the dorm . . . "Here am I,
Lord; send me "
Professor Charles Carter, Dr, Bill Gillam, Dr. Norman
Grubb, and Dick Baarendse talk over the Wednesday eve-
ning service in front of the Ambassadors' map depicting
mission fields filled by Taylor graduates.
After service discussions provide a good way to gain
new ideas in an informal manner.
"Now that you know the melody, let's hear some harmony," urges Paul Phinney, Missionary Conference song
leader, as he leads the audience in singing the conference chorus.
"God in you.
.
. .
That's the answer," replies Dr.
Grubb in the informal discussions in Campbell
Parlor.
WHO WILL GO?
Missionary Conference
. .
.
"Who will go for us?"
. . . "Let's sing the theme song one more time"
. . . "There is work to do; the Lord is calling you"
. . .
Paul leads . . . Greg plays
. . . Solo, trio,
Missionary Conference chorus
. .
. Rev. Norman
Grubb
. . .
British accent . . . "God is the Mission-
ary"
. . .
Rev. William Gillam
. . .
Fighting lary-
ngitis
. . . "What are the needs? Where should
I go?" Missionary map for Taylor alumni
on the mission field
.
. . Ambassadors project
. . .
Literature ministry in Kenya and Argentina
. . .
Continuing support from faithful prayer
cells . . . Anticipating students and professors
with pad and pencil . . . Literature tables in Ma-
gee . . . Pictures from Noble Massey . . . After
the service
. , . Students crowded on sofas, has-
socks, and the floor . . . Eyes intently fixed on
Norman Grubb . . . Question asked . . , New
ideas grasped . . . Ten o'clock comes, all too soon
. . . Dr. Gillam in the Christian Education class
at 2:30 . . . Dr. Grubb in Philosophy of Christian
Missions at 3:30 . . . Bull sessions in the dorm
. . . Long months of prayer . . . Response to
"fields of harvest and of toil."
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OFFICERS OF PERSONAL EVANGELISM. Marge Livingston, Clayton
Turner, Co-Chdirman; Tom Hill, Martha Passler, Jeannette McClure,
Janet Foltz, Co-Chairman; Jeanette Davies, Secretary; Tom Gehner.
STRENGTH
AND GROWTH
Holiness League .
. . 6:50, Friday in E-1 1 . . . Bible
study on James and a part of Romans , . . Prayer
groups in the dorms . . . Shelf in the bookstore . . .
Day of Prayer on campus, February 9 . . . "Come
hear a tape of Rev. Noble's experience in a com-
munist concentration camp"
.
. . Outside speakers
, . . "A deeper walk with Christ."
Personal Evangelism
. .
. "P.E."
. .
. "Share your testi-
mony that others may know Christ"
. . . Street
meetings in Muncie
. . . House to house visitation
in Fairmount , . . Children's homes . . . "Hope we
get back in time for supper"
. .
. Training sessions
. . . "You must pass the test on the Scripture verses
before you can go out."
OFFICERS OF HOLINESS LEAGUE. Don Rolfs, President; Dr. Ralph Thompson, Advisor; Clayton Turner, Vice President' Sandra
Gage, Publicity Chairman; Dick Starr, Usher; Judy Johnson, Secretary-Treasurer; Don Shank, Song Leader.
Dr. Thompson leads a Bible study on James at
Holiness League.
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OFFICERS OF MSM. Alden Nay, Vice President; Jim Terhune, President; Sally Runyon, Secretary; Frances Woy, Secretary of
Indiana MSM; Ray Eicher, Chairman of World Christian Community Committee.
FRONTIERS OF SERVICE
Methodisf Sfudent Movement . . . Sunday school at
Upland Methodist
. . .
Professor Jim Young
.
. .
And then MSM at 6: 1 5 in G-2 . . . "The Mission of
the Church in the University"
. .
. Dr. Rediger
speaks on criticizing the Church
. . . Council meet-
ing Saturday morning to plan the programs for sec-
ond Semester . . . "Frontiers of Service" . . . Chil-
dren's homes
. . .
Work camps
. . . Suppers at the
church .
.
. Mayonnaise sandwiches . . . Pineapple
and creamed cheese on raisin bread . . . Regional
conference in DeKalb, Illinois
.
. .
Fall workshop
at Purdue
. . .
Spring conference at Indian Lake . . .
Fellowship, discussion, service.
Members of the World Christian Community Committee,
Gary Parker, Adriana Asalgado, and Ellenor Hustwick offer
the chairman, Ray Eicher, a sample of the refreshments for
the MSM meeting.
Art Deyo, Stan Burden, Frank Pyle.
Doris Bluhm, Joyce Martinson, Jeanne Granning, Laura Pearson.
Dan Thor, Dave Bingeman.
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Don McDougall, Sam Watne, Stan Guillaume, Will Regier, Dave Fraser.
Sally Verrill, Pat Tschetter, Caiol Hansen. Mary Kay Naumann, Mary Schneider, Marify Miller, Betty Piqueron.
it
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SECOND STEP
Grab and Grace . . . Modern morality play by
Charles W. Williams . . . Religious drama on the
road , . . "Faith in a bag is Faith at her best" . . .
Stylized movement
. . .
Long rehearsals . . .
"Heels up, Gossimer" ... Is this type casting?
. . . "How do you make a bottle of blood?" . . .
Gabriel in tails
. . .
Pride assumes the role of
self-respect . . . "Anyhow in a heap" . . . Trip
to Indianapolis for MSM Spring Conference . . .
Will they ever start? . . . "There is very little that
Grace cannot do" . . . Who ever heard of washing
potato sacks? . . . Black and white mountains
shaped like triangles . .
.
Isn't one mountain
higher than the other one? ... "I wish man had
an adult intelligence" . . . "Lure him down
among the pits and pools" . . . Where did Adam's
tooth go? . . . "The second step, but what of the
third."
Hell (Allen Goetcheus) tries to catch Grace (Bob
Finch) unawares.
Msn (John Oswalt) places his confidence in
Grace.
Hell listens as his partner, Pride (Leona Lewis), challenges Faith
(AnnaRuth Lybrand).
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John Van Dixhorn, Tom Morgan, Tim Diller, Ray Ritsma form a quartet for the half-time presentation
of the Gospel.
PLAYING, PREACHING, PRAYING
Mel Peterson from Wheaton lifts the ball to the
basket.
Venture for Victory
. . . "Basketball-Bible" mission
. .
.
To the Orient again . . . Twenty-five thousand miles to
be missionaries on the basketball court
. . . Seven fel-
lows from American colleges plus two missionaries
. . .
Coach Bud Schaffer from the Philippines
. . . Formosa,
Hong Kong, Japan, Philippines
. . .
Win seventy-five,
lose four, tie one . . . Coach Odie with Free China's
team in the Olympic games at Rome
. .
. Coach OdIe
playing against V for V
. .
. "All-court press and just
four players?"
. . .
Two hundred fifty thousand people
at the games
. .
.
Half-time presentation of the gospel
. . , Time for decision a-fter the game . . , Eight million
more people hear of Christ on the radio . . . "This is why
we came."
Team members sing for the students at Jose Ritzal College before
playing the game: Willie Preston, Rice Institute; Ken Hudkins, Taylor;
John Van Dixhorn, Northwestern; Mel Peterson, Wheaton; Keith
Brown, Missionary in the Philippines; Tine Hardman, Missionary in the
Philippines; Ray Ritsma, Hope; Tim Diller, Taylor; Bud Schaffer,
Coach.
YOUTH CONFERENCE CABINET. First row: Jim Crowder, Technical Director; Gary Petzold, Traffic; Ralph Higgins, Publicity. Second
row; Marlene Silvis, Altar Workers; Karen Hansen, Publicity; Janet Spitler, Music; Judy Ohirich, Accomodations; Maureen Kacsur, Art;
Nancy Norrenburns, Hosts and Hostesses; Carol Kaiser, Discussion Leaders; Elsbeth Baris, Prayer; Dr. Hazel Butz, Advisor. Third row: June
Nilsen, Registration; Professor Dalton VanValkenburg, Advisor; Dick Baarendse, Altar Workers; Frank Pyle, Music; Dale Williams, Ac-
comodations; Dave Kocher, Art; Scotty Wilson, Registration; Paul Phinney, Treasurer; John Oswalt, Prayer; Don Leigh, Co-chairman; Judy
Boll, Co-Chairman; Barbara Abbey, Secretary.
Barbara Abbey, Professor VanValkenburg, Paul Phinney,
Don Leigh, Judy Boll, Dr. Butz are at the core of Youth
Conference planning.
WHAT SEEK YE?
Youth Conference . . . "It all started with a
mistake"
. . .
Directors Judy and Don . . .
The password is prayer . . . "Where are we
going to put all the sponsors that come" . . .
"It's a good thing Barb takes shorthand" . . .
"The purpose of a discussion group is to pro-
mote discussion" . . . "Who's been using all
the Youth Conference stationery?" . . . "If
you want to be an altar counselor, sign here"
. .
. "Where can I get some registration
blanks?" . . . "We'll have to sweep the car-
pet; there's an open house in the office to-
night" . . . The office becomes a place of
prayer . . . "Will you serve for an hour on
fire watch?" . . . All so that nine hundred
teen-agers may hear of Christ . . . What
Seek Ye?
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Scotty Wilson and Judy Ohirich di-
rect Youth Conference delegates
to their rooms.
Youth Conference Co-Chairman Judy Boll and Don
Leigh preside at the microphone.
Organization proves to be the key to getting everyone fed dur-
ing Youth Conference.
WHAT SEEK YE?
Youfh Conference . . . "How many kids do you have
in your room?" . . . All students must park their
cars north of the President's barn by noon Friday
. . .
"Will the people under the balconies please
move forward to make room for latecomers" . . .
"singing like this is a prelude to heaven" . . .
"Where is the stone that came rolling down
through Babylon" compliments of Men's Chorus
. . . Fire watch for an hour with a flashlight . . .
Taylor meal tickets and white tickets first please
. . .
"We'll have to have a third sitting" . . . New
praise and testimony meeting on Saturday . . . Teen
Talk Time . . . "What age group do you have?" . . .
Announcement girl with only one announcement
.
. .
White cross and white world with blue, tur-
quoise, purple, and green . . . Rev. Edward Angell
. . . "A prejudice is being down on what vou're not
up on" . . . Dr. Eugene L. Smith . . . "What would
happen if you took one minute to realize how good
God is to your'" . . . "In the Gym Sunday evening
there will be a meditation service for Taylor stu-
dents"
. .
.
Weather romes in like a lamb, but goes
out like a lion . . . What Seek Ye?
ADVERTISING
What is today's
biggest bargain?
Reddy says: "I&M electric rates have never
been increased. If your electric bill is higher,
it's because you're using electricity to take over
so many Inore of your household tasks. Actu-
ally, the more you use each month, the less you
pay per kilowatthour. Living better electrically
costs so little, yet means so much !"
Indiana^Michigan
£I,i;CTRIC COMPANY
MEHLING DRUGS Best Wishes From Quality
Diamonds - Watches
DRUGS - TOILETRIES
SUNDRIES WARDS
Jewelry - Shavers
Pens - Pencils - Gifts
EIKENBARY'S
North Side Square
Hartford City
Hartford City Indiana In Hartford City
Expert Watch
Repairing
1 BOB HUGHES UPLAND STANDARD SERVICE
i CLEANERS Main & Berry S+s.UPLAND, INDIANA
Pick Up
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Bottled under authority of
The Coca-Cola Company by
Hartford City
Clarence Porter Agent
„
,^ (STAMOARO) J*^Delivery
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING
COMPANY Upland Phone 67306 Phone WY 8-2793
OF PORTLAND, INDIANA, INC.
510-520 E. Arch St. Portland, Indiana
Trade Mark Registered
TIRES -TUBES -ACCESSORIES
CRONIN'S DRUG STORE
Your Rexall Store
Prescription
Pharmacists
Hartford City,
Indiana
Auto Accessories. Blcyles & Parts, Tools
Small Appliances
WESTERN AUTO
Associate Store
205 W. Washington
Hartford City, Ind.
LESTER CALE
Produce
Fancy Dressed Poultry
and Grade A Eggs
Hartford City Indiana
QUALITY-LIKE
CHARACTER-
ENDURES
LASKY'S SHOE STORE
We appreciate your patronage
NORTH SIDE OF SQUARE IN MARION
f^: ^emuhuylu)^
LEVY BROTHERS
HEADQUARTERS FOR COLLEGE MEN
WE WELCOME
TAYLOR STUDENTS
HARTFORD CITY
MILLER MOTOR SALES
UPLAND, INDIANA
TED ACHOR
PIANO SHOP
Authorized Dealer
Kimball and Kohler and Campbell
Pianos
See By Appointment
Piano Tuner for College
over 32 years
2 1 6 North F. Street NO 4-3809
THE UPLAND BANK
Friendly Financial Service
Upland Indiana
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COMPLIMENTS
MILTON'S
MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR
Marion, Indiana
WORLD GOSPEL MISSION
(Interdenominational)
International Headquarters
123 West Fifth Marion, Ind.
WGM wishes God's best for Taylor University
and congratulates the members of the 1961 gradu-
ating class.
We are happy to count some of Taylor's gradu-
ates of former years among our 212 missionaries
serving around the world.
CHALMER STAMPER
National Homes
Contractor - Builder
Lakeview Addition
Phone: WYandotte 8-2816
Upland & Gaston, Indiana
Dear Senior of "61":
We congratulate you on your academic achievement and with
great pleasure welcome you to a large and devoted family, the
Taylor Alumni Association.
We are confident you will use your high academic and spirit-
ual training for the good of mankind and the- advancement of
the Kingdom of God. We are also confident you will soon find
your place of service in Taylor's outstanding alumni program.
May God grant you a rich and satisfying life as you enter your
chosen field of service.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
J. Robert Coughenour, M.D. "50"
President
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BAKED GOODS
All Varieties
CALL
Upland
Baking Company
TRY OUR TASTY ROLLS
UPLAND INDIANA
TELEVISION ALL MODERN OPEN YEAR AROUND
SUNSET MOTEL
Soufh on Highway 3
PHONE 248
MR. & MRS. EARL MORRIS
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
TRAURING MOTORS
"YOUR"
MERCHANT OF TRANSPORTATION
HARTFORD CITY
INDIANA
GENERAL ELECTRONICS
MFG. CO.
Upland Indiana
GALE'S FOOD MARKET
YOUR LOCAL
PHI TAU ALPHA
affiliated with
*ISEA
IND. STUDENT ED. ASSOC.
*ISTA
IND. STATE TEACHERS ASSOC.
*NEA
NAT. ED. ASSOC.
"... To Interest the best young men and women
In education as a career . . ."
PREAMBLE
REDMOND'S
DRUGS, PRESCRIPTIONS
Hartford City, Indiana
The Upland
Insurance Agency
GENERAL INSURANCE
Upland, Indiana
BEST WISHES, STUDENTS
OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION
Overhead doors for garage . . . factory . . . warehouse
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
LITERATURE FOR THE WORLD
KENYA BOOK CENTER
ARGENTINA BOOK STORE
AMBASSADORS FOREIGN MISSIONS FELLOWSHIP
THE KING'S PICTURES
Audubon, New Jersey
Phone LI 7-9050
CHRISTIAN FILM LIBRARY
JEREMIAH 10:10
AUDIO-VISUAL SALES & SERVICE
INDEX
Abbey, Barbara 56,144,178
Acker man, Nancy 64
Adams, Luanne 56
Administrafion
, ,
. 10
Affleck, John 29,42,96,102,125
Golf; Tennis; Who's Who; Youth Conf. Dis-
cussion Leader; Language Club, Pres,; Science
Club, Sec.-Treas, Pres.; T-Club, Treas.; Dorm
Counsellor; Student Judiciary, Chief Justice.
Allen, Tom 64
Alpha Pi loto 143
Amstutz, Patricia 46
Amstutz, Stanley 64
Anderson, Morgaret 56,112
Anderson, Son|a . ,29
Social Science Club; Gem Staff Layout Editor.
Andrews, Jennie. 20,129
Marion College, A.B., B.S. Ed.; The State
University of Iowa, A.M.; Graduate study of
the University of Minnesota and the Univer-
sity of Arizona.
Anema, Margaret 64
Angerer, Ronald 64
Anthony, Juonito
Applegate, Donna 46,153,165
Archambault, Sandra 64
Archer, Barbara 46
Armstrong, Kay 46
Artz, Karen
Artz, Phihp 29-
Asalgado, Adriano 56,173
Atcitty, Tom 46
Atha, Alan
Atherley, Eric 56
Austin, Dennis 64,80
Austin, Myron
Baarendse, Richard .
, ,29,123,150,170,178
Band, Chaplain, Pres.; Brass Choir; Orchestra;
John Philip Sousa Band Award; Fresh, Closs
Chop.; Soph. Class Chap,; Ambassadors,
Pres-; Orientation Leader; Dorm Counsellor.
Bachman, Raymond 29,132,133
Gospel Team; Echo Staff, Sports Editor,
Assoc. Editor; Social Science Club; S.E.A,
Badskey, Nancy
. 64
Baer, Kay 75
Baird, Patricia 64,135
Baker, Dorothy 75
Baker, Mary 56
Baker, Steve 64,94
Bakewell, Arthur 64,139,153
Balonda, Stephen 130,158
Band 148
Banker, James 29
Social Science Club.
Barber, Morns 30
Student Pastor.
Bans, Elsbeth 29,30,178
Barkmon, Paul F 20,129,135,163
Bethel College, A.B., Biblical Seminary in
New York, S.T.B.; New York University, M.A.,
Ph.D.
Bassett, Sheldon 29,30,153
Mole Chorus; Track; Basketball; Football-
Chorale, Business Mgr.; Fresh. Class Vice
Pres.; Senior Class Social Chrm.; Ambassa-
dors; Youth Conf. Discussion Leader; Gem
Staff; Business Club, Vice Pres.; S.E.A,; Trojon
Players.
Botho, Phyllis 30,150
Band; Oratorio; Holiness League; Gospel
Team; Music Club, Pres.
Battice, John 64
Bouder, Chuck 64,95,105,153
Boyert, Mark 64,93,105
Beal, Harold 30
Bedwell, John 56,101,105
Beeson, Chris 56
Bennett, Barbara 64
Bennett, Karl 64
Bennett, William 46
Benning, Janet 20,111,112,113
Taylor University, B.S.
Benson, Karen 64
Benson, Patricia 56,111,112
Berg, Howard 64
Berg, Loretta 64
Bergwoll, Evan 64,153
Berndt, Audrey 30,130,134
Gem Staff, Photography Co-ordinotor, Aca-
demic Editor; Echo Staff, Circulation Mgr.,
Contributing Editor; Language Club, Sec,
Vice Pres,, Pres.; English Club, Pres.
Berner, Gary 75,103
Biberstein, Robert 30
Basketball; Social Science Club.
Bigelow, Perry 46
Bingeman, David 46,106,153,174
Block, James 56
Blackwell, Kenneth' 15,46,146,147,165
Bluhm, Dons 46,129,174
Blume, Robert 46,98
Blumer, David 30
Orchestra; Holiness League; Ambassadors;
Science Club; S.E.A.
Blumer, Larry 46
Bohn, Marilyn 64,134
Boll, Judy 30,42,125,129,170,178
Gospel Team, Who s Who; Symposium Dia-
lecticum; Fresh. Homecoming Queen Cou^t;
Senior Homecoming Queen Court; Fresh,
Class Social Chrm.; Soph. Class Socidl Chrm,;
Youth Conf. Art Chrm., Publicity Chrm,, Co-
Chrm.; Personal Evangelism; Campus Cru-
sade; English Club; Tro|an Players; SEA.,
Publicity Chrm,; Orientation Leader; Gamma
Delta Beta, Program Chrm,; Chapel Com-
mittee; Student Judiciary, Chief Justice.
Bone, Thomas , ,
Bontroger, Judy 30
Chorale; Oratorio; Women's Chorus; Per-
sonal Evangelism; Holiness League; Ambas-
sadors; Gospel Team; Gamma Delta Beta;
Orientation Leader; S.E.A.; Athletic Com-
mittee.
Booth, Pauline 30
Chorale; Oratorio; Orchestra; Youth Conf,
Discussion Leader; Personal Evangelism;
Echo Staff; Ambassadors; Holiness League.
Bormann, David 47,105
Bowen, Karole 56,60,126
Bowerman, June 46,47
Bowers, David 64,93,105
Bowker, Rosolee 64,84
Bowman, Judith ,64
Boyd, Ruth 121
Boyer, R. David 30,42,126,127,144,145
Band; Who's Who; Student Council, Student
Orgonizotions Committee; Echo Staff, Colum-
nist. Contributing Editor; Gem Staff; Lan-
guage Club; Social Science Club, Vice Pres.;
Young Republicans, Campus Activities Com-
mittee.
Bradford, Gene
Bragan, James 47,96,102,103,137
Bragon, Joan 75
Brain, Joe 31,43,123,126,127,160,161
Oratorio, All-College Scholarship; Who's
Who; Soph, Class Pres,; Junior Class Vice
Pres.; Ambassadors, Echo Staff; Orientation
Leader; Dorm Counsellor; Tro|an Players;
Campus Activities Committee; Student Body
Pres.
Broke, Melveta 56
Brenneman, Bruce 31,36,130,159
Chorale; Mole Chorus; Gem Staff; English
Club, Pres, S,E,A,, Tro|an Players, Vice Pres,
Brenner, Kurt 64
Brixey, Donna 64
Brockmon, Cynthia 75
Brose, Marti 31,126
Chorale, Student Council, Sec.; Youth Conf.
Cabinet; Gem Staff; Echo Staff, Columnist;
Orientation Leader, Dorm Counsellor; Tropn
Players, Soc-Psy-ity Club.
Brown, Barbara-Ellen 64,135
Brown, Daniel
Brown, James 64,106
Brown, Sommie Sue 64
Brown, Sharon 56
Brown, Stephen 64,153
Bruce, Daniel 65,153
Bruce, Dave 31
Chorale; Mole Chorus; Fresh. Class Treas.;
Junior Class Social Chrm.; Youth Conf. Ac-
commodations Chrm., Treas.; Language Club;
S.E.A.; Tro|an Ployers; Science Club; Orien-
tation Leader; Dorm Council.
Bruce, Priscilla 47,50,52,90
Bruce, Robert 31,94,108,145
Football; Baseball; Track; Social Science
Club; Youth Conf. Discussion Leader; T-Club;
Young Republicans Club, Pres.
Bruerd, Mary Jo 56
Brunz, Elaine 47,146
Bucy, James
Budicin, Jeonette 65
Buecker, Nan 65
Bullock, Myro 65
Burden, Stonley 29,31,123,137,174
Bond; Senior Class Vice Pres.; Gospel Team;
Youth Conf., Discussion Leader; Science Club;
Orientation Leader; Dorm Counsellor; Relig-
ious Services Committee; Student Organiza-
tions Committee.
Burkhart, Lorry 56,153
Burkholder, Tim 56,98,106,107
Burns, Pnscilla 56
Burtch, Helen .' 75
Business Club 1 43
Butmon, Barbara 65
Butz, Hazel E 24,131,138,178
Toylor University, B.S Ed.; iTidiano Univer-
sity, A.M., Ph.D.
Butz, Nancy 65,1 12,153
Cain, Thomas 57
Calloway, Gloria 65
Cameron, Ma re 1 a 57,146
Campbell, Betty-Lee 65
Campbell, Walter 94
Carlson, Judy 47
Carlson, Mar|orie 65
Carlson, Mary
. . 31,129,154
S.E.A,, Sec , Vice Pres., Pres.; Dorm Coun-
sellor; Gamma Delta Beta.
Carlson, Poul 57
Carlson, Wesley 57
Carman, Barbara 57
Carpenter, Danny 75,94
Carpenter, Kenneth 65,94,106
Carter, Chorles W 19,129,170
Marion College, Th. B., A.B.; Winona Loke
School of Theology, MA,; Asbury Theologi-
cal Seminary, B D.; Butler University M.A
;
Butler University Graduate School of Relig-
ion, Th.M.
Carter, Michelle 65
Case, Janet 47,153
Chan, Jacob 57
Chandler, Adrien 57
Chapman, Mildred N. .20
Asbury College, A.B,; University of Kentucky,
M.A.; Graduate Study at the University of
Kentucky.
Charles, Lois 57
Chilcott, John
Chiwengo, Boniface
Chorale 152
Clark, Donald
, ,
Clarke, Robert 65,73
Claossen, Melvin
Clay, Elizabeth 65,153
Closson, Jerry 65
Clough, Lois 112,150
Clouston, Rex 47
Coots, Sue 31
Echo Staff; Gamma Delta Beto; SEA.; Youth
Conf. Discussion Leader, Tro|an Players;
English Club
Cobbs, Ernest 101
Cochran, Donald
Cochrane, John 65,105,153
Cook, David 57,94
Cook, Judy 57
Cook, Marge. .31,43,125,126,130,135,137,159,160
Debate Team; All-College Scholarship; Echo
Staff, Columnist, Contributing Editor; Gem
Staff, Editorial Sec.; English Club, Program
Chrm.; Trojon Players, Sec.; SEA,; Fine Arts
Committee; Symposium Dialecticum; Student
Judiciary.
Coolman, Karen 20,57,82
Cope land, Beverly 57,1 1
2
Correll, Penny 57
Corts, Beverly 31,122,125
Senior Homecorrting Queen Court; Senior
Class Sec,; Inter-Class Council; Echo Staff;
Business Club; S.E.A,; Dorm Counsellor; Dorm
Council, Sec.; Student Judiciary, Sec.
Cox, Lorry 65,101,105
Cramblet, Jack 46,47,82,86,123
Corven, Gari 65,1 53
Crawford, Michael 65
Croley, Glenda 47
Cromer, John 47
Cross, Hildreth Mane 20
Asbury College, AS.; The University of
Michigan, A.M.; The State University of
Iowa, PhD,
Crowder, James
. 31,178
Gftm Staff; Tro|an Players; Male Chorus,
Youth Conf, Cabinet.
Cutting, David 66
Dake, Finis 47,94,126
Dale, Jackie 57,161
Dame, Ruth
Dausey, Gary 47
Davenport, Barbara
Davenport, Robert 20,95
University of California at Los Angeles, B,S.,
Graduate study at Ball State Teachers Col-
lege,
Davies, Jeonette 47,1 72
Davis, Barb 57,130
Davis, Sterling 57
Davis, Vonciel 24
Morion College, A.B.
Dean, Marvin G, . 22,154,165
Michigan State University, B M,, American
Conservatory of Music, MM.; Graduate
study at the University of Kentucky and
George Peabody College for Teachers,
Deon, Mary Young 22
Bethany College, B.M.; Kansas State Uni-
versity, M S,; Graduate study at Chicago
Musical College and George Peabody Col-
lege for Teachers,
Deans, Patricia 47,129
Debate 1 60
Dedication 6
Delcamp, Sam
, 31,43,94,152,153,154
Chorale, Pres,, Male Chorus; Football; Track;
T-Club, Pres.; Student Council; Religious Ser-
vices Committee, Dorm Counsellor; Student
Personnel Services Committee, Student Ju-
diciary-
Demarest, Barbara 57
DeMint, Sondra 57
Deturk, Lee 66,98,101,106
Dew, Daniel 66
Dew, Phoebe 66
Deyo, Art 47,162,174
Dick, Marvin
Dick, Tom 57
Dickey, David 66,135,147
Diller, Tim 46,48,96,98,102,123,125,137,142,
162,177
Doctor, Virginia , 57
Dodd, Georgia 57
Dodge, Clifford 66
Doell, Wilhom
Dorm Councils 122,123
Driscal, Darlene 66
Dryer, Daivd 48
Dubs, Janice 66
Duchardt, Robert 106
Duffie, Ed 66
Dunbar, Rolena 57,1 53
Dunkerton, David
,
57
Dunn, Martha 48,129
Durham, Ray 48,98
Dye, Phyllis 66
Eakins, Dove 48
Ebnght, Godfrey 57,153
Eby, Marge 32
Fresh, Class Social Chrm., Business Club,
Sec -Treas ; SEA.
Echo 132
Eckel, Norman 57
Edwards, Jan 48
Ehlers, Ronald 66,96,102,103,153
Eicher, Ray 57,119,173
Eiler, Frederick 66
Eisenhuth, Lynne 57,152,153
Ekiund, Marsha 66
Ellett, Marilyn 57
Ellis, Carol 57,135
English Club 130
Ensor, Gail
Entnkin, Judy
S.E.A.
Entz, Lucille 32
Oratorio, Soloist; S.E.A,; Dorm Counsellor,
Gospel Team.
Epp, Dora Dean 75
Erf ourth, Roger 32
Troian Players.
Encson, Abbey 66
Estep, Nancy 66
Evans, Jim 66,94
Everswick, Marsha 66
Eversden, Thomas 57,94
Faculty 18
Farmer, Corley
Fornham, Lorry 66,1 53,1 59
Fend, Joyce 57
Ferrin, Dick 96,102
Fierke, Jennifer 57
Finch, Bob ,..66,147,176
Fink, Judy 112
Fisher, Jack 58,150
Fisher, Donna 66,153
Fisher, Emerson
Fitch, Lois 48
Fitz, Shirley
Fly, Mary 66
Foltz, Jon 48,84,125,137,172
Forbes, Gory 32
Chorale; Male Chorus; Track; Missionary
Conf., Music Chrm.
Foss, Thor 48
Foss, Gary 32
Dorm Counsellor.
Fox, Carolyn 66
Fox, Joanne 58
Francis, Don 66
Froser, David 66,105,175
Frazee, Lynn 66, 112
Freeland, Pamela 66,153
Freeman, Daniel 17
Freeman, John 93
French, Charles 58
Freshmen 64
Frick, Terry 58,135
Fricke, Nancy 58,79
Fuhrer, Lorry 32,153
Chorale, Chop.; Male Chorus; Fresh, Class
Vice Pres,, Gospel Team; Student Pastor; YFC
Director; Echo Staff, News Editor,
Fuller, Arda 48
Fuller, Marcella
. 23,165
Ohio Northern University, A.B.; Scarritt
College, M,A.; Graduate study at George
Peabody College for Teachers,
Gage, Sandra 58,172
Galanka, Mike 94,95,153
Gamma Delta Beta 1 57
Gannon, Harold
Garard, Bonita .66
Gardner, Robert 58
Gaver, Sandra 66
Geddes, David 58
Gehner, Judy 66
Gehner, Tom 48,132,172
Gehres, Ruth 48
Gelwicks, David 67
Gem 134
Geren, Carole 67
Gibson, Carole 67
Giddmgs, Allen
. 67
Gilbert, Donald 67
Gloss, George .21,100,101,105
Taylor Uni.ersity, B S,
Goetcheus, Allen 75,176
Golden, David 67,106
Goodner, Leslie 32,153
Trojon Players.
Goodson, Donald
Gordon, Joe 67,96,102
Gorrell, David 58
Goss, Jerry 33,93
Gould, Nelson 33,95,96
Football; T-Club.
Gourley, Thomas 67,101
Gove, June 33
Groffis, Joan 33,145
Social Science Club; S.E.A.
Gramza, Sharon 67,153
Groning, Jeanne ? 49,50,90,174
Grant, Connie
. .33,129
Band; Fresh, Class Chop.; Ambassadors;
Holiness League, Sec. -Treas.; SEA., Program
Chrm.; Dorm Counsellor,
Grau, Robert 75
Gray, Joyce 58
Groy, Rosalyn 49,52
Graziotti, Ted
Greathouse, Gladys Millard 24,165
Asbury College, AB.; University of Kentucky,
M.A.; Graduate study at University of Wis-
consin.
Green, Mary Strickland 26
Houghton College, A.B.; Western Reserve
University, M.N,
Green, William D 14,19,127,137
Cleveland Bible College, Th.B.; Taylor Uni-
versity, A.B.; Western Reserve University,
M.A.; The University of Tennessee, Ed. D.
Greene, Lynda 58
Griffin, Charles 33,86
Trock; Echo Staff; S.E.A,; Youth Conf., Dis-
cussion Leader, Altar Worker; P. EM. Club,
Pres,
Griffin, Gloria 58,146
Griffiths, Jacinto 49
Grimm, George 105
Grosser, Rhode 67
Guillau me, Stanley 67,1 53,175
Gunderson, Richard 67
Gunn, William 58
Haakonsen, Horry 46,137,159,165
Haaland, Joan 33,79
Haas, Carolyn 33
Gospel Team.
Hogen, Roy 67
Haines, Jesse
Haines, Meredith C 27
Asbury College, B.A.; Asbury Theological
Seminary, B.D.; University of Southern Cali-
fornia, M,A,; Graduate study at Asbury
Theological Seminary, Boll State Teachers
College and Indiana University,
Hall, Herbert 58
Hamilton, Ralph 49
Hand, Dorothy 33
Personal Evangelism; Tro|an Players,
Handschu, Elaine
Hondschu, Stanley 58
Hansen, Carol 58,175
Hansen, Karen 49,128,162,178
Hard, Patricia 33,130
Junior Homecoming Queen Court; Junior
Class Chop,; Ambassadors, Sec.; English
Club, Vice Pres.; Dorm Counsellor; Dorm
Council, Sec,; Youth Conf., Altar Worker,
Discussion Leader.
Hardy, Janet 58,133,135
Haught, Alice 75
Haught, Carol 67
Hayes, Doyle 94
Hayes, Robert B 21
Asbury College, A.B.; University of Kansas,
MEd., Ph.D,
Hayes, Ruth H 24
Asbury College, A.B.; Graduate study at the
University of Kentucky,
Hays, Margaret 58
Heasty, Violet 67
Heavilm, Kathryn 49,128,137
Hebbert, Horry
, 67
Hedmon, Karen (i?
Heinlem, Jone 33,36
S.E.A.
Held, Robert Wayne 75
Helfnck, Patricia 75
Helm, Nancy 67
Hendrickson, Alice 59,169
Hercules, Muriel 59
Hersey, Ida 59
Higgins, Ralph 56,59,128,134,178
Hildebrandt, Jonathan 67,68
Hill, Charles
Baseball.
Hill, Norma 68,135
Hill, Tom 49,172
Himelick, Morgarett 68
Hinkle, Nancy 49,137
Hinkle, Todd 68
Hoekstro, Ronald
Hogston, Mary 68
Holiness League 1 72
Homecoming 140
Hooten, Ardith 49
Hoover, Wayne 59
Horn, Beverly 49
Horney, Donald 59,82,106,107
Hosman, Elaine
, .33
Inter-Class Council; Youth Conf., Hostess,
Discussion Leader, Altar Worker, Accommo-
dations Chrm.; S.E.A.; Gamma Delta Beta,
Pres
; Student Judiciary, Sec.
Houser, Duane 34,41,125
Band; Echo Staff,- Gem Staff; Student Ju-
diciary; Alpha Pi Iota, Program Chrm.
Housley, Thomas 68
Hover, Rosemary 59
Howard, Judith 68,153
Howard, Treva
Howell, James 68
Howell, Rae 34,112
Tro|anes; Ambassadors; Youth Conf- Altar
Worker; W.R.A.; Gamma Delta Beta; P.E.M.
Club.
Hozack, Janet 68
Hubbard, James 68,106
Hudkins, Kenneth 49,139,177
Huebner, Joyce 34
Personal Evangelism; Gamma Delta Beta,
Huff, Donald 59
Huff, Ethelyn 49
Huffer, Rondo 59
Huibregtse, John 93,105
Hunsberger, Jerry 59
Hunter, Wiihe 68,106
Huntington, Stuart 68
Hustwick, Ellenor 68,153,173
Hyatt, Linda 49
Imes, Lamar 75
Imhof, Susan 68
Ingle, Peggy 68
Inniger, Stanley
Irey, Garth 34
Irey, James
Jack, David 59,62,79
Jackson, Bette 59
Jackson, Joy 59
Jackson, Lois 59
Jackson, Robert F 34
Band; Track; Cross Country, Gospel Team;
Gem Staff, Echo Staff; Alpha Pi Iota, Tro|an
Players.
Jackson, Robert L 94
Jackson, Ruth Ann 75
Jacobson, Barbara 34
S.E.A., Publicity Chrm. Gamma Delta Beta,
Sec, Program Chrm.; Youth Conf. Discussion
Leader.
Jacobus, Beverly ... ... 68
Jontzen, John B . 24
Whitworth College, A.B,; Graduate study at
Kennedy School of Missions and Ball State
Teachers College, Language (French) study
at Brussels, Belgium.
Jenkins, John 68,153
Jensen, Andrea 49
Jerome, Jim 68,105
Johnson, Barbara 34
Ambassadors; Science Club; Tro|an Players;
Language Club.
Johnson, Dav<d 59,106,107
Johnson, Irvin 59,98,106,107
Johnson, Judy 49,129,137,172
Johnson, Richard 59
Johnson, Sherry 68
Johnson, Joan 68
Joiner, Larry 68,153
Jones, Lawrence
Juniors 46
Kacsur, Maureen 59,178
Kaiser, Carol 49,178
Kamphouse, Lois 50
Kostelein, David 59,105
Kattmonn, Allen 68
Katz, Larry 34
Baseball; Gospel Team; Student Pastor
Koufmann, Dons 59
Kearney, June 50,111,112,113,137
Kedge, Lois 34
Youth Conf. Discussion Leader; SEA; Gam-
ma Delta Beta,
Keenan, Talmage .
, 50,94,137
Keller, Paul D 15,165
Manchester College, B.S,; Cincinnati Con-
servotory of Music, Mus.M,
Kelley, Connie 68,135,157
Kelly, Robert 68
Kemp, Betty
Kemple, Jane 59
Kessler, Roberta A 89,122,127
Taylor University, B.S. Ed.; Graduate study
at Ball State Teachers College,
Kettinger, Brenda 68
Kidder, Paul 68
Kirk, Clifford 59
Klingel, Robert 50,95
Klinger, William 34
Knudsen, Donald 68
Kobe, Peter 68,96, 1 02,1 53
Kocher, David 56,59,60,178
Koehn, Joyce 68
Koize, Darlene 59
Komp, Mar|orie 34,130,133,159
Holiness League; Ambassadors; Personal
Evangelism, Visitation Chrm.; Echo Staff,
News Editor, English Club, Program Chrm.;
Tro|an Players, Publicity Chrm.; Symposium
Dialecticum.
Konya, Bruce 68
Koons, Lynne 59
Krai, Roy 75
Krehbiel, Sandra 59
Krueger, Gordon M 26,83
University of Kansas, A.B., A.M.; Graduate
study at the University of Minnesota, Ball
State Teachers College, and Michigan State
University,
Krins, Joyce 69
Kuhn, Hubert 34,96
Kundenreich, Al 50
Ladd, Wayne 6^,106,153
LaDuke, Helen 69,153
Lammon, Judy 35,130
Chorale; Music Club; Oratorio; Ambassadors;
Holiness League; Echo Staff, English Club;
Dorm Counsellor; Tro|an Players; Personal
Evangelism.
Londrith, Edith 69,89
Language Club 1 30
Lantz, Dale 69,73,126,146
Larrison, Don
Lorsen, Bob 59,94
Larson, David
Larson, Lou 50
Lawrence, Wayne 50
Lee, Clarence 56,59,123
Lee, Herbert G, 24,25,130,131,135
Western Carolina Teachers' College, BS;
University of North Carolina, M.A,; Graduate
study at Northwestern University,
Lee, James K. 26
Central China University, B,S.; Catholic Uni-
versity of America, M.S.; Catholic University
of America, Ph.D.
Lee, John
, , , 35,44,130
Who's Who; Gospel Team; Gem Staff;
Language Club, Pres.; International Students'
Fellowship, Pres.; Symposium Dialecticum,
Vice Pres.; Student Services Committee,
Lee, Johngman 50
Leigh, Don 35,44,129,178
Chorale; Basketball; Who's Who, Student
Council; Holiness League, Pres,; Youth Conf.,
Prayer Chrm
,
Co-Chrm., Chapel Committee;
Soc-Psy-ity Club,
Lemmon, Norma 59,1 29
Leonard, Betsy 50
Leonard, Jim
Levchuk, Leanne 69
Lewis, Leono 20,50,165,176
Lidh, Eric 59,158
Liechty, Judy 50
Linden, Marilyn ... 35
Social Science Club, S.E.A., Gamma Delta
Beta.
Ltngle, Paul 50
Lister, Janette 59
Livingston, Margery 51 ,1 72
Lockhart, Carol 69
Loewen, William M 27
Taylor University, A,B
; Graduote study at
Boll State Teachers College,
Lomax, Jeneane
Long, Alice
Losch, John 69,80
Losure, Lonny 69
Loy, Philip 51,144
Lundquist, Burton 51
Lunde, Jane 56,59
Luthy, Fred H 19
Taylor University, A.B.; Bonebroke Seminary,
B.D,; Graduate study at Boll State Teachers
College ond Butler University.
Luttrell, Louie .60,94,106,107,153
Lybrond, Anna Ruth 69,147,176
Lyman, Lorry 51
Lynch, Joy 69,134,135
Macoll, John 51,128,133,144
MacLeish, Daniel
Madden, Lloyd 1 5,51
Madison, Mary
Madison, William
._
69
Monley, Judith 51
Manley, Stephen
Marr, Teddy
Marshall, Sandra 69
Martin, B. Joseph
, 11,13,131,163
Pasadena College, A.B., Th.B.; University of
Southern California, M.Th., Ph.D.; Houghton
College, LL.D
Martin, Carolyn
. 69,153
Martin, Donald T. 24
Taylor University, A.B, Asbury Theological
Seminary, B.D., Ball State Teachers College,
M.A,
Martin, Larry
Martin, Patricia 75
Martin, Robert 75
Martin, Rodger 51,103
Martinson, Joyce 51,52,174
Mothis, James 94,70,106
Matthews, Mary Ellen 70,135
Maurer, Greg 35,126,155
Moyne, Deanno
Mays, David 75
McAndrews, Kotherme 60,161
McBnde, Lois
, 60
McCallum, James 106,107
McCammon, Wilma 69
McClure, Jeanette 172
McCluskey, Kaye ... .69
McDougall, Don 35,153,175
Chorale; Male Chorus; Oratorio, Soloist;
Music Club; S.E.A.
McElhoe, Joyce ,69
Mclntire, Bonnie 69
Mcintosh, Herbert 35
Football; Youth Conf., Discussion Leader,
Altar Worker, Echo Staff; T-Club.
Mcintosh, Bonnie 60
Mcintosh, Joan 75
Meeks, Marion 70
Mendenhall, Janet 51,170
Merkle, Lyndon 70
Metcalfe, James
Methodist Student Movement 173
Mettee, David 51,96,101,102
Meyer, Stanley 70,94,101
Mickom, Marilyn 70
Mickley, Corl 35
Mighells, Elizabeth 70
Miller, Barbara 51
Miller, Dennis 60
Miller, Donald Floyd 60
Miller, Donald Ivan 51
Miller, Eleanor 70
Miller, Elizabeth 70
Miller, Jan 70,94
Miller, Janice 35,44
Youth Conf., Discussion Chrm,, Altar Worker;
Echo Staff; English Club; S E,A., Orientation
Leader, Tro|an Players.
Miller, Judi 70
Miller, Mary 70,153,175
Mills, Darleen 70
Minks, Benton 60
Minks, Marcella 70
Minks, Terry 70,105
Missionary Conference 170
Mitchell, Vivienne 60
Moeschberger, Melvin 46,51
Mohammed, Judy 70
Mohc, Louis 70,106
Monce, Mar|orie 51
Moore, Harry 52,94
Moore, Rex 70,101
Moore, Sharon 70
Moore, William 101
Moorman, Herbert
Moreland, Joan 60
Morris, Judy
Mort, Toby 70,105,153
Morton, Marshall .
Morton, Stanley 35
Morton, Warren
Moses, Donald 70,105
Mosher, Ben . 52,94,95,97,106,107,125,170
Mosley, Kenneth 70,93,105
Motter, Joy 70
Motz, LaMoine 70,153
Moyer, M, Dole .
. 70
Mross, James 70
Mullet, Rozella 60
Mullins, Martha 52,122,137
Murphy, Dale
Murphy, Sherry 60
Music, Ray 70,93,105
Music Clob 150
Myers, Everette 60,94
Naumann, Mary .70,175
Nay, Alden 52,96,173
Needles, Elizabeth 60
Nelson, Margoret 52
Nelson, Paul 60,134,138
Newsome, Glenn 32,35,94,106,107,127
Football, Baseball
Newson, David 94
Nicewonger, Richard 35
Nichols, Kay 70
Nickels, Nancy 60,169
Nilsen, June 52,112,113,162,178
Nissly, Everett - -75
Niver, Martha 61
Norrenberns, Nancy 29,36,154,178
Gospel Team; Junior Homecoming Court;
Junior Class Social Chrm,; Senior Class
Social Chrm.; Youth Conf. Hostess Chrm.;
S.E.A.; Gamma Delta Beta, Vice Pres., Social
Chrm.
Nussbaum, Doveanna 61
Nussbaum, Elmer 26,162,163
Taylor University, A.B., Ball State Teachers
College, A.M.; University of Rochester, Ph.D.;
Graduate study at the University of Wash-
ington,
Oaks, Janet '
Gates, Gladys 70
Odie, Don J 21,98,100
Taylor University, B.S. Ed.; Indiana Univer-
sity, M.S.
Ofte, Gail 61
Ohirich, Judy 52,122,178
Oliver, Walter 24
Taylor University, A.B.; Graduate study at
the University of Michigan and Chicago Uni-
versity,
Olsen, Judy 56,61,135
Olsen, Warren 71
Olson, Grace D. 27
Taylor University, A.B,, The University of
Michigan, A.M.; Graduate study at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and Western Reserve
University.
Olson, Robert .36
Gospel Team; Youth Conf. Altor Worker,
Ambassadors; Soc-psy-ity.
Orchestra 149
Oren, Juanita 52
Orientation Leaders 137
Osberg, Lynne 71
Ostrander, Garry 71
Oswalt, John .36,40,44,159,160,165,176,178
Band, Vice Pres.; Chorale, Chap.; Football;
Who's Who; Echo Staff, Ambassadors; Gos-
pel Team; Tro|an Players, Pres,; Debate
Team; Symposium Dialecticum; Youth Conf*
Prayer Chrm,
Overmyer, Kay 61
Owens, Sarah 61
Oyer, Nancy
Oyler, Myron
Palmer, Robert 36
Science Club; S.E.A,
Palpant, Paul . ... 71
Parkins, Martha 61
Parker, Garry 71,173
Porrish, Rebecca 52
Pascoe, Paul 17,128
Passler, Martha 1 72
Patterson, Patricia 71
Patton, Minnie 36
Social Science Club; Gamma Delta Beta.
Paul, Maurice .
,
. . 52,98
Pearson, Laura 61 ,1 53,1 74
Pease, Betty Kuhlman , ,22
Willamette University, B,M; Indiana Univer-
sity, M.M,; Graduate study at Indiana Uni-
versity and the Freiburg Conservatory.
Pease, Edward. , 22,150
Western Illinois University, B.S.; Illinois Wes-
leyan University, M.M.Ed.; Indiana Univer-
sity, Ph.D.; Graduate study at the University
of Freiburg.
Penhorwood, Sharma 61
Perry, Barbara 71
Perry, Beverly 71
Personal Evangelism 172
Peterson, Elaine 71
Pettigrew, Jean 36
Youth Conf, Altar Worker; S.E.A.
Petzold, Gary 52,137,178
Phillippe, Sandra 61,170
Philpot, Bonnie 7]
Phinney, E, Sterl 17
Marion College, Th.B., A.B.; Butler University,
M.A.; Graduate study at the University of
Oregon.
Phinney, Paul 137,139,171,178
Pickens, Dora 61
Pigueron, Betty 71,175
Place, Philip ' 61
Poe, Elisabeth .... 26,82
Marfan College, A,B.; B. Rel.; The University
of Michigan, A.M.; Graduate study at the
University of Michigan and University of
Virginia,
Po'k, Irvmg 36,133
Band; Orchestra; Echo Staff, Business Mgr,
Polk, Marceil 61
Polsgrove, Gordon 96,102
Pomeroy, H. Fred 36
Chorale; Male Chorus; Tennis; Youth Conf.
Traffic Chrm.; English Club; Senior Class
Treas.
Porter, Donald . . .26
Marion College, A.B., B.S. Ed,, Indiana Uni-
versity, M.A., Ph.D.
Porter, Laura
Porter, Marilyn 71
Porter, Phyllis 61,130,135
Powell, David 71
Powell, Jonyce 71
Prater, Corel 37,94,95
Football.
Priestley, Rodina 52
Procuniar, Penny 61,122
Pruett, Marjorie 61
Pulley, Max . .
Pyle, Frank 37,174,178
Bond; Gospel Team,
Raab, Audrey 53
Roese, Mane 71
Romsay, Chuck 61,96,102
Ramseyer, Donna 53
Rowlings, Martheno 61
Rediger, Milo 6,7,12,14
Taylor University, A.B.; New York University,
A.M., Ph.D.; Graduate study at The Biblical
Seminary in New York.
Reece, Oris . . 37,98
Basketball; T-Club.
Reese, Doris 61
Regier, Wilber 71,105,175
Reynolds, James .. 37,45,154
Who's Who; Alpha Pi Iota, Pres.; Dorm
Counsellor.
Rice, Anita 53
Rice, Roger
Rich, Larry 61
Richards, Evelyn 61,144
Richardson, Janet 71
Richison, Taleese 61
Riggs, Ronald 37
Soc-Psy-ity Club, Student Pastor.
Riggie, Nolo
Ringenberg, Kay 53,125
Rmgenberg, Thomas 53
Ringenberg, William . . ... 29,37,43,45
Basketball; Who's Who; Fresh, Class Pres.;
Senior Class Pres., Student Council, Vice
Pres.; Echo Staff; SEA., Treas.; Social Sci-
ence Club, Treas., Pres.; Orientation Leader;
Dorm Counsellor; Dorm Council, Pres.; Youth
Conf. Cabinet.
Ritter, Dorlene 71
Ritter, Man
I
one 72,153
Roach, Gene 61
Roberts, Melva 75
Rogers, James 72
Rogers, Judith 72,153
Rolfs, Don 37,172
Band; Junior Class Chap,; Holiness League,
Pres.; Personal Evangelism; Ambassadors;
Religious Services Committee.
Rose, Carolyn 61
Rose, Clara 72
Rose, Joyce 72
Ross, Thomas
Roth, Roger 126
Rothhaar, Pat 112,150,153
Rouse, Joyce 72,80
Roye, Frank H 27,41
Transylvania College, B.A.; Southern Baptist
Seminary, B.D.; Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Th.D.
Ruble, Stephen 72
Ruchti, Jackie 61
Rudolph, Robert '. .37,94
Football; Track; Youth Conf,, Discussion
Leader, Altar Worker; Echo Staff; T-Club,
Sec, S.E.A., P.E.M. Club.
Rufenocht, Pot 61
Rufenocht, Suzanne 72
Runyon, Sally 37,144,150,173
Bond; Brass Choir; M.S.M., Sec.; Social Sci-
ence Club; Music Club; S.E.A.; Gamma Delta
Beta,
Rupp, Dean ,
Rupp, Sandra 61
Rupp, Sharon 37
Gospel Team; Gem Staff; S.E.A.
Rupprecht, Arthur . . 24
Houghton College, A.B.; University of Illinois,
M.A.; Faith Theological Seminary, B.D.; The
University of Pennsylvania, Ph.D.
Russell, Hugh 61,105
Ryzner, Robert 67,72
Sadler, Charles 53,94,105
Saint, Eileen 61
Salisbury, Janice 53,1 26,137
Sanderlm, Fred 105
Sandford, Jo 72
Sondstrom, Carolyn 29,37,1 35
Oratorio; Soph. Class Sec.; Senior Class Sec.;
Gospel Team; Youth Conf. Altar Worker;
Gem Staff; S,E,A.; Inter-Class Council; Stu-
dent Organizations Committee.
Satterlee, Suelyn 72
Schaffroth, Sigrid 72,112
Schilko, Natasha 72
Schilko, Tamara 37
Schinkel, Ruth .... , . . 38
Oratorio, Youth Conf. Altar Worker; Am-
bassadors; Holiness League; Dorm Coun-
sellor; Tro|an Players.
Schlee, Thomas 61,147
Schneck, Bill 46,53,133
Schneider, Mary 72,153,175
Schoemaker, Jill 61
Schoff , Sharon 72
Schug, Peter 98
Schultz, Ronald 72
Schwarzkorf, Don 53,98,106,107
Science Club 162
Scott, Ronald 72
Second Semester Students 75
Seevers, Bob 94,95
Seniors 29
Sense man. Dale 61,91
Seume, Richard 72
Shafer, Laneile 53,132,133
Shaffer, Jeanne 38,128
Chorale; Oratorio; Gospel Team; Holiness
League; Youth Conf., Discussion Leader,
Altar Worker; Tro|an Players; Social Science
Club; Student Tutoring Service, Sec.
Shank, Don 62,172
Shonley, Diane 72
Shonnohon, Sharon 53
Sharp, Frank 72,106
Sheedy, Mary 38
Shelton, Lewis 62
Shepfer, Dole 22,148,149
Boldwin-Walloce College, B.M.E.; North-
western University, M.M.
Shepherd, Marjorie 42
Shimizu, Keiko 62,161
Shields, James 72
Shields, John 72
Silva, Joseph 38
Silver, Harold 67,72
Silvis, Morlene 38,45,170,178
Tro|anes; Who's Who; Student Council; Inter-
Class Council; Personal Evangelism; Youth
Conf., Hostess, Altar Worker, Prayer Chrm.,
Altar Chrm.; Ambassadors, Sec.; Holiness
League; P.E.M. Club; Chi Sigma Phi, Publicity
Chrm.; Orientation Leader; Gamma Delta
Beta; W.R.A.; Religious Services Committee.
Simmons, Lawrence 67,72
Skoda, Grace 53
Skoglund, Diane 72
Slam, Larry 38
Slater, David 75,105
Slaughter, Richard
Slusher, Verlis 62
Smith, George 53,94,106,170
Smith, Jack
Smith, Janet 62
Smith, Louise 72,153
Smith, Marilyn 53
Smith, Paul 62
Smith, Richard 38
Echo Staff; Social Science Club; Soc-Psy-ity
Club.
Smith, Robert E. . 21,102,106,107,127
Greenville College, B-S. Ed.; Southern lllmois
University, M.S. Ed-
Smith, Timothy 72,106
Snow, Carlton 53,126,137,160
Social Science Club 1 44
Soc-Psy-ity 1 43
Soerheide, Carolyn 62
Sophomores 56
Spade, Ronald 38
Oratorio; Male Chorus; Social Science Club.
Spear, Stan .... 62,130
Spitler, Janet 53,153,178
Sponable, Robert 72,94,106
Sports 92
Springer, Elaine 62,130
Springer, Mark 54
Sprunger, Joseph 72
Sprunger, Roxonne 62
Stanton, Lmdo . 73
Starkweather, Kermit 62,94
Starr, Richard 62,172
Sfaub, Lots 62,153
Stepp, Richard 38
Stern, Ruth Ann 62
Steury, Maxine .- 62
Steyer, Hilda L 22,84,127,150
Asbury College, B.A.; Cincinnati Conserva-
tory of Music, B, Mus., M, Mus.
Stewart, Andrew 153
Steyert, Jo-Ann 73
Stine, Phihp 73,96,102,105
Stockinger, Fred 62,93,105
Stockmger, Ruth 38
Band; Orchestra; Oratorio; Chorale; Gospel
Team; Music Club; S.E.A.
Stoykovich, Gloria 62
Stram, Gale 73,112,113,153
Strotman, Ed 73,106
Stroehlin, Jean 62
Strong, Ruth Ann 63
Strong, Ruth Naomi 54
Stuart, Clarence 38
Gospel Team, Social Science Club; Tro|an
Players; International Student Fellowship,
Sec -Treas., Pres.; Soc-Psy-ity Club.
Stucky, Ned 54,129,135
Student Council 1 26
Student Education Association 129
Student Judiciary 125
Sub|ect, Chuck
Summers, Hugh 38,106
Suphal, Ivan 54
Sutphin, Paula 39
Swanson, Esther 73
Sweet, Judy 39,122,129,155
Sweet, Marylee 73
Sweet, Sally 46,54
Szabo, Mike 54,135,155
Too, Bette 54
Toylor, Charles Rex 39
Tenpos, Diane 39
Gem, Literary Editor, Editor-inChief; S.E.A.;
Gospel Team; Dorm Counsellor; Youth Conf.
Altar Worker.
Terdal, Ed 54,153
Terhune, Jim 54,132,133,137,173
Thayer, Rachel 73
Thiery, Pat ' 63
Thomas, Loretta 63
Thompson, Carl 41,73,93,105,131,135
Band; Cross Country; Track; Tower Editorial
Board; Echo Staff; Soc-Psy-ity Club, Publicity
Chrm
Thompson, Dennis 39.85,94,147,159
Football; Trojon Players, Trees., Chap.; T-
Club; Student Organizations Committee.
Thompson, Rebecca 63,1 53,169
Thompson, Richard
Thompson, Stanley 73,93,101,105,135
Thompson, W, Ralph 19,172
Greenville College, A.B., Th.B ; Winona Lake
School of Theology, BD., The Biblical Sem-
inary tn New York, S.T.B.; Ball State Teach-
ers College, M.A. in Ed,; Northern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Th.M,, Th.D,
Thor, Dan 54,153,174
Tigor, Ino
Toombs, Gene 73
Tower 131
Townsend, Dave 39
Basketball; Baseball; Football.
Travis, Joe .63
Trojan Players 1 59
Truesdale, Philip 73
Tschetter, Patsy 63,175
Tucker, Bernie
. . 29,39,123,129,170
Mole Chorus; Chorale; Oratorio; Track; Sen-
ior Class Chap.; Ambassadors, Treas.; Gospel
Team; Holiness League; Science Club; Dorm
Counsellor; Student Council Treas.; Youth
Conf., Host, Treas.; Public Relatior^ Commit-
tee; Religious Services Committee.
Tucker, Janet .73
Tucker, Lloyd Ellen ,
, 39,146,15^
Gospel Team; Gem Staff; Tro|an Players,
Oratorio; S.E.A,
Turner, Clayton 39, 1 05,1 2>, 1 37, 1 72
Trock, Student Council, Treas.; Holiness
League, Vice Pres.; Personal Evangelism,
Street Meeting Chm., Co-Chrm,; Orientation
Leader, Dorm Counsellor.
Tyler, Katherine 73
Tysen, Albert 63
Tysen, Calvin
. 63,106
Uhnch, Lawrence 75,82,130
Ulmer, Peggy 63,111,112
Valberg, Julius J 25,130
University of Latvia, A.M., Dr. J.U.; Gradu-
ate study at The University of Cologne, Ger-
many; Institute Universitaire, Geneva, Switz-
erland; Harvard University Law School; and
Indiana University,
Valberg, Peter 73
Valentine, David. . ... .75,105
Van Doren, Morcia . 39,130
Bond; Orchestra; Orotono; Gospel Team;
S.E.A., English Club, Sec.-Treos.; Tro|an
Players.
Von Kuiken, Carol 63
Von Natter, Gary 54
Van Til, Evelyn .... . 25,132
Colvm College, A.B.; Purdue University, M.S.;
Graduate study at Indiana University.
Van Valkenburg, Dalton A. 16,27,132,133,178
University of Michigan, B.B A., M.B.A., Grad-
uate study at Indiana University.
Van Vessem, John 73,105
Von Winkle, Freda
Varga, Carolyn 39
SEA
Venture for Victory 1 77
Verrill, Sally Jo 175
Vesa, Carol 63,135
Vogelsang, Elmer . . 73,88,94,106,138
Volk, Ruth 40
Oratorio; Personal Evangelism; Gospel Team;
S.E.A.; Dorm Councellor; Gamma Delta Beta.
Wagcsy, Carolyn 73
Wagner, Joan 73
Woigle, James 74
Wait, Maxine 74
Walker, Annette
Walker, Barbara
Walker, Diane 63,153
Walker, Jane 74
Walker, John
Ward, Linda 63
Wardell, Virginia ^ 63
Warren, Judith 63
Wotne, Sam 54,153.175
Watson, Janet,. 36,40,45,129,134,135,137,158,
159,165
Orchestra; Echo Staff, Feature Editor, Copy
Editor, Contributing Editor; Tower Editorial
Board; Gem Staff, Literary Editor, Editor-m-
Chief, English Club, Program Chrm., Orien-
tation Leader; Dorm Counsellor; Tro|an
Players, Program Chrm.; Fine Arts Commit-
tee; Who's Who,
Watters, Linda 74,153
Weaver, Sally 74
Webb, Beverley 74,153
Webb, Marilyn 40
Band; Orchestra; Chorale; Holiness League;
SEA,
Weber, Harriet 74
Weed, Lois 23,127
Taylor University, A B , University of Ken-
tucky, MS, in IS.
Weeks, Alberta
. 40
Youth Conf. Altar Worker; Science Club.
Weeks, C. Wayne
-55,94
Weeks, Donna
Weidler, Mary 55
Weimer, Anita 63,1 1
1
Welts, Mary 74
Wessels, Glenn 74,96,102
Weston, William 63,79
Whalen, Wanda 74
Whisler, Louis 139
Whiteman, Karen 63
Whitman, Wendell 74
Whittoker, Mary Ann 74
Who's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities 42
Wickershom, Philip 40
Baseball
Wiggers, Carol
, , 55
Wiley, John
Williams, Dole 40,178
Chorale; Mole Chorus; Oratorio; Cross Coun-
try; Youth Conf. Accomodations Chrm.
Williams, David 55
Williams, J.W 55
Williams, James 62,63
Williams, Mozelle 55,130,133
Williams, Paul
Williams, Ruth 74,126
Williomson, Carolyn 74
Williamson, George
Williamson, Yandell 63
Williamson, Paul 62,139
Willis, Jonell 55
Wills, Jeonie 74
Wilson, Karen 63,161
Wilson, R. Scott 40,178
Gospel Team; Y F.C. Director; Business Club,
Broker, Sec.-Treos.; Orientation Leader;
Youth Conf,, Host Discussion Leader.
Wimmer, Sarah 55,134,135
Wine, Joanne 74,147,159
Winn, Roger .40
Chorale; Male Chorus; Oratorio; Track; Stu-
dent Pastor; Tro|an Players.
Winterholter, Larry 74,98,106
Wolf, Vivian 1^
Wolgemuth, Ruth 63
Wood, Douglas 63
Wood, Paul H 19,128
Asbury College, A.B.; Ohio State University,
M.A,; Oregon State University, Ed.D.
Wood, Vido G. . . 26,85
Teachers College, Columbia University, B.S,
Ed.; New York State College for Teachers,
M.S.; Graduate study at Purdue University;
Graduate study at University of Minnesota,
Woolcock, Sally 74
Worgul, Joyce 55,134
Woy, Frances .46,55,128,131,134,135,172
Yazzie, Fred .... . . 55,130
Yoder, James 74,146
Yoder, Paton 27,129,144
Goshen College, A.B,; Indiana University, A,
M., Ph.D.
York, Donna lA
Young, James 25.125,159,160,165
Asbury College, A.B.. Michigan State Univer-
sity, M.A,; Graduate study at The University
of Michigan.
Young, Loretta 63,111,112
Young, Omer 62,63,147
Young Democrats 145
Young Republicans 145
Youth Conference 1 78
Zehr, Michael 63
Zerbe, Ronald 63
Zimmerman, Stanley 74
Man
Is multitude
His existence is measured
By the breadth of his intellect and his emotions
By the length of his stature and his constructions
By the depth of his relationships with his fellow man
By the height he reaches in seeking God
DIMENSIONS OF MAN
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